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SECTION ix. -SEWAGE-DISPOSAL

CHAPTER I.

SEWAGE

An important consideration, so far as a sanitary house is concerned, is the

getting rid of the waste products known as
"
sewage ", in a manner that shall

be expeditious, inoffensive, and economical. The question of sanitary appliances,

drains, and traps has been dealt with by other contributors, but the question of

the ultimate disposal of the sewage must now IK? considered.

In nearly every town or large community in the United Kingdom, the

sewage from the houses now passes by underground conduits or drains direct

into the arterial system of sewers, to be ultimately dealt with in a variety of

ways which will be presently descril>ed. The disposal of the sewage from

isolated or country houses is a more difficult problem, which in its turn will also

be discussed. Before proceeding to deal with the question of the disposal of

sewage from towns, it will be well to consider its composition and quantity.

Sewage may be described as the various waste products from communities,

mixed with a quantity of water which varies with the supply, and the admittance

or otherwise of the subsoil and rain water, and also the habits of the community.
The measure of the dry-weather flow may be readily estimated, when the supply

of water per head of the population is ascertained, but allowance must l>e made for

subsoil water in those cases where it is admitted, either purposely or accidentally.

into the drains and sewers. In addition to which must be added the "manu-

facturers' waste", which in some special cases is necessarily considerable. The

storm-water flow, which is dependent upon the rainfall, is, on the other hand,

somewhat difficult to estimate, without a series of olmervations extending over

a considerable period of time, and made with a view to estimate the amount

of the rainfall upon the area drained by the sewers; and provision must be made

for dealing in some manner with the maximum quantity of water which is likely

to reach these sewers.



With regard to the chemical composition and degree of dilution of any

sewage, this must also necessarily vary in every district, but the late well-

known chemUt, Dr. C. Meymott Tidy, made the following determination of the

excrementltious matter In sewage :

-Bry adult male pewon void* on an average 60 ois. (-3 pints) of urine daily. The

60 on. contains an average of 2 53 on. of dry solid matter, consisting of

.. 512-4 grains.

Extractive* (pigment, mucus, uric acid), 169-5

Salu (chiefly chlorides of sodium and potassium),

11 06-9 = 2-53 ozs.

"
Every adult male person voids about 1750 grains (or 4 ozs.) of faeces daily, of which

75 per cent is moisture. The dry fa-cal matter passed daily is therefore about 1 oz. per adult

hrl of the population. Of this dry fiecal matter, about 88 per cent is organic matter (of

which 6 paru are nitrogen), and 12 per cent inorganic (of which 4 parts are phosphoric acid);

( this dry f*cal matter, 1 1 per cent is soluble in water."

Other experimentalists give al>out 36 ozs. of urine and l ozs. of faecal matter

for each person in 24 hours, and Messrs. Wolff & Lehmann, from investigations

made with a mixed population of 100,000 persons for a year, give the following

result : 3 OZM. of fiecal matter and 26 ozs. of urine per day. It will thus be seen

that there is some divergence of opinion as to the average amount of these

matter* voided daily by an adult, and it is really more important for our purpose

to ascertain what is the composition of water-carried sewage. This was deter-

mined by the Rivers Pollution Commissioners in their first report as follows :

TABLE XXX.

DISSOLVED AND SUSPENDED MATTER IN SEWAGE.

IN PARTS PER 100,000.



METHODS OF SEWAGE-DISPOSAL. 5

problem is to remove from the sewage ami rend* -i innocuous the whole of this

decomposable organic matter (small though it U in proportion to the Urge
volume of water in which it i> < ani.-.l). and al.-o t< destroy the dangerous germs
which are carried in it, and whirh, if allowed t<> mix with the uir we breathe or

the water we drink, Income so dangerous to our health and livea.

Up to the present date the following may l>e taken as the various methods
of sewage-disposal which have been tried :-

(1) Outfalls into t!te sea, estuaries, or large rivers: in other words, disposal

by dilution.

(2) Treatment of the seicage with various chemicals in tanks or otherwise:

in other words, disposal by antiseptic treatment or precipitation.

(3) Filtration through artificial filters of various kinds, or through land:

in other words, disposal by mechanical separation of the solids, and by
nitrification.

(4) Broad irrigation: in other words, using the sewage for manurial

purposes on land, and at the same time purifying it by filtration and

nitrification.

(5) Septic or natural decomposition: in other words, allowing natural decom-

position to act on sewage and to break up and destroy the solids, and

allowing nitrification to purify the effluent.

CHAPTER II.

OUTFALIJ3 INTO THE SEA, ESTUARIES, AND LARGE RIVERS.

Under certain circumstances and with proper precautions, the discharge of

crude sewage into the sea can be carried out in a satisfactory manner without

danger of any nuisance, and such a disposal has much to recommend it. All

towns situated on our coasts deal with their sewage in this manner, and it is only

where the outfalls have been badly selected that any evils result. There are

many scientists who contend that this is a wasteful practice, and that the

valuable manure contained in sewage should be returned to the land from whence

it originally came in the form of food; but hitherto it has been found that, owing
to the enormous dilution by water of the more valuable manurial products in

sewage, it is more economical to dispose of sewage in the most rapid and sanitary

manner and deal with the land in other ways.



SEWAGE-DISPOSAL.

The QMcntlil points to be considered in dealing with this method of sewage-

dispcKal may lie brieHy stated. The outfall must be carried well below the low-

water mark of the lowest known tide; otherwise a nuisance is very likely to be

caiwed. It must also be carnal to such a point that the incoming tide or wind

will not bring the sewage back upon the shore, and that the sweep of any

current* in the locality will not have the same effect upon adjacent coasts.

In order to obviate such a possibility, and also to ensure that the point of

outlet U ao selected that the sewage will always, under all conditions of winds

and tide*, lie carried well away to sea and not coast along any neighbouring

shores, very careful and complete float-observations must be carried out under

all possible condition* of wind and tide. These observations must not only be

made with surface-floats, but also with submerged floats at different levels, and

the various track* or courses which these floats take must be followed and marked

u|wn proper charts. When the most suitable spot has been thus determined, it

mav lie found that even then it will not be safe to allow the sewage to flow

continuously, but that it must be stored in tanks and only allowed to flow

at ome |rticular level of the ebb-tide. It is almost unnecessary to add that

the culvert conveying the sewage to the submerged point of outlet must cause

no olwtructiou to the navigation along the shore, and that it must be so marked

with buoys or
"
perches ", or be so visible l)Oth by night as well as day if

necessary, that no accident to Ixmts or shipping will occur.

It is no part of this article to enter into any details of engineering construc-

tion, but it may lie well to give the following description of the outfall works at

Portsmouth, as they afford an excellent example of a well-designed and carefully
-

conatructed sea-outfall, carried out under the conditions which have Wn
enumerated The daily dry-weather flow of the sewage of Portsmouth is about

4,500,000 gallons. The whole of the borough and surrounding district is exceed-

ingly flat, and for some miles the laud only reaches a height of a few feet alxjve

the high-water mark of spring-tides. The sewage therefore has to be pumped.
The Ule of Wight is opposite, and there is no promontory along the coast near

to Portsmouth which could be selected fora suitable outfall. A reference to the

plan (fig. 424), however, will show that there is a large land-locknl luuKmir.

called Langatone, situated about two miles to the east of Portsmouth, which at

high water in filled with an enormous volume of water, and this water, as the

title folU. rushes through the narrow channel communicating with the sea; this

narrow channel naturally suggested itself as * suitable locality for the outfall.

Numeroua and extended float-observations confirmed this opinion, as it was

found that floats of all descriptions were without exception carried well away
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to sea, if placed at this point about one hour after the flood-tide had turned.

The plan clearly shows the value of these float-observations, as not only was a
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Fig. 484. Borough of PorUmoath : 8wagnt(ll Works. PUn thowing flct-obMmUom Uk*n from OM oatfmll

most suitable position for the outfall determined, but also the most suitable

times of tide for releasing the sewage were also ascertained.

The sewage is raised at a pumping-station about a mile from the outfall, and

forced along iron rising-mains to tanks close to the point of outfall. There are

three of these tanks placed side by side, with a collective capacity of 4,500,000

gallons, and covering an area of 3
'.

Each tank is 1 60 feet in length and

150 feet in breadth, constructed of cement-concrete. They are arched over and
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covered with .soil ami grass. Tlie inverts are segmental in cross section, with a

longitu.lnml
fall of I in 150 to the outlets. In order to allow the whole of the

content* t U di.M-harged within about an hour and a half of high water, the

level of the invert* has been placed one foot below ordinary high-water mark.

The quick discharge of the contents of these tanks is a special feature of the

flcbeme, a* it has to be accomplished in alx>ut three-quarters of an hour. The

tanks first discharge into a culvert, seven feet by six in size, from which three

linen of cast-iron pipes three feet six inches in diameter are carried well into the

tide-way, their mouths Iteing just talow low-water mark.

The arrangement by which the large penstocks, which let the sewage from

the tanks to the culvert, an* opened, is very ingenious. At the moment when

the discharge ought to take place, a man opens a small penstock from the top of

the tank, the escaping sewage from which operates a turbine, which sets in

motion the machinery by which the large and heavy penstocks are opened, thus

lilteniting the sewage in large volume, and with a very small expenditure of

time and laliour. These works and cutfall have lieen in successful operation for

the past eight years, and no nuisance or trouble of any kind has been occasioned

thereby. They were designed and carried out by Sir Frederick Bramwell and

.Mr. (Jndiam Harris, and are the lest example of a successful sea-outfall with

which the author is acquainted.

An outfall Into an estuary may also be successfully carried out, where the

volume of water passing out to sea is very largely in excess of the quantity of

wwage poured into it, and where from its velocity the sewage will IK? carried

well past the shores and away to sea, and where no obstructive banks or bars

will lie formed by the detritus or heavier particles in the sewage settling on the

liottom. and thus perhaps causing serious obstruction to navigation or impedi-

ment to the flow of water.

Tli.-re are many instances of successful sewage-disposal into estuaries, the

most notable being that of Liverpool, which pours nearly the whole of its

aewmge in a mule state into the river Mersey. The dr\ -weather flow of this

wwage amounts to alnmt 10 million gallons in twenty-four hours, but owing to

the Urge volume of water entering the Mersey at each tide, and the quick

Telocity of the flow of the ebb-tide, no trouble has ever occurred .luring the great

mimlirr of years this method of disposal has been practised. There are twelve

outfall* of various sites discharging their rontrnts below low-water mark, and

though the outfalls are in many cases close to the ent mixes of docks, no

nuisance whatever has arisen.

Outfall Into a river is to be deprecated except nndcr very exceptional cir-
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(ii instances, such as when the river consists of u very large volume of water,

and where the water below the outfall in not used for domc.-tic purpose*.

Unfortunately, owing to the facilities ami economy of thu- -li-posing of

it was almost universally the practice throughout this country when first

cann- into vogue, but the effects produced on the river*, and even on the health

of the inhabitants in their vicinity, were so disastrous that >teps were very

early taken to prevent or mitigate the nuisance thus caused, and the whole

question as to the proper disposal of sewage thus }>egan to be di.scussed. Un-

fortunately there are still many cases of river-pollution in this country by

sewage and manufacturers' wastes, and the condition of many of the rivers and

Streams in this country is a disgrace to the Local Authorities who are respon-

sible for their condition.

The Public Health Act (1848) did not deal with the question of the pollution

of rivers, nor did the great Public Health Aet (1875), as these acts were per-

missive rather than compulsory, and even the Rivers Pollution Prevention

Act (1876) entirely failed in its object. The Local Government Act of 1888,

which gives certain powers to County Councils to enforce the provisions of

the Rivers Pollution Prevention Act, has, however, led to something l>eing done

to remedy the great evils at present existing.

Fortunately for us, Nature herself provides her own self-cleansing powers,

or we should all soon suffer from our negligent uncleanliness. The action of the

oxygen of the air and in the water, the alxsorption of organic impurities by

plants, and, al>ove all, the myriads of bacteria to which the processes of putre-

faction and nitrification are due, are constantly at work purifying our polluted

rivers, and rendering them again fit for the use of man; but there can l>e no

doubt that the practice of turning our waste products into rivers and par-

ticularly small rivers and streams is to be greatly deprecated, as numerous

cases are on record where the germs of typhoid fever have leen carried in rivers

for long distances, and have led to outbreaks of tin- disra.-r in place.- many
miles away, where the water has been drunk. The only safe course is to adopt

some method of purification on the lines hereafter laid down.
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CHAPTER III.

TREATMENT OF SEWAGE WITH VARIOUS CHEMICALS.

The evils arising from the introduction of drains and sewers in place of the

old middens and cess-pits, ami the desire to prevent the waste of what was thru

considered to 1? a valuable manurial product, many years ago induced ehemists

and cither scientific men to attempt to discover an universally satisfactory method

of sewage-dis|Msal. Many and various were the remedies suggested, and much

time and a great deal of money were expended in the endeavour to find some

metluid whieh would stop decomposition, and by the aid of chemicals remove or

render harmless all the organic matter and dangerous organisms contained in

towage, arrest whatever was of manurial value, throw down all the matters in

sus|cnsioii, and at the same time allow the effluent water to escape in a whole-

wine condition. This wits the problem, and up to the present time no thoroughly

satisfactory solution has l>een found. It would be very interesting, did space

permit, to recount the various systems of deodorizat ion, antiseptic treatment, and

precipitation, which sprang into existence and lived for longer or shorter periods.

Space forbids, however, and consequently a short description of a few of those

which have lieen most prominent, and which contain some ingenious and useful

points that may afford hints and information upon this most important question,

must suffice.

Amongst the earliest methods, and one which at one time had a great

reputation, was Mr. Sillars's "A. B.C. Process". In this system, the precipitant

adopted was a mixture consisting of the following ingredients: Alum, 600 parts;

animal charcoal, 15 parts; hicarlttnate of magnesia, 2 parts; blood, 1 part; burned

lime, 25 |rts; clay, 1900 parts; magnesia, 5 parts; permanganate of potash, 10

parts; salt, 10 parts; vegetable charcoal, 20 parts.

This mixture was added to and carefully mixed with the sewage in the

proportion of from 4 to 10 parts of the mixture to 1000 parts of sewage,

MOOvdug to the nature of the sewage to l>e dealt with. The treated liquid was

thni allowed to remain in a settling tank, until the solids were precipitated as

WWf/r to the licit torn of the tank, the top sewage or
"
effluent water ", as it is

called wa* then claimed to lie sufficiently pure to pass into a river.

This process met with nome success, but has not been very largely adopted.

principally owing to the large quantity of precipitant required and the exces-i\e

amount of sludge produced. The difficulty of dealing with a large bulk of sludge
will lie explained hereafter. The effluent also was not everything that could be
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wished, for, as in all chemical processes, difficulties arose owing to the ever-varying
amount and constitution of the sewage, and the danger of what is known as
"
secondary decomposition

"
in the effluent.

Before proceeding to describe some of the "
lime

"
processes, whi.-h are of

ni"ie modem adoption, two other methods may be mentioned, namely, the

Suveru and Luder's.

The Suvern System consists of an admixture of chalk 100 parts, coal-tar 18

parts, and chloride of magnesium 70 parts, this mixture being used in the

proportion of from 10 to 15 Ibs. to every 1000 gallons of sewage, and mixed
therewith and allowed to stand in precipitating tanks in the usual way. It was
found that this mixture acted as a very speedy precipitant, no doubt partly in a

mechanical way, but the effluent was not satisfactory.

Luder's System consisted in mixing sulphate of iron, sulphuric acid, and

plaster of Paris, with sewage in various proportions according to the class of

sewage to be dealt with, but was never very successful.

We will now pass on to consider the treatment of sewage with lime, this

material having been found to be so economical and efficient in comimrisou with

other chemical reagents or precipitauts, as to be now much more generally used

than any other. Mr. Santo Crimp, M.InstC.E., says
1

:

" The purest lime

should be used, i.e. that containing a very high j>ercentage of calcium. Strong
limes, such as those produced from gray chalk, are not nearly as efficacious as

those yielded by the upper chalk (flare lime) and by the crystalline limestone of

Derbyshire and other counties. The lime should l>e thoroughly slaked before

being used
;

if possible, the day's supply should be weighed out and slaked on the

day preceding that of its intended use. Before being added to the sewage it

must be reduced to the 'milky' condition, and this may be accomplished by
means of the ordinary mortar-mill or by a lime-mixer" (which Air. Crimp proceeds
to describe and illustrate).

He then goes on to state that the usual dose is one ton of the lime thus

prepared to each million gallons of sewage, but that the tendency is to reduce

this quantity to the smallest effective amount, for, he says,
" an excess of lime in

an effluent may cause it to act as a precipitant of the suspended organic matters

present in the river-water, thus producing deposits which in hot weather become

exceedingly offensive
"

; and he instances this having happened at Leicester, where

land is now being acquired to deal with the effluent, in consequence of "secondary

decomposition
"
having been set up in the river. Chloride of lime has been

added to the ordinary lime in order to prevent this; and the late Dr. Tidy stated

1
Sewage IHtpoad Workt, by W. Santo Crimp, M.Inrt.C.E.
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that one-third of a grain of chloride of lime per gallon of sewage was sufficient,

ami that his experience enabled him to say that about 56 Ibs. per million gallons

ofitwagewa* sufficient for a "sewage represented by 30 gallons per head of the

population
".

It mav lie interesting here to give an account of three sewage-precipitation

works where lime is used.

Guc A. Lime only is used, in the proportion of 1 ton to a million gallons

of *ewagc. The lime is marie into a thin cream, which is mixed with the sewage

in the pump-well, and thus get* thoroughly incorporated with it. The sewage

thus mixed Hows into a series of twelve depositing tanks of a total area of about

1
1 acres the average daily How of sewage l>eing al>out 10 million gallons. These

tanks are alx>ut f feet deep, their cubical capacity equalling 2j million gallons.

The xrwage JMLHSCS a distance of 1200 feet through these tanks, and takes 2 hours

to do it. The tanks are divided from each other by walls, over which the sewage

Hows. To show the amount of precipitation in these tanks, it may IKJ mentioned

that the first four tanks arc cleaned out consecutively alxmt every fourth day,

the fifth and sixth alxnit every seventh day, while the remaining six scarcely

ever require cleansing, the precipitation having almost ceased l>efore reaching

them. The effluent from this process only contains about 2 parts of suspended

matter j>er 100,000, and of these 2 parts one-half is organic matter

Ca*r 11. Somewhat similar to A, but 15 cwts. of milk of lime are added to

the sewage; the precipitation, however, is done in thirty tanks, each tank having

a cubic rapacity of 50,000 gallons, or lj million gallons in all. Four tanks are

simultaneously filled, taking 1C minutes, and after 20 minutes of complete rest

the top liquid is run off through a Hoating exit-pipe, from which the sewage

ptmea over a weir in a thin layer, and then downwards through a coke filter to a

depth of 2 feet, after which it passes upirard* through a similar layer. The

coke in these filters w changed ever)' 3 months. The process of drawing off

from a tank takes 2 hours, hence the necessity for such a large numl>er of tanks.

The result is no better than in Ccue A.

Ocue C. Here the sewage of 50,000 inhabitants, amounting to 2 million

gallon* daily, is treated with 13 cwts. of quick or 1 ton of slaked lime, and

18 cwU. of sulphate of alumina, the latter l>eiug applied first and then the

lime, and a thorough mixture l*ing made in a tank. The treated sewage Hows

into eight tanks, arranged in parallel series, each tank l)eing 5 feet 6 inches in

depth and having a capacity of 120,000 gallons. The rate of passage is slow,

owing to the Urge tank-capacity, amounting to nearly a million gallons. Pre-

cipiution i* well effected in these tanks, as two out of the eight tanks are
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emptied daily, and yield 74 tons of wet sludge. The effluent then passes on

to a plot of land only 8 acres in extent, ami laid out as intermittent filters,

underdraincd to a depth of about 6 feet. The effluent from the land is good,

but might be improved if more land were used.

The failure of lime to arrest decomposition is very intm-*ting, a> .-howing

how Nature is always trying to work by her own laws, and how difficult it is to

act contrary to these laws. More will be said on this point when the question of

the
"
septic

"
instead of the "

antiseptic
"

system of sewage-treatment is dealt

with, but meanwhile it may be well to briefly sketch a few more chemical pro-

cesses, which have Iwjen tried from time to time with varying results.

Hille's Process consists of the application of the following mixture as a precipi-

tant: Lime, 100 Ibs.; gas-tar, 3 Ibs.; chloride of magnesium, 17 ll>s. This mix-

ture is made into a paste by adding 180 Ibs. of water, and is added to the sewage
in the proportion of from 3 Ibs. to 10 Ibs. per thousand gallons of sewage, accor-

ding to the character of the sewage and the purity of the effluent desired. It is

stilted to have no better effect upon the sewage than the ordinary lime treatment.

The Amines Process is the invention of Dr. Wollheim. and consists of the

addition of ordinary herring-brine to the lime; this addition is said to destroy

all the micro-organisms abounding in the sewage. It is stated that by the action

of the lime on certain organic liases belonging to the
" Aniine

"

group, a soluble

gas is produced which spreads throughout the liquid, and which is antagonistic

to the existence and multiplication of the micro-organisms contained in the

sewage; and it was found that ordinary herring-brine, a cheap waste-product,

contained
"
trimethylamine ", the exact chemical which, in contact with lime,

produces this gas so fatal to the putrefactive organisms. The proportions used

are only 3 grains of herring-brine and 30 to 50 grains of lime per gallon of

sewage treated, and Mr. Santo Crimp, who tried this process at Wimbledon,

states that the clarification of the sewage was very rapid and complete, and that

the sludge produced was inodorous, and did not afterwards Income putrid. The

effluent in this case was passed over land, but Dr. Klein was of opinion that tin-

effluent was quite sterilized. It is not apparent why this process was abandoned

at Wimbledon, or why it has not hitherto l>een largely adopted.

Spence's Alumino-ferric Process is also known as the Sulphate of Alumina

Process, and is used with or without the addition of lime.
1 Messrs. Spence ami

1 Alumino-ferric is said to contain the following chemical hate*:

Soluble alumina. ... 14-00 parts.

Peroxide of iron, ... "75 ..

Sulphuric acid, ... ... 88*81

Water, Sl'44

Total, ... 100-00 parta,
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Sons, in letter written to The Contract Journal in 1891, thus describe their

methods: "The alumino-ferric is produced in solid cakes measuring 21 inches

by 12 inches by 5 inches, and weighing about 56 Ibs. each. These are placed

either in a stout wire cage, or a cask or box freely perforated with large holes.

This U immersed in the conduit or stream of sewage leading to the precipitating

tank*. As the cakes dissolve fresh ones are added. This is all the labour re-

quired, and need not occupy an ordinary labourer more than a few minutes per

dav. Xo machinery or plant of any kind is necessary beyond what we have

named. We recommend in many cases the use of a small amount of lime along

with the alumino-ferric. As the proportion required depends upon the character

of the sewage, a few experiments with an average sample of the sewage will

indicate the proper quantity. We do not recommend the quiescent system of

using the tanks, i.e. the plan of filling up a tank, and then shutting off the

flow till its sludge has settled, but the continuous system, the raw sewage
with its proportion of alumino-ferric and lime going in at one end of the series

of tanks, and the purified effluent flowing out over the last lip at the other. If

there is adequate tank-capacity, complete precipitation will take place during
the passage through the tanks. . . . When a cake of alumino- ferric i-

immersed in a stream of sewage, a remarkable change takes place in the liquid.

which is quite evident on comparing a portion of it after passing the cake with

a sample taken Iwfore. The sewage before passing the cake is dark and muddy,
and on standing does not improve. After passing the cake, it is seen to l>e

separated into two portions a clear, bright, inodorous effluent, and a curdy

precipitate which rapidly settles. . . . The alumino-ferric, by the action

both of its bases and acids, throws down the suspended matters and destroys
the smell."

This process has been fairly successful where the effluent is passed over the

land; noMbly at Wimbledon, where Mr. Santo Crimp says of it,
"
nearly every

known re-agent has been tried at Wimbledon, some in solution, others in sus-

pension, and some in the form of filters of every conceivable shape, but up to

th- present (1890) the system now in operation has been found to best meet all

the exigencies of the case".
1

At Wimbledon the alumino-ferric is applied in the form of blocks about 30
inches x 20 inches x 3j inches, piled on edge in a large wooden vessel through
which a stream of water is made to pass, and tin- sit united solution thus formed
is drawn off at the bottom of the vessel and mixed with the sewage. The pro-

portion of nlumino- ferric used in this case is about one-third of a ton per million

HVfa, by W. Sutto Crimp. M.Int.C.E , page 219.
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gallons of sewage treated, and one gallon of the solution is added to 9000 gallons

of sewage. Half a ton of pure lime is also added to each million gallons of

sewage, or 7*84 grains per gallon, but this amount of course varies with the

different conditions of the sewage, and in very dry hot weather a small quantity

(about 2 grains per gallon of sewage) of mangauate of soda is added, whi< -h i-

stated to have a very beneficial effect in the prevention of secondary decom-

position and of offensive odours. After the necessary treatment, the umiy
passes into the settling tanks, and the remainder of the process is similar to

nearly all precipitation-works. The effluent, however, does not pass direct into

a river or stream, but is led in carriers over land, where it is further purified

before entering the adjoining river.

The "Natural" Purification or Cosham's System has for its principle feature

and one which is of considerable importance the fact, claimed to have been

discovered by Mr. Cosham, that in treating sewage with any chemical, and

notably alumiuo-ferric, the consumption of chemicals can be sensibly reduced,

and their good effect extended, by prolonging the |ieriod during which contact is

maintained between the chemical and the sewage, and the more effectually this

is done the better the result. This is effected by means of special tanks, which

Mr. Cosham has designed, and which are shown in
fig. 444, page 61.

After special treatment with the requisite amount of chemicals, the sewage
is conveyed by a pipe discharging into the central portion of the continuous

automatic precipitating tank, where it has a downward How which greatly

assists the precipitant in its work; it then passes under the divisional wall, and

rises up the portion of the tank on the other side. The central-tank effluent

then passes up the flocculent-flue (which traps back the bulk of the flocculent

matter, and so prevents it from passing into the divisional chambers), and so

into the first of the series of divisional chambers; it then passes through each

chamber in succession, having a combined flow in each, viz., a downward, fol-

lowed by an upward, which is obtained by the flocculent-flues, and finally is

taken for filtration to the
"
natural

"
filter beds, or prepared area of ground.

In the first portion of the downward flow in the central portion of the tank,

the sewage gets thoroughly and evenly impregnated with the precipitant, tin-

precipitation actually commencing to take place about two-thirds down ; and as

the sewage rises on the other side of the divisional wall, the precipitation con-

tinues, and the albuminoids in solution, on rising, are rapidly coagulated by

chemical combination, and so caused to descend, leaving a clarified effluent for

further treatment in the specially -constructed trapped flocculent -arresting

chambers.



The bulk of the sludge precipitates iu the central portion of the tank, and

HjmilHillitni in the sludge-sump formed at the bottom of it. The flocculent

matter precipitates
in the series of divisional chambers, and accumulates at the

bottom of each, more precipitation taking place in the first two or three cliaui-

ben than in the later ones. The sludge from the central compartment is tii>t

extracted, and the sewage lowered in the central compartment; after which, by

lifting the valves placed at the bottom of each divisional chamber, the head of

effluent presses out the precipitate from the bottom of each of the division*]

chamliers into the central sludge-sump. It is claimed that the removal of the

sludge in thus greatly facilitated over the usual methods.

The effluent is dealt with either over land, or in one of the "natural" filter.-.

composed entirely of sand, gravel, and pebbles, arranged in layers of varying

thickness and size.

This process will le again referred to when dealing with the subject of the

disposal of sewage from isolated houses. It is sufficient here to say that the

tanks are m<*st ingenious, and have much to recommend them.

The Persulphate of Iron Process is a chemical process of precipitation in

combination with lime, invented by Mr. Thomas Wardle, the author of a

liook on .Sf'Mvw/r Treatment and ZJixy/fwa/, and who claims for it that organic

matter in solution is precipitated together with all suspended matter, and

tliat persulphate of iron is an unfailing germicide. A weak solution of j)er-

sulphnte of iron, to the extent of al>out 1 ton to each million gallons of

sewage, is used, to which are sometimes added lime, alumina salts, and other

chemicals,
"
according to the nature of the sewage to be treated ". The sewage

after being dosed is passed through settling tanks in the usual way. The

author is not aware whether this process has l>een tried anywhere, or with what
-

.

The Hermite Process practically consists of a process to electrolyse sea-wain-,

by electricity applied through platinum and zinc electrodes of considerable

superficial area. Current at a pressure of 6 volts is passed through these plates,
and certain salt* rich in oxygen are the result, together with chlorine. Ii i-

Htated that this chlorine can be obtained at a cost of 4r/. in fuel for every 1000

gramme*, and also that 1 gramme of chlorine every 24 hours is sufficient to

deodorize and partially disinfect the sewage of one person of the population.
Hie electrolysed flotation is added to the sewage in the sewers, and it is claimed

that under thin process the sewage reaches the outfall in a perfectly inoffensm
*dition. It in stated that about 6J Ibs. of chlorine can be made . vn y hour
from one electrical horse-power, and that this quantity will purify about 14,000
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gallons of sewage. A hundred horse-power would thus purify about lj million

gallons of sewage in about 10 hours.

"This method is specially adapted to hospitals and other large public

building* The salt-water could be decomposed in moderate-sized tanks placed
on each floor, and allowed to run into the drain-system in small quantities either

automatically or by hand regulation. Thus this cleanly and practically

inexpensive liquid would fill the traps of the various sinks and basins, and so

disinfect all the material while it was yet within the building and before it

reached the city sewers." 1

Electrolysis consists in breaking up the organic compounds of sewage into

their constituent parts, by passing an electric current through iron electrodes

placed in the flowing sewage, which results in the formation of iron oxides and
chlorine. The first produces oxygen, and the second produces chloric acid, which

destroys organic matter. A non-ox idizable carl>on plate is employed for the

positive pole, and iron is used as the negative pole, so that, by means of a porous

diaphragm between, the component parts of the mineral suits are collected. At
the noii-oxidizable plate a solution of chlorine and oxide of chlorine is produced,
and at the negative plate ammonia, soda, and potash are formed, which precipitate

the magnesium salts and lime in the liquid. A large portion of the solid and

dissolved impurities in sewage are thus deposited in the form of sludge.

The foregoing* short descriptions of some chemical processes for the clari-

fication, purification, or precipitation of sewage, may l>e taken as examples of

what has l>eeu tried in these directions, and it will be noticed that in no case

must it be assumed that the effluent water from any sewage that has been

treated chemically has been rendered so pure as to be fit for domestic purposes,

unless it has been passed over or through land in order that it may lose all

propensity to again decompose.

Professor Henry Robinson, in a paper on "
Sewage Disposal

"
which he read

before a congress of the Sanitary Institute held in Dublin in the year 1885, said:
"
Experience shows that it is impossible at all times and seasons to be sure of a

constant and uniformly high standard of purity, and that chemical works should

be supplemented by a filtration area however small. The addition of this,

however, enables a lower standard of effluent from the precipitation tanks to be

admissible, and this can l>e attained with very simple and inexpensive chemicals."

Speaking of the cost of such works, he stated that it varied from 0*91 to

*166 of a per head of the population, and that the average cost of the works

he had himself carried out was "123 of a per head. The cost of treatment he

1 From a pamphlet by the British Electrntone Company.
v i. ii
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had found was from "036 to '110 of a per head per annum, and an average

over several places gve '06 of a per head per annum. These figures only

applied to places
where the very highest standard of purification was sought to

be attained; but where filtration was added, the cost of works would be about

075 of a per head, and the cost of treatment -04 of a per head per annum.

The difficulties and objections to be met with in dealing with sewage entirely

by chemical processes, may l>e summed up as follows :

(1) The varying character of the sewage to be dealt with, not only in

different towns but also almost hourly during each day, this being

intensified where, as in most cases, the sewage contains various trade

and manufacturers' refuse or wastes, which are often very refractory

under the influence of the chemicals used for the treatment of the

sewage.

(2) The tendency of nil chemically-treated effluents to revert to secondary

decom|>osition, tin* having only been temporarily arrested by the treat-

ment.

(3) The first cast of the necessary works and plant, and the subsequent

cxjxMise of treatment.

(4) The disposal of the sludge which is precipitated to the bottom of the

tanks.

CHAPTER IV.

THE DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE SLUDGE.

A residuum which is technically known as "sludge" remains, as already

stated, in all sewage-settling tanks after chemical treatment, and the ultimate

disposal of this offensive, slimy semi-fluid material is by no means an easy

matter. The amount of sludge produced from a given quantity of sewage

is naturally very varied, according to the quality or consistency of the sewage
and the description and amount of the chemicals used in the process. For

instance, it appears that the amount of sludge produced daily at Birmingham
from the newage of a thousand persons is nearly a ton (a cubic yard of sludge

weigh H about 16 cwta.), whereas, for the same number of persons at < 'liiswirk, tin-

amount of sludge is about a ton and a half, and at Leeds only a third ofA ton.

The manurial value of sludge in its crude state is negligible, owing to the

of water it contains (about 95 per cent), but when dried it is said to be
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worth about as much as ordinary farmyard manure, weight for weight; conse-

quently all serious attempts to deal with this material have l*>en in the direction

of eliminating as much of the moisture as possible.

At some sewage works the preliminary step in the separation of the liquid
consists in running the sludge upon roughly-contrived filter-beds, composed of

ashes screened from ordinary house-refuse; after a partial drying the sludge is

mixed with more ashes, and when sufficiently hard and dry this
"
compost ", as

it is called, is carted on to the land and dug in as manure. This method

is, however, very tedious, as in damp or wet weather the drying by evapora-
tion is much retarded, and the handling and cartage also become expensive
items.

At Baling, near London, the sludge is mixed with the house-refuse and burnt

in an ordinary destructor, the residuum l>eing an innocuous and inoffensive
"
clinker ". This method was also adopted at Salford, but the process is liable

to produce offensive fumes, which must be specially dealt with.

At the Birmingham sewage-farm the sludge is simply dug- into the land,

whilst at Crossness on the Thames, where a large proportion of the Ix>ndon

sewage is dealt with, the sludge after a partial natural drying is pumi>ed into

special hopper steamships and carried out to sea, where it is discharged into deep

water; this latter method has also now been adopted at Salford.

The more modern method, however, of dealing with this necessary evil of all

chemically-treated sewage, is to pass it through a "filter-press". The plant

Mrrrwary iii tlii> case is a Mi-am r "tlin engine, \\>ikin^ an aii OOmpTCMOl of

such capacity as will compress the required amount of air to a pressure of about

100 Ibs. on the square inch. The filter-press is usually made of vertical cast-iron

plates, with recesses on each face and projecting rims, so that when pressed

together there is a space between. The surface of each plate is furnished with

cloths of jute, hemp, canvas, felt, or some such material, acting as a filtering

medium.

Fig. 425 shows the general appearance of a filtering -press of the pattern

supplied by Messrs. Manlove & Alliott of Nottingham. The sludge is forced

through the centre of the fixed end into the chambers between the plates, where

the pressure is maintained until nearly the whole of the moisture has !-. -n

forced through the fiHering-pads and flows out by openings at the lower edge of

the plates. When water ceases to flow, the hand-wheels are loosened, and the end

frame is moved by the piston acted on by the compressed air, and the plates are

separated one from the other by sliding them along horizontal shafts. The

sewage-cakes, which have thus been formed between the pairs of plates, drop out.
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as the plates are moved, into a truck or other receptacle placed under the press,

and are HMnl to a suitable shed for sale as manure. The press is again

closed, and the process of pressing resumed. Such a press as has been described

fa ITT*1*1* of turning out from 20 to 25 tons of cake per diem, at a cost of about

lOd, per ton, the cake containing only alx>ut 50 per cent of moisture. About

5 tons of sludge can be pressed into one ton of cake, and this if dried and

11 f
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sludge by hand as it passes to the pits, in order to break up the glutinous
mutters it contains and render it fit for pressing.

The pressing is performed in the following manner: A valve is opened at

the bottom of the sludge-pit, and the sludge is admitted into one or more of the

vertical iron sludge-rums, which are placed under the press-house, and may be

cornered to the modern aerated-water syphon. When the rams are foil of

sludge, air under pressure of about 90 Ibs. per square inch is admitted and forces

the contents into the filter-presses, which are placed on the first floor of the

building. Each press contains 44 ribbed vertical plates, 41 inches square,

resting on a horizontal frame, upon which they are free to slide. These plates
are covered on both sides with coarse cloth, specially manufactured for the

purpose. The sludge under pressure is admitted between the cloths, through
which the moisture percolates and passes away to a covered tank by openings at

the bottom of the press, the solid portions remaining between the cloths. The

presses are opened and closed by hydraulic pressure. Each pressing takes about

55 minutes, and leaves a deposit of cake aliout an inch and a half in thickness

between the cloth-covered plates.

The present filter-presses, eight in numtier, produced during the year 1895

an average quantity of 738 tons of pressed cake per week, at a cast of 2x. 1 T9c/.

per ton of cake produced, equal to 9'7t/. per ton of wet sludge. The cost of

pressing is based upon the returns of the manager. For some time after the

works were put in operation, the cost was at the rate of 3s. G'Gcl. per ton of

cake produced, equivalent to 11* 5r/. per ton of wet sludge. The weight of cake

produced by each pressing is about l tons. The liquid passed off from the

presses equals about fifty per cent of the bulk, or about three-fourths the weight
of the wet sludge. This liquid contains a large proportion of polluting matter,

and is pumped back to the precipitation-tanks for re-treatment. The weight of

wet sludge resulting from one million gallons of sewage is about 24 tons, or

6' 5 tons of cake, the proportion of wet to pressed sludge having varied between

3*71 to 1 and 3*25 to 1, since the opening of the works in January, 1894. It is

difficult to assign any definite reason for this variation in the consistency of the

sludge, but it may possibly arise from the admission of trade-refuse into the

sewerage-system through old sewers recently connected. Furnace-ashes are at

times brought down with the sewage, and the bulk of this material is occasion-

ally so great that it can be separated from the sludge and removed to a tip

without pressing. The estimated future production of wet sludge is 624 tons

per day, equivalent to 168 tons of cake.

The cakes are dropped from the presses through a hopper into wagons, and
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conveyed to a tip formed by the disused bed of the river Mersey, which formerly

parr
-i

through the works. A proportion of the pressed sludge, amounting to

aliout 17,598 tons per annum, or an average of from 40 to 50 tons per day, is at

certain period* of the year removed by farmers in the locality.

It is stated that the present tip, formed by the old river wall, will at the

present rate be shortly filled up, so that the Corporation of Manchester are

proposing to purchase a steam Urge, of about 750 tons carrying capacity, for

the purpose of conveying the sludge in a wet condition to sea about 30 miles

from the entrance of the Ship Canal, or a total distance from the works of about

60 miles, at a cost of nearly 9</. per ton of wet sludge.

Such are the difficulties connected with the sludge question, that "bete

noir" of all precipitation-systems,
and we will now proceed to discuss some other

methods of dealing with the disposal of sewage.

CHAPTER V.

FILTRATION THROUGH ARTIFICIAL FILTERS AND THROUGH LAND.

Many were the early efforts to purify sewage by passing it through mechani-

cal filters, either stationary, joggling, or rotating, but all these attempts, it is

needless to state, were entirely unsuccessful, and experience has shown that

it is impossible to artificially filter sewage, except through land or carefully-

prepared bed-filters of suitable materials, and even then it is necessary to first

deal with the sewage by some chemical or other process, in order to get rid of

the sludge before reaching the filter, as otherwise this is soon choked and

rendered inoperative.

It is true, however, that partially-successful purification of crude sewage has

been obtained by what is known as Intermittent Downward Filtration, where a

sufficient amount of suitable light land has l>een employed, but, in such a case,

the treatment may \te compared to broad irrigation. The land, however, in the

former case is usually drained to a greater depth (6 or 8 feet), the drains are

more frequent, and the soil (which must be of an exceptionally light nature) well

broken up to receive the sewage. Where a large quantity of sewage has to IHJ

dealt with, in some cases equivalent to the sewage of a thousand persons per acre,
1

Mr. UiaMfgh. UU th*t no more th*n the wwagv of 700 pawns should be put upon
ril IwC dMft (Vhfe Mim*Ui tf Prvtetdimgt of Ou Jnttitvtion of fin/ *ffinecr, voL xlix.
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the land is not cropped, and the surface is frequently turned over in order

to revivify it. No successful downward filtration of sewage through land or

other materials can take place, however, unless the filtering medium is allowed

to rest at intervals, in order that air, the great restorer, may enter the pores,
and oxidize or burn up the organisms which have been at work eating up and

destroying the organic matters in the sewage ; and very little successful purifica-

tion can take place, unless the sewage has previously been deprived of its heavier

and slimy ingredients by some chemical or other precipitation process, as other-

wise the sludge will eventually choke not only the surface of the filter, but

sometimes even the interstices, and thus render the filter totally inefficient.

Dr. Frankland, in the First Report of the Rivers Pollution Commission, says,
with regard to the filtering power of soils: "These results show how rapidlv
the process of nitrification (the conversion of ammonia and animal organic matter

into nitrates) takes place in the Beddington soil, and how satisfactorily the

sewage is purified, even at the rate of 7'6 gallons per cubic yard of soil per
diem. But when this rate was doubled, the nitrification ceased, and the pores

of the soil became blocked up, so that they would no longer transmit the whole

volume of sewage applied and also afford time for aeration."

The limits of this article will not permit any further reference to intermittent

downward filtration through natural soils; suffice it to say that good results can

be obtained if the sludge is first removed from the sewage, and time is given to

thoroughly aerate the filter before a fresh application of sewage is made. Dr.

Voelcker says: "A well-drained and fully-aerated soil burnt up, or, in chemical

language, oxidized most perfectly, the putrescible and nitrogenous organic con-

stituents of sewage, and transposed them into nitrates and other final products

of the decomposition of animal refuse matters, products having no smell, colour,

or injurious properties".
1

More will be said in due course upon these points when the question of

irrigation is being considered.

Filtration through artificial substances has been rarely if ever successful with

crude sewage, and is employed only where the effluent water (after the solids

have been precipitated or arrested) cannot l>e passed over or through suitable land.

The system of Mr. Ernest Bell is of this kind, and may shortly be described.

After the sewage has been precipitated in tanks by a special preparation of

alumina and protosulphate of iron, the effluent is passed through filters contain-

ing
"
Magnetone", an insoluble impure magnetic oxide of iron of a very porous

nature, which is said to have the property of oxidizing noxious matter during

1 Vide Minuttt of Proceeding* of the Institution of Civil Enyintrn, roL xlix. page 191.
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the passage of the aewage through it Fig. 426 is a section of this filter. Mr. Bell's

system was tried at Salford with, the author understands, very fair results.

It is almost needless to recapitulate the various filter-beds of coke and other

materials which have been tried with various success. The whole point seems

to be that atmospheric oxygen should have frequent and free access to the

B ;:.- tmt

6 Int. Magnetone

Small OrayeL

4 In*. Large OrareL

F% 4 - Section of .swag-niUT composed of Hajid, Urarel, and Ifagnetone

Interior pores of the filter, and where this can be achieved, it is possible to effect

a considerable amount of purification. This important point of the revivifying
action of oxygen will again )>e dealt with.

The Scott-Moncrieff System consists principally in passing the sewage upwards

through a filtering medium about 14 inches deep, composed of successive layers
of flint, coke, and gravel. This is simple filtration, and the action is dependent

upon the twcteriological theory that certain microbes, under favourable conditions,

arc capable of indefinite multiplication, and that these microbes or bacteria exist

in all sewage, and are capable of peptonizing the solid organic matter, or in other

words, that nature has provided its own means for the purification of its refuse.

This important discovery will be considered hereafter.

The Polarite" or International Water and Sewage Purification Company's"
Process is yxir excellence the most complete chemical-cwm-filtration process at

pwewil existing. The sewage is first of all treated with Ferozone, a patent
composition containing ferrous iron salts, salts of alumina and magnesia, and

finely-divided very porous magnetic oxide of iron, which is said to materially
assist precipitation of the solids contained in the sewage. The effluent, after

JlMlsMa of the sewage in tanks, is taken through the polarite filter-bed, a
section of which is given in

fig. 427. The effluent sewage from the precipitating
tank* u allowed to flow on to the filter over the weir-boards, and passes through
the filter-beds at such speed as will effectually purify and clarify the effluent.

1

flvhlM, Mtr If * i Mir. * nto m .boat 650 gmlkx* of 4kMB ftf Si hMB* ftt qtuuv ywd of mrf
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The following is an analysis of this filtered effluent, made by the eminent
chemist, Sir Henry E. Roscoe:

TABLE XXXL
ANALYSIS OF SEWAGE-EFFLUENT AFTER PASSING THROUGH

A POLARITE FILTK1M5KD.
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Lowcock s System of Sewage-Filtration, as designed by Mr. Sidney R. Low-

cock, A.M.I.C.E., U now carried on by the Sewage and Effluent-water Filtration

Company. Tlie object of this system is the rapid removal of the dissolved

oxygen in a filter to assist nitrification. The matters in suspension are precipi-

tated from the sewage l>efore its application to the filter, to prevent, as far as

possible, the clogging of the surface. The sewage is then run evenly on to the

surface of the filter by means of sunk channels. The top layer of the filter is of

sand, which retains any matters left in suspension, and only permits the liquid

to pass slowly down into the body of the filter. After passing through the sand,

the liquid travels somewhat faster in thin films over the grains of the coarser

material below, and thus presents an enormous surface to the purifying organisms

and to the air contained in the interstitial spaces.

The air is supplied continuously into the body of the filter by a blower,

Oln*. Sand.

44 Int. Pea Gravel.

4) hit Bean (travel.

11 Int. ivi.l.lci with Air-

pipe*

Sit. 6 In*. Pea Gravel.

A In*. Bean Gravel
BR lain*. Pebble* with efflu-

ent Drain*.

wpsi^G*&*9Ti^K f'*.?MKfy<&m**&<f*&&**' w-tf. s^5*

FW 4S8. - Lowouck Hewace-Alter : Section of one DirUlon of Filter-bed. Softie \ to. to a foot

which discharges it through perforated pipes into a specially porous layer in the

upper part (see fig. 428), from which it is distributed through the whole filter,

and panes down and out with the purified liquid through the under-drains. The

result of this is that the aeration, which is the all-important feature in filtration,

w rendered entirely independent of the surface, the filter is worked continuously,

and the depth can be increased and the necessary area thus reduced. At the

name time, the ample supply of air prevents the deoxidizing of the nitrates

alreaily formed, a process which, in the absence of air and the presence of

organic matter, proceeds far more rapidly than the nitrification process. It is

estimated that 1 \ horse-power will 1>e sufficient to supply the air necessary for

the purification of a million gallons of sewage.
Frost dots not affect the operation of the filter, except in a very small

degree by lowering the temperature and thus reducing the action of the bacteria,
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as the surface is always covered with a sufficient depth of sewage to prevent
it being frozen, and the sewage can pass under any ice formed, and down

through the filter without hindrance.

The surface is divided up into small areas by divisions extending a short

distance below the top layer of sand, as shown in
fig. 428. The liquid to be

filtered can thus be diverted at will from any of these spaces by shutting down
the sluices in the divisions, so an to allow of the surface of any section or Hections

being cleaned, without interfering with the working of the lower part of the

filter. Of course the more efficient the preliminary precipitation, the lean

frequently this cleansing has to IHJ performed, but its neglect does not impair the

purity of the effluent. If the surface is allowed to become clogged the quantity

passed is reduced, but the time occupied in passing is increased, and the purity

of the resulting effluent is increased also.

It is claimed for this filter that it absolutely purifies the effluent and renders

it sterile. The following table of analyses represents the result of the working at

Wolverhampton. All the analyses were taken from an average of 13 hours'

flow, the liquid to be analysed being collected continuously for this period; the

collection of the filtrate was started six hours after that of the tank effluent.

TABLE XXXIL

ANALYSES OF TANK AND FILTER EFFLUENTS: LOWCOCK'S SYSTEM.
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off to a depth of half au inch, which can then be worked and replaced. Such

a filter, with proper treatment, will continue for some years to produce a

Mtiafm tory effluent.

There can be no doubt that filtration of the effluent of crude sewage,

where the solid matters have been deposited or arrested, may be successfully
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out, nnd indeed it seems almost essential to the process of sewage-

puriHcation that, wliatever chemical or other process is resorted to, the effluent

must undergo some sort of filtration before it can be raised to a proper standard

of purification. Not only must the solid matter be arrested Ijefore passing on to

the filter-beds, but also the rlocculent particles, which otherwise will spread

themselves over the surface of the filter, and in a short time stop the passage of

the liquid into the filter and thus render it inoperative.

CHAPTER VI.

BROAD IRRIGATION.

The disposal of sewage by Broad Irrigation, so called to distinguish it from

Intermittent Filtration, finds considerable favour with a great number of sani-

Uriann, on the reasonable grounds that what is taken off the land ought to be

put back on it, and that nature demands such a "
circle of events". There can

be no doubt that, theoretically, it is quite right that there should be no waste,
and consequently the cry of " our sewage to the land or there will some day be
no bread or meat" has much to commend it. Unfortunately the tendency of all

civilized nations to congregate together in large centres makes it difficult to
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carry this worthy object into effect, and the difficulty of securing suitable and
sufficient land within a reasonable distance of any large town or city makes it

in some cases almost impossible, except at prohibitive cost, to dispose of the

sewage by broad irrigation. The enormous bulk of sewage which has to be

treated, its low mnnurial value owing to its dilution with water, its varying

quantity with changes of the weather, and its unceasing flow day and night
and at all seasons of the year, tend to complicate the problem of sewage-farming
to such an extent as to make this method of dealing with sewage very unpopular

except under exceptional circumstances. So far as experience can at present

enlighten us, it is evident that commercially-successful sewage-farming is un-

known, and that it is difficult enough, even under the most favourable circum-

stances, to deal with large quantities of sewage, especially during rain-storms,

upon sewage-farms in a satisfactory manner, so as to secure an effluent which

will not pollute in some measure the stream or river into which it flows. Dr.

Lissauer after many experiments says: "The effluent water of irrigation-works

ought not to be compared with good drinking-water, since it must nearly always
contain some ammonia, often nitrates and nitrites, and always a certain amount
of chlorine, which is almost completely unabsorhed by the soil".

1

No doubt there are many instances where there is sufficient land available to

so manipulate the sewage that portions of the land may l>e given intervals of

rest, which revivifies them in such a manner that a very high standard of purity
of effluent can lie maintained, but these are fortunate circumstances not enjoyed

by the majority of sewage-farms.

No hard-and-fast lines can be laid down as to the quantity of land necessary

to ensure a successful sewage-farm. Much depends upon the character of the

soil, whether light and loamy, or heavy and composed of clay. Much, too, de-

pends upon the manner in which the farm is levelled, laid out, and drained.

Much depends upon the climatic influences, and upon the quantity and quality

of the sewage.

At Altrincham the sewage from a population of some 10,000 persons was

dealt with on 10 acres of land for some months, and for many years the sewage
of 11,000 persons was successfully dealt with upon only 47 acres of land. At

Abingdon, 20 acres receive the sewage from 10,000 persons, and this form of

sewage-treatment is still to the front. At the sewage-farm at Clichy, where the

sewage of Paris is dealt with, about 9 million gallons of sewage per acre per

annum are successfully dealt with, and in one case 35 million gallons were dealt

with on one acre of land in two months.*

1 Vide Minuttt of Proettdingt of the /nrfi/ufum of Cirit Engintert, voL Irrii. p. 356. * Ibid. troL ixxix. p. $80.
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The following table shows very approximately the amount of sewage which

U dealt with upon various sewage-farms, but these amounts are of course largely

varied in times of heavy rain.

TABLE XXXIII.

NUMBER OF GALLONS OF SEWAGE DEALT WITH PER DIEM ON

VARIOUS SEWAGE-FARMS, PER ACRE.
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market for the disposal of the produce. If there are 110 means of diverting the

storm-water from the farm, very special meaiiH mut l>e taken for dealing with

it, as otherwi.se the land is overHooded at the very time when it is in a wet

condition, and consequently in the worst position to receive so much liquid.
There should be sufficient land, so that the various plots can be rested, not onlv
when the crops are in a certain condition of growth, but also that the laud may
be revivified by the oxygen of the air, which is so important in all forms of

sewage-treatment.

The limits of this article prevent any discussion as to whether the produce

grown on a sewage-farm, or the animals that feed on its produce, are injuriously
affected by any pathological process. Suffice it to say that all attempts to prove

any such injurious effects have hitherto failed, and that, with reasonable precau-
tions and proper management, a sewage-farm can be kept as healthy as any
other farm. Professor Forbes says: "There can l>e no question whatever but

that, where the local circumstances of climate and soil are favourable to irriga-

tion, and the conditions essential to its successful application properly oliserved,

sewage irrigation is the most natural and effective system for the utilization of

sewage, since it is only by this means that we can render available the whole of

the ammoniacal salts, upon which so very much of the fertilizing value of the

sewage depends".

There can be no doubt that the question of the disposal of the sewage of anv

town or building must l>e fully considered with all the surrounding circumstances,

and each case requires careful and anxious inquiry and study liefore any decision

can be arrived at.

With reference to the cropping of sewage-farms, each case must I* taken

on its merits as regards suitability of soil, proximity to a town, climate, and

other matters. There can be no doubt, however, that a sewage-farm properly

managed produces mast generous crops, as witness the following table of the

results of a year's working of the Walton-on-the-Hill sewage-farm, which was

under the control of the author, and which is well managed by the farm-bailiff' in

charge. The soil is a loamy clay, and the sewage is passed over the farm as it

comes from the sewers, without any chemical or other treatment. The main

carriers are underground, and the greater portion of the farm is drained at a

depth of al>out 5 feet, these drains converging into main effluent drains, which

empty into the river Alt. The effluent is free from solid matter, but does not

reach the standard of purity required under the Rivers Pollution Acts, a fact

which is not as important in this case as in others, as the waters of the Alt are

not used in any way for domestic purposes.
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TABLE XXXIV.

WALTOX-OX-THE-HILL SEWAGE-FARM-RETURN AS TO CROPS AND THEIR

VALUE FOR THE YEAR 1896.

~ 0,
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It is significant that no difficulty seems to have arisen as to the disposal of

sewage until artificial means were resorted to for the purpose. In rural districts,

refuse has been largely Hied as manure. The larger towns, however, have

steadily poured their sewage into the nearest streams, the volume of sewage

often bearing a high proportion to that of the stream. In spite of the constant

pollution to which they have been subjected, the rivers of Great Britain have on

the whole maintained a surprising degree of purity; indeed, it may well be

doubted whether, if sewage had been the only polluting matter, the question of

rivers-pollution would have assumed anything like its present gravity. But the

pouring of large quantities of manufacturing refuse into our rivers brought

matters to a climax. The duty of maintaining a river free from pollution of

every kind is now clearly recognized, and indications are not wanting that

the laws prohibiting such pollution will be stringently enforced in the near

future.

The contrast tatween the old natural way and the new artificial systems of

sewage-disposal is a remarkable one. The former was no doubt rough and

readv. ami the pouring of crude sewage into a river does not commend itself to

the educated sanitary conscience. Yet the results were not wholly unsatisfactory,

for it has been abundantly demonstrated, both by ordinary observation and by
scientific tests, that the sewage so poured into a river is, in many cases, com-

pletely destroyed within a few hours.

Until very recently, the processes by which decaying
1 animal matter gradually

disappears were little known and less understood. It was known that chemical

changes occurred, but how or why was beyond the chemist's power to explain.

It is now, however, recognized that many of the chemical changes which take

place in organic matter are closely bound up with the life-history of micro-

organisms, either animal or vegetable, generally known as microbes. There is

no doubt that the disappearance of solids from sewage passed into a stream is

brought about by micro-organisms. These feed on the organic matter and

excrete it in a new form, its chemical composition as a rule being rendered simpler

by the change. As a general rule, each species of micro-organism is poisoned
or killed off by its own products; but the life-products of one species will

generally serve as food for another. The breaking down of the solids in sewage
thus forms a long chain of operations, though often accomplished in a marvellously
short space of time.

In the Septic system no chemicals are employed, and there is no "treatment"

of the sewage in the ordinary sense of the term, its purification being accom-

plished entirely by natural agencies.
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The Septic Tank itself is merely a receptacle designed to favour the multi-

plication of micro-organisms, and bring the whole of the sewage under their

influence. To this end the tank is of ample size, though not larger than would

be necessary with chemical precipitation, and covered so as to exclude light,

and, as far as possible, air. The incoming sewage is delivered below the

water-level; and the outlet also is submerged with the twofold object of

trapping out air, and avoiding disturbance of the upper part of the contents

of the tank. On entering the still water of the tank, the solids suspended in

the sewage are to a great extent disengaged, going either to the bottom or

to the surface, according to their specific gravity. In the absence of light

and air, the organisms originally present in the sewage increase enormously,
and rapidly attack all the organic matter. By their action the more complex

organic substances are converted into .simpler compounds, and these in turn

are reduced to still simpler forms, the ultimate products of the decomposition
in the tank being water, ammonia, and carl>onic acid and other gases. Other

nitrogenous compounds may also l>e present, but they will all be soluble in a

slightly alkaline solution, a condition which obtains with every normal sewage.
No sludge is formed. Examination of the bottom of a tank which has l>een

in use for six months, reveals only a thin layer of black earthy matter, the

burnt-out ash of the solids of the sewage together with the mud and grit brought
down by storm-water. So far as accumulation at the bottom is concerned, it

would seem that a tank may be used for an indefinite time without requiring to

be cleared. The larger part of the solids in the tank are found at the top, where

a somewhat tenacious scum soon forms, consisting of the lighter solids in process

of decomposition. The intensity of the action going on is evidenced by the

large bubbles of gas, which everywhere break through the scum. Here is

probably the chief seat of the bacteriological action, by which the solids are

eventually thrown into solution. As soon as most of the organic matter in a

solid substance is dissolved, the ash falls to the bottom, where decomposition

continues its work. Presently a bubble of gas is formed, which buoys a

fragment of ash and brings it again to the under side of the scum. The bubble

soon becomes disengaged, and the ash falls again to the bottom. There is thus

a constant interchange between the upper and lower layers of the tank, whereby
its solid contents are brought under the most favourable conditions for rapid

decomposition and solution. After a tank has been a short time at work, tin-

scum increases in thickness very slowly. In one case, after thirteen months'

work, the scum was only a few inches thick.

The effluent from the tank is comparatively clear and inoffensive, and not
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liable to any sulisequeut fermentation, the work of decomposition being already

done. In this state, there can be no reasonable objection to its discharge into

tidal water. It is eminently fitted for utilization on land, containing, as it does,

all the constituents of the sewage having any mauurial value, in a form inniu-

diatoly available as food for plants; while its freedom from suspended matter

removes the difficulty met with in irrigation with crude sewage. It is also in a

fit state for filtration.

The filtration of sewage or sewage-effluent is not a mere straining action.

If it were so, the filters would soon clog and become useless. Moreover, the

effluent from the septic tank, being free from solids, is not susceptible of

improvement by straining. The work to l>e done consists in the oxidation of the

a iniii -iiia formed in the tank. This is by filtration converted into nitric n< i<1.

which at once combines with the bases present to form nitrates. The filtering

area must be divided into at least two parts, each of which will be filled in

turn while the other is emptying and at rest.

An automatic alternating gear for turning the sewage from one filter to the

other forms part of the apjuiratus, and may be descril>ed as follows: The supply

of effluent to each filter, and the discharge of the clear water after filtration, are

controlled by valves, all connected to one rocking shaft; the clear water from

each filter passes into a bed of gravel underlying it, from which it is led by
drains into a collecting-well; as the effluent fills the filter, the clear water rises in

the collecting-well, and when the filter becomes full, a small quantity of clear

water overflows from the collecting-well into a bucket carried by the shaft; the

water thus thrown into the bucket l>ears it down the rocking shaft, and thereby

actuates all the valves; the flow of effluent to the filter already full is stop} >.!,

and its discharge-valve opened, the effluent Wing turned on to the empty filter,

whose discharge-valve is at the same time shut down. The water, rushing out

from the filter last in use, draws down after it through the filtering material the

charge of air required for dealing with the next dose of effluent. "When the

bucket which rocks the shaft sinks into its lower position, its contents are dis-

COAlged through a counterbalance chaml>cr, in which a part of the \vatn n mains

to hold the valves in place until the other filter shall be full. The overflow

from this second filter passes into another bucket, whirh \\a- i aixd into position

ly the sinking of the first, and by means of which the valves are brought Iwu k

into their original position. The first set of alternating gear installed was

naturally regarded with the wholesome distrust engendered by sad experience
of automatic devices, but si* months' working has demonstrated its absolute

reliability.
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Plate XV. shows the general arrangements of the septic tank and filter-

beds, with the ingenious arrangement whereby the filters are automatically

changed so as to give each one a period of rest.

The first working installation of the septic system consisted of a small tank

only, which dealt with the sewage of over thirty houses, as well as that of a

large reformatory. It also received a considerable amount of storm-water. This

tank was in use for thirteen months, during which it gave an uniformly clear

effluent. At no time was any solid matter taken out of it, nor did it require

cleaning at the end of that period. Since then a large installation has been put
down, and is working splendidly.

A question naturally suggests itself with regard to pathogenic organisms.

If, in order to purify our sewage, we provide conditions favourable to the growth
of micro-organisms, will not the germs of disease l>e thereby retained alive or

even increase in number? This question can be answered with a decided

negative. Micro-organisms in general, and those of disease in particular, are

peculiarly sensitive beings, requiring certain well-defined conditions as to food,

temperature, and so on. During the passage of sewage through the tank ami

filters, any organisms contained in it are subjected to complete changes of

environment. First we have the dark airless tank, then free exposure to light

and air in the effluent-channels, and, lastly, the subjection to strong oxidizing

agents in the depths of the filters. During each of these stages, any organisms

originally present in the sewage are liable to be preyed on by others better

adapted to the conditions in which they are placed. The experiments of the

Massachusetts State Board of Health prove that the chances of rnicroles

surviving the passage through a filter are infinitesimal.

In the matter of cost, the advantage of the septic system is not less marked

than in that of efficiency. The capacity of tanks and filters required is not

greater than with chemical processes, and the whole cost of machinery for

preparing and mixing chemicals, and dealing with the sludge, and buildings for

the accommodation of the machinery, Ac., and for storing the sludge, is saved.

The only additional item of cost with the septic tank system is the alternating

gear, the valves themselves being common to both systems. The annual cost

of working is practically nil.

Not the least advantage of the system is its power of dealing temporarily

with extraordinary volumes of sewage far in excess of the normal capacity of

the plant, a feature which renders it possible to abandon the risky expedient of

discharging slightly-diluted sewage without treatment, whenever the volume of

dry-weather flow is slightly exceeded.
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With this system the difficulty often experienced in finding a suitable site

for works of sewage-disposal is reduced to a minimum, for a septic apparatus can

be placed in situations where a plant on any other system would be impracti-

The analysis of the effluent from the filter of one of these works as token

by Dr. Rideal, was as follows:

Pmrta per 100,000.

Total solids, - 76*8

Mineral matter, ... ... ...... 57'1

Organic lo on ignition, ... ... ...... 19*7

Chlorine, ...... ...... 7-28

Nitrogen as nitrates, ... -
"' -

Nitrite* ... ...... strong

Frw ammonia, ... ... ... ... ... 0-0124

Albuminoid ammonia, ... ... ... ... ... 0*044

Oxygen consumed in four hours at 80 F., ......... 0'324

Total organic nitrogen,
1

... ... ... ... 0'066

Dr. Rideal, in a pajxjr which lie read before the Sanitary Institute in Decem-

ber, 1896, on "The Purification of Sewage by Bacteria", stated, in connection

with Mr. Cameron's septic process, that radical changes take place in the tanks,

produce*! by the liactcria which are present in the raw sewage, and whose growth
is favoured by the aKsence of light, air, and comparative absence of movement.

He summarized the results of a series of experimental analyses, which he had

carried out, as follows:

"(1) A marked increase in the total solids in solution or fine suspension.

(2) A reduction of about 33 per cent of the organic matter as measured by
the oxygen consumed.

(3) An increase of altout 33 per cent in the free ammonia.

(4) A reduction of about 54 per cent in the organic or albuminoid ammonia,
or 50 per cent of the organic nitrogen.

(5) A slight production of oxidized nitrogen, and a disappearance of a small

amount of the total nitrogen."

Thene changes are effected by means of the bacteria, enzymes, or spontaneous
chemical decomposition in the tank, and Dr. Rideal was of opinion that the

septic tank effected as much purification as an average chemical precipitation

proceae, or aa alow upward filtration, and "that the solid faeces and other

matter in suspension pass into solution in the septic tank ".

TW Riwtn PolhrtM* Coa*MMMm Allow up to 0"8 orgaiue nitrogen in an affluent pMind into a river.
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The effluent from the tank is arranged to flow in a thin stream over the

edge of an "
aerator ", or trough, into a receptacle communicating witli the filters.

At the aerator", the effluent, which emerges free from dissolved oxygen, takes

up atmospheric oxygen amounting to 0'56 c.c. per litre, or about 10 per cent of

the quantity theoretically possible, before passing into the filter-beds. This

preliminary aeration is a new departure, and worthy of every consideration, as it

obviously is an important aid in supplying the necessary oxygen for the success-

ful working of the filters.

The construction of the filter-beds and the material used in them do not call

for any special remarks, as they have been constructed on well-known lines, and

follow the conditions for successful working which have been established by the

Massachusetts experiments, and more recently in this country by the London

County Council, under Mr. Dibden's advice, at Crossness. In the latter case,

the removal of 75 per cent of the oxidizable organic matters in solution in the

chemically-treated London sewage was effected by filtering one million gallons

of effluent through a coke-breeze filter of one acre per day; 50,000 gallons of

sewage require 200 cubic yards per day, and this is approximately the filtering

volume available at Exeter, excluding a reserve filter-bed of alout one-quarter
the above volume.

The effect of the filtration is to again considerably reduce the organic matter,

as well as a large proportion of the free ammonia, and to produce a large amount

of oxidized nitrogen in the form of nitrate. The following figures show the

percentage of purification effected in the two series, calculated on the raw

sewage and on the tank-effluents:

(1) Purification due to fillers

Oxygen consumed, 73 per cent
;
albuminoid ammonia, 60 per cent.

(2) Purification due to septic tank and filters

Oxygen consumed, 82 per cent; albuminoid ammonia, 77 per cent.

In other words, the process is almost identical in its results with that of the

combined chemical treatment and filters as used at Crossness, the septic tank

effecting 29 per cent purification as against the Rivers Pollution Commissioners'

mean result of 28 '4 per cent removal of organic carbon by all the l>est-known

chemical methods, and the filters yielding 73 per cent purification on the tank-

effluent as compared with 75 per cent purification obtained by Mr. Dibden in

the same way on a chemically-treated effluent.

" A filtrate in an active bacterial state can, it is said, be discharged into a river

or water-course without danger, and our present knowledge certainly warrants
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some modification in the standard of purity of such discharges. The standard

of 0-3 part per 100,000 of organic nitrogen some time insisted upon was never

legalized,
and ha* seldom been lived up to, even on well-managed sewage-farms,

at all seasons of the year, and it is not adopted by the Thames Conservancy,

which at present may be regarded as the most exacting authority in England.

Adeney has suggested a simple standard which conforms to modern requirements,

and which might with advantage 1* adopted by authorities. It is as follows:

The limit of impurity to he allowed to a given water should be such that, when

a given volume of it is mixed with a given volume of fully aerated water, and

the mixture kept in a tattle out of contact with air for a sufficient length of

time, a decided oxidation of the nmmonia originally present in the mixture into

nitrous or nitric acid shall be indicated. If some such standard as this were

generally adopted, it would tend to greater uniformity of results, and give a

broader lasis for judging as to the merits or demerits of any system of sewage-

purification than we have at present. It would further show that it is possible

to produce satisfactory effluents without the use of land, and would permit of

the Ixx-al Government Board sanctioning schemes which would not only be more

economical to execute, but l>e of a more satisfactory character than many sewage-

works of the present time." These are Mr. Cameron's words.

In the author's opinion, there is a great future l>efore the
"
Septic" system,

or some system embodying the same principles, such as the Bacterial or Aerobic

methods of purification advocated by Col. Walter M. Ducat, (late) R.E., and

Professor W. J. Dibdin, F.I.C., &c., which are practically on the same lines of

allowing natural forces to act on the sewage by oxidation. The filter in each

Mtroeted that theefflucnt from the sewage may be taeatedwWiei

much air as possible.

Col. Ducat calls his filter the "Aerated Bacterial Self-Acting Filter", and

the following is taken from a circular letter issued by him on the subject:
"
By this method of disposal, the sewage, taken direct from the sewer without

any preliminary treatment, is run on to a specially-prepared filter of an inexpen-

ahre construction, where, by the life-action of micro-organisms, the sludge or

nolid matter in the sewage is broken down and liquefied, in which condition

much of the carbon, combining with oxygen, forms carbonic acid gas, which is

duripated inoffensively ; and much of the nitrogen in the sewage combines with

the hydrogen, forming ammonia. In this Aerated Filter, which is specially

designed for the purpose, the process of purification by oxidation is fostered and

furthered; the nitrogen of the ammonia and of the organic matter, in combina-

tion with the oxygen of the air, which this Aerated Filter alone can supply
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automatically in sufficient quantity, forms nitric acid, which combines with the

lime, soda, potash, or other suitable base in the sewage, forming nitrates or

nitrites, which are entirely harmless, in the effluent.
' This elaborate process of the laboratory of nature is practically utilized and

applied in the most scientific but at the same time the very simplest and cheapest
manner possible. The sewage, without precipitation of sludge or treatment of

any kind whatever, merely runs direct from the sewer on to the top of the

filter and issues automatically from the base of the same, an effluent bright,

purer than that exacted by any Rivers Board, absolutely inodorous, and fit to

go into any stream without causing offence or injury of any kind.
" As this method of sewage-treatment dispenses with the use of chemicals

(which might be injurious to fish
life), it will l>e found especially well adapted

for use at the numerous seaside places where valuable oyster-tads or fishing-banks
are endangered by the discharge of untreated sewage in their vicinity, and where

the problem of the substitution of a harmless effluent is very difficult of solution.
"
Sewage purification of a like high order cannot, by any other method, be

effected so inexpensively as by this process: no chemicals are necessary, there

is no sludge to deal with, the filters require a minimum of attention as there are

no valves to open or adjust, the filtering material never wants washing or

changing, and one man can superintend the purification of one million gallons
of sewage a day, the only expense licyond the man's wages being a mere trifle

for coke in winter to warm the air supplied to the microbes, and such small

contingent charges as are incidental to all works of an engineering character.
' The facility with which a high degree of purification can be obtained, at a

very trifling cost for fuel, during a long severe frost, when any ordinary filtration

would be impossible, will, in many cases, make this filter especially valuable.
" The bacterial analysis of the effluent from the filter at Hendon (near

London), where 250 gallons of raw sewage were taing treated on each square

yard of filter per day, equivalent to alx>ut one million gallons on an acre, has

made it perfectly clear and certain that any required degree of purification can

be obtained by this method of treatment, and rank sewage can, if necessary, be

rendered as chemically pure as a high-class drinking-water. It is merely a

question of adapting the height of the filter to the quality of the sewage to be

treated and the purity of effluent desired ; but that a very foul sewage can be

rendered pure enough for all practical purposes by treatment in a filter eight

feet high, is shown by the chemical analyses which have been made." 1

1 The reader must remember that these are Col. Ducat's remark* about his own invention, and must Uke them

with the proverbial grain of salt The statement that " the bacttrial analysis of the effluent
"
at Hendon proves that
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Tables \XX\l and XXXVII., prepared by Dr. A. C. Houston, M.B., D.Sc.,

give the analyses of the crude sewage, and of the effluent from the tanks at

HemIon, taken last year

Plate XVI. explains the construction of a "Ducat" filter. It will be seen that

the sides of the filter are made with open drain-pipes, so placed that the outer

end is above the inner, and thus the external air can blow in, but the sewage

does not come out The upper layers of the filter, where liquefaction takes place,

are composed of coarser material, while the finer material is below. Various

materials are suitable for this description of filter, as polarite, burnt ballast,

gravel, coke, coke-breeze, and latterly coal, which is said to have considerable

merit as a filtering medium.

The apparatus for warming the air supplied to the filter is placed in a

chamlwr under the filter, as shown in the Plate.

Mr. W. J. Dibdin's process of filtration is much the same, but has not been

patented, ami consequently can IK? used by anyone without payment of royalty.

Mr. iMlidin. at the Sanitary Congress in Leeds (1897), asked his hearers "not

to call any particular system
'

Dibdin's', because he had nothing to do with any

system except in the way of scientific investigation, carried on in the interests

of sanitation";
1

for want of another name, however, we must use the proscrilxjd

one, but with due iijxilogies.

In order to complete the oxidation of nitrogenous animal matter, the

ammonia to use the words of Messrs. Dibdin and Thudichum " has to be con-

verted into nitric acid. This change, as is well known, is effected by the action

of a micro-organism, or of a series of such; and it is thus established that a

typical excretory substance can be entirely destroyed by the aid of fermentative

or allied action of minute organisms without any adventitious assistance. That

non-nitrogenized sulistaiices, such as starch, can, by the life-action of micro-

organisms, be gradually oxidized and finally converted into carbonic acid and

water, U, of course, a matter of common knowledge. The problem, therefore,

WMl? itself into the question of how this natural method of oxidation may be

best controlled and expedited."

Mean. Dibdin and Thudichum give their solution of the problem as follows:

In the recognition of the fact that all processes of sewage-purification must be

made subservient to the requirements of the various micro-organisms, lies the
" raa* araaap cu . . . be mdiiml M eAmtmffy pure M a high-clan drinking-water ", it, to say the least, curious,

Dr. HooaWa reaarica m Table* XXXVI. and XXXVII. shown that he cannpt apeak quite ao highly
mntcatM* ; -ike biffe-daea drinking water

"
of OoL Ducat ia, according to Dr. Houston, only "practically"

*d "
practically

~
free fro* cloudy appearance, and contains suspended matter, although

-
very little ".

En
/nrfitafr. Vol XVIII, Part IV.
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whole secret of success. All sterilizing or antiseptic agents must be strictly

excluded; a condition of neutrality or slight alkalinity must be maintained;

oxygen, anyhow in the final stages, must be freely supplied; the temperature

miwt be kept above the freezing-point of water; and the amount of food must

be proportioned to the powers of the organisms,"

There are two stages in the purification of sewage one in which the or-

pini-m- break down and liquefy solid organic matter, and the second, in which

the organisms deal with the sewage when in solution (the effluent). The

organism* may again be divided into two classes, (a) those which do their work

in the presence of air, and (b) those that thrive in its absence. The latter are

those whit-h are at work under the "Septic" Tank system already described,

and the others are those which are doing their work in the thoroughly-aerated

filter-lied* at Sutton near London, where simple filter-beds, thoroughly aerated,

are said to be successfully purifying a sewage-effluent.

Mr. l>iUlin arrived at these conclusions after a series of exhaustive experi-

ments <n I .MM. Inn sewage, carried out by him under the direction of the London

County Council at the Metropolitan Northern Outfall Works. In March, 1895,

Mr. IiiUlin presented a voluminous report on the subject, which is given in Tlic

Surveyor, Vol. VIII., No. 198, and contains a vast amount of most useful infor-

mation upon this important and disputable subject. For further information, the

reader may consult the lnx>k on the subject recently published by Mr. Dibdin.

CHAPTER VIII.

INTERCEPTION OR DRY SYSTEMS.

Having thus far treated of methods of dealing with
"
water-carried" sewage,

it will be necessary to turn to the question of what is known as Interception",

or the intercepting of the fiecal matter and waste products of our dwellings, &c.,

without allowing them to enter the sewers. It must not, however, be lost sight
of that, in every large community, sewers will still be a necessity, even if an
'

interruption" ytem is introduced, for, as the Rivers Pollution Commission
of 1868 reported (First Report, vol. i. 1870, page 30), "the retention of the

iiolid excrements in middens is not ... attended with any considerable

diminution in the strength of the sewage, although the volume, even in manu-
is somewhat reduced". In other words, an interception system
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will not do away with the necessity for sewers to carry off the slop water, the

washings of yards, and also of the public streets, percolations of filth from cess-

pools, dung-pits, and the like, and also manufacturers' wastes, public urinals, Ac.

The crowding of our populations into cities, and the altered conditions of
our lives, have made it absolutely necessary that the cleanly and convenient

method of carrying away our sewage-matters by water should take the place of

the filthy method of storing such matters in or near our habitations. The

difficulty of removing and ultimately disposing of this filth is a serious objection

against all the so-called "interception" systems. These systems may be

summarized as follows:

(
1
)
Various forms of middens.

(2) Box, tub, or pail closets.

(3) Dry-earth, ash, or charcoal closets.

The primitive "fosse", ditch, or simple hole dug into the ground to receive

the human faeces, gradually evolved into the privy, no doubt first by the intro-

duction of some kind of rough seat, and then it was built round and roofed for

privacy (hence
"
privy") and for shelter. Before this advance was made, it is

probable that the fosse or hole was lined, or "steined" as it is technically called,

with a rough lining of stones or bricks. Then a more modern seat was

added, and the privy or midden was complete.

Fortunately the old-fashioned midden-closet is now almost a thing of the

past in most of the larger towns in this country, though it is still to l>e found in

rural districts and attached to isolated houses. Mr. Redgrave, in a paper which

he read before the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1876,
1

says:
"
It can only be spoken of in the language of Mr. Radcliffe (ride Rivers

Pollution Commission, 1868, First Report, vol. i. 1870, page 30) as the standard

of all that is utterly wrong, constructed as it is of porous materials, and per-

mitting free soakage of filth into the surrounding soil, capable of containing the

entire dejections from a house, or from a block of houses, for months and even

years; uncovered and open to the rain, the wind and the sun, difficult of access

for cleansing purposes, and unventilated and undrained." And again, in the

First Report of the Rivers Pollution Commission, speaking of Manchester at

pages 23 and 24, the commissioners say: "In spite of district inspection under

an energetic and experienced chief, in spite of police assistance, and notwith-

standing that the penny post enables every householder so easily to give notice

to the scavenger, privies and ashpits are continually to l>e seen fiill to over-

1 Vide Minvttt of Proceedinyt of the Inttitvtion efCiril Enyinem, voL xlv. page 180.
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flowing and as filthy as can be. ... These middens are -cleaned out when-

ever notice is given that they need it, probably once half-yearly on an average,

by a staff of night-men with their attendant carts. Occasionally twenty or

thirty middens are thus cleaned out in succession, the contents being wheeled

along the whole length of the row, making the air offensive for several nights

together, and creating a nuisance none the less injurious because, the work being

done when the people are asleep, the filthy smell is not perceived."

Later sanitation insists that where these abominations exist, the pit shall

lie lined imperviously to prevent soakage into the surrounding soil with hard

bricks or stones, set in cement

mortar, and rendered or covered

with cement mortar or other

hard impervious material. Sani-

tation also insists that the mid-

den shall be so covered and

ventilated that the effluvium

may pass away harmlessly into

the air, and not solely through
the seat into the privy building.

The pit should also if possible

be drained, so as to carry off

the moisture, and the shape of

the pit should be so arranged

that its contents can be easily

removed, and with as little nui-

sance as possible. A still more

modern improvement is the

provision of some simple arrangement whereby the contents of the pit may be

deodorized by the addition of dry earth, ashes, or some such cheap absorbent and

deodorant It is almost unnecessary to state that a privy of this description (see

fig. 430) is thoroughly insanitary, when it is situated near any dwelling-house.
It will be seen on reference to the foregoing figure how difficult it would

be to cleanse such a privy or midden, but the following illustration shows
an example of an improved midden-privy as constructed at Nottingham. The
bottom of the receptacle is concave, in order that everything may gravitate
towmnU the centre of the pit, and the brickwork is well rendered in cement on
the inside to make the pit impervious. There is also a special opening through

or other deodorant may be thrown on to the contents of the pit,

-4/t,
-
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and a ventilating shaft is also shown to be carried up, so as to give thorough and

safe ventilation. The riser of the seat is constructed in brickwork, and the floor

is paved.

The Nottingham type of midden is, of course, free from many of the ob-

SECTION ON LINE F F.

Fig. 431. Plan and Section of MIdden-clotet In OM at Nottingham.

jections raised against the old-fashioned midden-privy; but a better example is

that of thB Burnley midden-closet
(fig. 432), the receptacle of which has the floor

constructed of glazed stoneware, with an overflow-pipe connected with the sewer,

and is of such small dimensions that its contents can be easily and readily

removed.
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A further improvement is shown in the midden-closet as formerly constructed

Ftf. 411 -Plan and Sections of Midden -closet In use In Iturnlejr.

tt Stamford
(fig. 433), where the seat is hinged, so that it can be thrown up and

the house-ashes emptied on to the contents, as these assist in deodorizing the

PLAN
SECTION C.Dl

Fit U>-l-taMidJWcUoiiioOIWdn<krtlnelnSUnif..nl.

fiscal and other putreacent matters. The midden is also very shallow, necessi-

tating frequent cleansing.

The final type of midden-privy which will be given, is that which formerly
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used to be constructed at Manchester, and is known as the Bevel Midden, trom

the shape given to the side of the midden to facilitate cleansing and emptying.
The shape of the midden is undoubtedly an improvement, but it is so large,

that the removal of the contents cannot fail to be arduous and unpleasant.

L

PLAN

SECTION

Kif. 434.- PUn and ScUon or Mlddeixlowt fonncrljr oaed la

Thus, the midden or privy-pit became smaller and smaller, and its transition

into the pail or receptacle closet was an easy step. This is now known as

the "Tub", "Pan", or "Pail" Closet, and is largely used in one form or the

other in many manufacturing centres. It is undoubtedly a great improvement
on midden -closets, as, on account of the small size of the receptacle, the faeces

are more frequently removed, and the labour and nuisance of such removal are

greatly reduced. Each closet must have its own receptacle, and the front of
VOL. II.
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the seat must be arranged to take out, so that the pail can be easily removed.

HUJ Pall with Ltd on. to return to workt. Empty Pall, ready for DM.

pig. 436 Rochdale Excrement-pall and Cover.

The pail and cover used at Rochdale are shown in
fig. 435, the pail being of

wood, while the Birmingham pail and cover (fig. 436) are of galvanized iron.

Manchester was one of the first

cities to alter privies into pail-cloaeto,

and to add the ashes to the faecal matter

as shown in
fig. 437. It will be observed

that the building in this case is some-

PaO. Section showing the Lid In Poaltlon.

iit-pail and Corer.

what similar to a common privy, but that underneath the seat is an iron pail,

circular in form, which contains the faeces, &c., and the garbage and other matters

which the woman is seen to be emptying into a series of screens or sifters,

arranged in a shaft or long box outside the wall of the privy. The finer ashes

are sifted oat and fall into the pail under the seat, whilst the larger cinders fall

down into the box below, from which they can be easily removed by means of

a door, and re-burned or used in other ways. There are several modifications

of this process, by which the fine ash is added to the contents of the pail, all

being undoubtedly a great advance upon the old privy or midden.
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Not long after the introduction of the pail-system into this country, Mr.

Fig. 437 -View of Manchester Priry with Cinder-sifter.

Goux of Rochdale introduced an absorbent pail, in which the ashes are applied

to the pail before it is sent out, the sides and bottom being lined with ashes

Fig. 438. "Goox" Erenint-p*ilnd Mould.

pressed into shape by means of a mould. Fig. 438 illustrates this form of pail,

and the mould used in forming the inside of it. In addition to ashes, the
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absorbing material contains dry street-sweepings and factory-waste, to which

is added sulphate of lime; the mixture is pressed down, and when the pail

is placed in the closet, the mould is withdrawn. It is claimed that the

absorbent material takes up the urine and other moisture, prevents decomposi-

tion, and facilitates the conversion of the excreta into a portable manure. The

opponents of this special pail say that there is nothing in these claims, and that

the lining merely adds to the weight of the pail. There can be no doubt, how-

ever, that the attempt, whether successful or not, merits approbation.

The collection of the pails is in most cases effected by means of specially-

con.Ktructed closed wagons, which are sent round, generally at night, accompanied

by men, who collect the full jiaiLs
and substitute empty ones which have been

Fig 439 -Rochdale Night toil Vmn.

previously cleansed and disinfected at the various depots. The wagons for this

purpose are generally after the pattern shown in fig. 439. The full pails are

placed in the wagon, which is then taken to the depot.

The contents of the pails are variously treated. In some oases they are

mixed with a sufficient quantity of dry ashes (house-refuse) to absorb the liquid,

and are then placed in a stirring -mill, where offal or other animal refuse is

added. Whilst this mixture is passing through the mill, about 5 per cent of

gypsum (sulphate of lime) is added to fix the ammonia. The mixture thus

prepared consists approximately of about 20 per cent of excreta and urine, 20

per cent of offal, Ac., 5 per cent of gypeum or sulphate of lime, and 55 per cent

of fine aahea. This is then passed over a fine sieve or screen, which takes out all

the coarse parts, and the residuum is put into bags and sold as manure, which

it said to be worth about 1 5 shillings a ton.
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The following is a description of the method at one time followed at

Manchester, and which, with some modifications, is still employed. The pails

having been emptied over a grating which held back the solid matter, the liquid

contents were evaporated to one-tenth of the original bulk, or even lews, in an

apparatus called the "coucretor", which consisted of a revolving cylinder, 8 feet

long and 4 feet 6 inches in diameter, having its ends partially closed by annular

rings, and fitted inside with scroll-like plates of thin metal. The liquid was

admitted into this cylinder, and as it revolved, these scroll-like surfaces became

wetted ; the evaporation was effected by passing heated gases through the cylinder.

As these came into contact with the wetted surfaces of the metal scrolls, rapid

surface-evaporation took place, the temperature of the liquid, however, remaining

low, so low that, though it was discharged from the cylinder at nearly the

consistency of treacle, it was rarely, if ever, at so high a temperature as 130 F.

The hot gases, used for effecting evajx>ration in the concretor, resulted from

the combustion of refuse-material, usually consisting of a small j>ortion of cinders

and a large quantity of ashes, together with animal, vegetable, and mineral

refuse, forming a compound containing too little manure to be valuable, but

quite enough to be objectionable. This material, so difficult to be disposed of

satisfactorily, and often saturated with water, was shot into a furnace of special

construction termed the
"
Destructor ", so arranged that the material had to

traverse a considerable distance within it, exposed to the products of combustion

on their way to the chimney, and to the heat radiated from the roof and sides,

before it reached the fire-grate. It was thus effectually dried before any

attempt was made to burn it. The products of combustion from this furnace

were passed through the
"
concretor

"
cylinder to effect the evaporation required

there on their way to the chimney. The gases, resulting from the combustion

of the materials above described, usually contained a small quantity of sul-

phurous acid, which was sufficient to slightly acidify the liquid in the concretor.

If they did not contain it naturally, a little sulphur must l>e added for the

purpose of producing the acid.

The low temperature was not sufficient to cause any appreciable loss of

nitrogen, or evolution of ammonia, from the slightly-acidified liquid undergoing

concentration. The concentrated material was therefore a fairly strong manure.

A random sample of it had been reported upon by Messrs. Burghardt, Grinishaw,

& Co., Dalton Laboratory, Manchester, as "undoubtedly a very strong manure,

owing especially to the high amount of available nitrogen which decomposes in

the ground, and may be expressed as 9'88 per cent of ammonia".

Refuse fuel, such as tliat used in the
" destructor ", produced a large amount
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of clinker, which, when ground up with a little lime, formed a strong mortar.

The process of concentration was not a source of nuisance.
" Even the most

offensive putrid urine speedily lost almost the whole of its disagreeable odour

when undergoing concentration, doubtless owing to the action of the sulphurous

acid upon it"

The pails themselves had a little charcoal put into them to deodorize their

contents, and render them innocuous, and charcoal might in like manner be

added to the concentrated liquid to prevent it from becoming offensive. This

charcoal wax also manufactured from refuse material; it was composed of

carbonized street-sweepings, market-refuse, <kc., and needed special apparatus

to carbonize it, since the low value did not permit of costly handling, while

it was bulky and difficult to separate. The heating was effected by a small

furnace fed with cinders and other refuse fuel, while the carbonizing kiln

consisted of n rectangular chamlier of considerable height, into the top of

which the material to be operated upon was thrown, and through which it

gradually descended as its bulk diminished and the material below was removed.

Finally, when sufficiently carbonized, it was withdrawn through a slide in

the lx)ttom of the chamber. The fire in the furnace was kept thick, and the

supply of air to it small, so as to prevent the admission of sufficient oxygen
for perfect combustion; thus the products of combustion from it could only

heat, and not burn, the materials with which they came into contact, and they

might therefore safely be brought into direct contact with the materials to be

carbonized. These products of combustion entered the kiln, or carbonizing

chamber, near the bottom, and were guided around it by iron plates which

touched the wall at their top edges, but sloped so that their bottom edges were

some distance from it. These ran around the chamber in a spiral form, and kept

open a passage, along which the products of combustion could always find a way
to the chimney, while, as they were open at the bottom, the gases could come
into direct contact with the materials in the kilns. The plates becoming heated

also helped to dry and carbonize the materials. Finally, the products of com-

bustion were led away to the chimney through a flue near the top of the

dumber.

By the above methods, almost the whole of the material which came into

the yard was effectually dealt with, and turned into a product of much less bulk,

capable of being applied to some useful purpose either as a manure, a deodorant

and disinfectant, or as mortar, while there was no need for costly chemicals

or extraneous fuel. At the same time, the whole of the matter was rendered

incapable of spreading infection or disease, for it was purified by fire.
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Another apparatus for the disposal of the contents of pails consists of a

steam-jacketed cylinder about 13 feet long and 4 feet in diameter, fixed on a

hollow revolving sliaft, with hollow agitators into which steam is admitted at

60 Ibs. pressure. The content* of the pails, mixed with about T25 per cent of

sulphuric acid, are placed in the cylinder, and the agitators, filled with steam,

slowly revolve. About 2^ tons of pail-contents, holding at least 83 per cent of

water, are reduced in 3^ hours to about 4 cwte. of a lumpy dark-red loam,

containing only about 5 per cent of water. This is allowed to cool, and then

riddled into a powder, which is sold as manure, in some cases being of a value

of 6 or 7 per ton. Its chemical analysis is as follows :

Insoluble silica, - 3*216 per cent

Lime, ... _ 1-310

Oxide of iron and alumina, ... ... ... ... = 0*607

Sulphuric acid, - 1-886

Phosphoric acid, ... ... ... ... ... ... = 3-102

Sulphate of potash, = 5-586

Chloride of magnesium, = 1-910

Chloride of sodium, ... ... ... ... ... = 5-120

Sulphate of ammonia, 22-191

Organic matter, ... 65*073

Total, - 100-000

With regard to the dry-earth or pail systems, there can but be one opinion

as to their unsuitability for modern civilization, and we must agree with the

following conclusions of the committee appointed by the Local Government

Board in 1875 to inquire into the various methods of sewage-disposal: "That

the retention ... of refuse and excreta ... in cesspools ... or other

places in the midst of towns, must be utterly condemned, and that none of the

(so-called) dry-earth or pail systems or improved privies can be approved other

than as palliatives for cesspit middens ".

The committee appointed by the Society of Arts in 1876 to inquire into

various subjects connected with the health of towns, came to the following

resolutions :

"(1) That the pail-system, under proper regulations for early and frequent

removal, is greatly superior to all privies, cesspools, ashpits, and middens, and

possesses manifold advantages in regard to health and cleanliness, whilst its

results in economy and facility of utilization often compare favourably with those

of water-carried sewage.
"
(2) That hitherto no mode of utilizing the excreta has been brought into

operation which repays the cost of collection.
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"
(3) That the almost universal practice of mixing ashes with the pail-pro-

ducts, though it applies there as a convenient absorbent and possibly to some

extent as a deodorant, is injurious to the value of the excreta as a manure.
"
(4) That for use within the house no system has been found in practice to

take the place of the water-closet."

There can be no doubt, however, that for certain isolated houses some other

methods than those of water-carried sewage commend themselves to our notice,

and the next chapter will consequently be devoted to this problem.

CHAPTER IX.

SEWAGE-DISPOSAL FROM HOUSES NOT CONNECTED WITH ANY
SEWERAGE-SYSTEM.

Having thus far dealt with the general question of the disposal of sewage, it

w necessary to say a few words upon that very difficult problem of the disposal

of sewage from isolated houses, which have not the advantage of being con-

nected with any general system of sewerage. A number of the previous remarks

will apply in considering this question, but, of course, unless the isolated house

is a large establishment, such as an asylum, hospital, gaol, hotel, school, large

mansion, or something of the kind, it would be an expensive if not an altogether
unwarrantable proceeding to adopt a chemical precipitation or other process for

dealing with the sewage; nor might it l>e possible, on the other hand, to find

sufficient land to take the sewage on the irrigation or filtration system, although
in some cases, even where there is but little available land, this latter method

might be advantageously adopted, and the remarks in the preceding pages on
these systems are worthy of attention in connection with this question. Let us,

however, deal with the problem of the disposal of the sewage from an isolated

cottage or small residence.

Hitherto the methods mostly adopted in connection with such houses have
been either privy-middens or cesspools, as being the most convenient and least

expensive methods for getting rid of the sewage-matters. With regard to the

former method, all the necessary remarks have been made in the chapter dealing
with "

Interception
"

or dry systems, so that the cesspool only remains to be

considered.

The cesspool has been found and is still found to be the most convenient
method for disposing of the sewage from isolated establishments, but it is almost
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unnecessary to state that such an arrangement is barbarous and insanitary,

especially where, as in the majority of cases, the cesspool is badly situated and

wretchedly constructed. Other books have dealt at length with the evils arising
from ill designed and badly-situated cesspools, especially that delightful book on

Dangers to Health, by T. Pridgin Teale, M.A., so that it is unnecessary to say
more upon the subject, but rather to point out what considerations are necessary
to mitigate as much as possible this, at present, requisite adjunct to many houses;
and it will be the object of these pages to endeavour to point out some of the

more modern methods for effecting this purpose.

The choice of position must l>e guided by the available land, the position of

the house, the gradient of the land, and al>ove all by the
"
dip" of the subsoil-

PUBLIC ROAD

Fig. 440. Plan of Country-home and Oroamlc.

strata and the position of the well or water-supply. One of the questions often

given to the candidates at the examinations held by the Sanitary Institute for

pass certificates for fitness as a Sanitary Inspector, is as follows: A sketch,

similar to that which is here given, is laid before the candidate, and he is asked,

"Where would you put the well, and where the cesspool in this case, where there

is no sewage-system and no water-supply?" In giving the answer, the candidate

must consider the question of the fall of the ground, which is obviously from the

road towards the river, and the flow of the river, which is in an easterly direction.

The correct answer is purposely not given, but is left to the ingenuity of the

readers of these pages.

Having settled the position, it is necessary to consider the size of the cesspool.

This will, of course, be governed by the daily quantity of the flow of the sewage,
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and the interval of time to be allowed between each cleansing of the cesspool.

The quantity of the daily flow depends upon the number of persons inhabiting

the house, and the water-supply. That great sanitarian, Dr. Edmund A. Parkes,

in his ^fanual of Practical Hygiene, states that
"
in poor families who draw

water from wells, I have found the amount to vary from 2 to 4 gallons per head,

but then there was certainly not perfect cleanliness"; and further on he states,

after quoting various authorities,
"

I believe we may safely estimate that for

persona] and domestic use, without baths, 12 gallons per head daily should be

given as an usual minimum supply, and with baths and perfect cleanliness 16

gallons should be used. This makes no allowance for water-closets or for

unavoidable waste."

It is prolwible that these observations of Dr. Parkes hold good to the present

day, so that, as Gj gallons of sewage equal a cubic foot, the dimensions of the

cessjjool can IK easily calculated, when we know the exact amount of daily flow

from a given numler of Arsons, and have decided how often the cesspool should

IK? emptied. If any part of the rainfall enters the drains, the calculations will be

somewhat more complicated.
1 Authorities on this subject state that a cesspool

should lx? emptied at least once a week, but it is much to be feared that, owing
to the nuisance and expense of this operation, much longer intervals are allowed

to elapse l>etween the cleansings, and this is specially the case where there is an

overflow from the cesspool into an adjoining ditch or stream, or where, as in the

majority of cases, the cesspool is steiued with open brick or stonework so as to

allow the liquid contents to soak into and pollute the surrounding soil, the solid

matter remaining behind in a terribly decomposing condition.

Having then settled the dimensions, it is necessary to design the shape of

the cesspool. It is found geometrically that the largest area is obtained, with

a given amount of material, by a circular chamber, and in addition to this such a

shape has considerable resisting power, and, if properly designed, is more easily

< leansed. Thus, for a simple cesspool, the design shown in fig.
441 meets most of

the requirements.

The construction of the cesspool is a matter of great importance. In order

to make the cesspool water-tight, it is a good plan to excavate the ground suffi-

ciently wide that the cesspool can be surrounded with at least 6 inches of well-

puddled clay. It is almost unnecessary to say that it should be built of good
hard bricks (better lined throughout with Staffordshire blue bricks), set in

Portland-cement mortar. It should be covered with a hermetically-closed door

for access for cleansing, and be well ventilated.

1 For pwtkokn of rainfall w* | III..
-
Wator-Sapply ".
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The drain from the house should enter above the highest point to which the

sewage can rise in the cesspool, and be trapped and ventilated exactly in the

same way as if the cesspool

was a public sewer (see fig.

441).

If there is no available

land or other safe method for

dealing with the liquid over-

flow from the cesspool, no r

overflow should be allowed,

and the cesspool must be

oftener cleansed. If, how-

ever, there is sufficient land,

the overflow may be directed

over alternate filter-beds of
Fig. 441. -flection of Circular CoMpooL

either gravel, suitable soil, or coke-breeze, in the manner already described under

the head of "Filtration". Where no overflow can be arranged, the cesspool
would be better if constructed in duplicate, as shown in

fig. 442.

fig. 441 Section of Doable CevpooL

The cleansing of cesspools is always a disgusting and troublesome process,

and is generally effected at night. It is usually done by hand labour, the

contents being shovelled or pumped into carts or wagons, either open or

covered, and carried off to be deposited on land or into pits, or otherwise dealt

with. This method of emptying cesspits is essentially crude and unscientific.

In France and other continental countries, for many years past, they have been

emptied by pneumatic force. The vehicle consists of an iron tank on wheels,
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from which the air is abstracted by a pump; a hose attached to the vehicle is

inserted into the cesspool, a stop-cock on the hose is opened, and the tank is filled

by the pressure of the atmosphere without causing the slightest nuisance.

IfiBBlH Merryweather, the well-known makers of fire-engines and fire-appliances,

have designed and constructed an excellent tank of this description, which is

shown in fig.
443. The apparatus, as will be seen, consists of a tank or

Fig 4I& -Mmywcather'i Pneumatic Cewpool-emptier.

receptacle for sewage, A, with dome and connecting-pipe, c, for producing a

vacuum in the receptacle. The tank is provided with a man-hole for cleansing

purposes, and inlet and outlet sluice-valves. A gauge-glass is also fitted, which

gives indication of the quantity of matter in the receptacle. The whole is

mounted on strong springs and patent axles provided with four wheels, and a

driver's seat and footboard are also fitted. The vacuum pump, to be worked by
two men, is of special design, and is mounted on a platform provided with four

iron wheels, shown at B. A flexible air-pipe, c, is supplied for connecting the

tank to the air-pump, and a similar pipe, D, for the conveyance of the gases

to the stove, B, where they are burnt. Such a method as this is evidently an

advance upon the usual methods, and should be adopted by all Local Authorities,

who are responsible for the emptying of the cesspools in their districts.

A better plan than an ordinary cesspit would be, where it can be afforded,

the introduction of one of Cosham's Sewage-precipitation Tanks ", where, with

the addition of a small amount of chemicals, the sludge is deposited at the bottom
of the tank, and the effluent may then be passed over land or land-filters, and
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thus harmlessly soak away or pass into a stream or brook. Drawings of this

tank and the adjacent screening and chemical chamber, are given in
fig. 444.

ftcreenlng and Chemical Chamber.

Fig. 444. Gotham 't Patent aewagv-prvclptUUon Tank, with Acrem>lnc <! Ctmnlcal Chbr

Tlie above arrangement, or a "Septic" tank and filters, would make a very

complete installation for a house of large size, but with respect to cottages and

small houses, where there is but little land, the problem of the best method for

dealing with the sewage is not easy of solution. Each case must be considered

on its merits, and whether a cesspool is used, or earth-closets or privies, they

must be of the best construction, and so arranged as to cause no nuisance and to

be thoroughly sanitary in every sense of the word.

The Earth-closet is too well known to demand much description. It was the

invention of a clergyman, the Rev. J. M. Moule, and has been in operation for a

great number of years. It consists of an ordinary closet -seat, under which is
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a metal container into which is dropped, either automatically or by means of

levers, Ac., attached to the seat, or by a scoop, a certain quantity of dry earth,

which absorbs the moisture and deodorizes the faecal matter.

Tin- building in which such a closet is fixed should not be inside the house,

bat should be a separate building, or approached by a short passage with cross

ventilation. It must be well lighted

and ventilated, with an impervious
floor of asphalt, cement, or tiles.

The container beneath the seat

should be constructed of galvanized

iron, and should fit into guides so as

to be always directly under the seat.

It should be removable either at the

back or front, and not contain more

than about two and a half cubic

feet, so as to ensure constant removal.

The contents of the container can be

used, with great advantage and per-

fect safety, in the garden attached to

the house, however small.

Dr. George Vivian Poore, in an excellent book, Essays on Rural Hygiene,

gives some good advice and practical remarks upon this subject. He says: "In

order that the dwelling and its surroundings may be wholesome, it is essential

that all excremental and putrescible refuse be removed every day. To allow

such stuff to accumulate for a week before removal, as is done in some places
where what is known as the

'

pail-system
'

is in vogue, is quite indefensible, and

I believe that a daily removal would be found easier of accomplishment than

a weekly removal." He considers that the collected material should be at once

buried, and as the material when once put under ground is safe, it might be

shallowly buried close to the house and the ground cultivated.
"
If applied

with care and knowledge, it can do nothing but good." No antiseptic must be

mixed with it, as of course such admixture would kill its fertilizing properties
and render the ground sterile, besides killing the microbes which Nature has

provided to do the work of purifying.

Earth-closeta are now made either to be operated by a handle, as shown in

Fig. 445, or to be "self-acting", the motive power in the latter case being
furnished by the weight of the person using the closet. A self-acting earth-

of this kind is shown in Fig. 446. A reference to the illustration will

4 Vtew ..f \|..ulr Earth-ckMct, with I'ail removed.
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explain the nature and working of this closet. A is a magazine for containing
the dry earth, or other deodorizing material used. B and B' are the sustaining

pieces, which bear up the weight
of the material, and also form the

regulating orifice, c is a bevelled

shelf, which is lined with a metallic

plate, and carries in front an iron

frame or mouthpiece, through
which the perforated shovel or

spreader D travels. The action is

communicated as follows: When
the closet is being used, the seat is

depressed about an inch, forcing

down the rods E E on each side of

the seat, which raise the long and

weighted end of the segmental

toothed levers G and G', which in

turn throw back the long end of

the lever H. This duplex action

is coupled by the cross bar J, to

which is attached the shovel D.

This is then withdrawn to the

back of the bevelled shelf c, and

receives the charge of earth, &c.

When the seat is relieved, the weight of the lever brings out the shovel quickly,

thus spreading the earth, &c., over the excreta.

This concludes the remarks on Sewage-disposal. It is a difficult subject, as

engineers, chemists, and the legislature differ on so many points connected

therewith. No hard-and-fast rules can l>e laid down, but each case must be

taken on its merits, and the choice of any system for the ultimate disposal of

sewage must necessarily be left to the judgment of experts.

Fig. 44 -Sectional View of the BrUUh HanlUry Company t

Self-acting Earth<!.-*rl.
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SECTION X.-WARMING.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

The subject of warming is one of the most important in the design of a

dwelling-house, and the problem as to the best method to be employed in any

particular instance, is not always easy of solution. Warming is so closely allied

with ventilation that it will l>e impossible to avoid repeated mention of the

latter subject, but fuller information thereon will be found in a subsequent

section, written by another author.

So long as the temperature of the external air is alwve 60 Fahr.,no system
of warming will be found necessary in the British Isles, except in the cases of

rooms or buildings occupied by invalids, where possibly a rise of a few degrees

may be deemed desirable. When, however, the external temperature fulls below

60 Fahr., some means of warming is desirable; and of course when the external

temperature falls much l>elow that point, it becomes essential to raise the tem-

perature of the interior of the building, if the comfort of the inhabitants is to l>e

obtained. Opinions vary in different countries as to the most desirable tem-

perature for the interior of buildings; for instance, in the United States the

internal temperature is often kept as high as 70 or even 7*5 F. Most English-

men consider these temperatures too high for comfort, and it is generally agreed
that a temperature of 60 F. is advisable in living-rooms, and about 55 F. in

corridors. The temperature, however, should be kept constant, as directly

fluctuations occur, there is a tendency to the production of draughts. In our

climate, it is necessary to provide for raising the temperature of the interior of

the building uniformly to 60 Fahr., when the external temperature is 25 Fahr.

Even in the severest winter, the thermometer rarely falls below that degree of

cold
; and when it does, the apparatus, if properly designed, can be overworked

to the small extent necessary.

The methods adopted and considered desirable in different countries vary so
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greatly, lx>th from the great differences in the range of temperature and from

the prejudices of the various peoples, that I have thought it l>est to consider the

question of warming in its restricted application to dwelling-houses in the

United Kingdom, and in countries having approximately the same climatic

conditions. Again, the dwelling-house may be considered under two different

aspect*: firstly, the ideal house which one would desire to have built and to

occupy personally ; and secotully, the house provided by the speculative builder,

and bought, leased, or hired by the tenant. At the first glance, there may seem

to be little difference between the two classes of houses so far as warming is con-

cerned, but there is this essential distinction: if a house be specially designed by

a ra|whle architect, for a client who requires the building to be provided with a

suitable system of wanning and ventilation, for the two points must be con-

sidered at the same time, then the design may be arranged so as to obtain the

most efficient system, so far as that particular house and local circumstances are

concerned. Whereas in the other case, the system which can l>e applied is at

best a makeshift and an addition, for it can rarely l>e said that the problem of

warming receives very social attention from the speculative builder.

The systems in use may be divided into two groups: firstly, those in which

the warming is produced from a number of separate and distinct heating-cent iv-.

such, for instance, as open fires; and secondly, systems in which the whole of

the house is, or may be, warmed from a central source, which distributes the

warmth over the building. I shall endeavour to point out the special advan-

tages and disadvantages of the two systems, although in many cases it will be

found desirable to use l>oth systems jointly in the same building.

The chief requirements of a good system of warming are the following :

(a) The apparatus should produce and keep up an equable warmth all over

the building, or, at least, an equable warmth over every part of a given apart-

ment.

(6) The apparatus should not vitiate the air in any way; that is to say, it

should not give off objectionable fumes, smell, or gases, which can enter the

apartment

(c) The apparatus should not lessen the humidity of the air; that is to say,

the humidity of the internal air should be such as would be found in external

air, at the temperature of 60 P., on a still morning in spring.

(d) The apparatus should not require skilled attention, or l>e likely to ex-

plode, or to cause damage to property, even if somewhat carelessly handled.

(<) The apparatus should be of such a nature as to tend to promote ventila-

tion, and in doing so should not impair the incoming air for breathing purposes.
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In discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the various systems, t he-

value of each will be nnsOMod by the way in which it fulfil* the above require-
IIH'IltS.

In some kinds of warming-apparatus, provision is made for allowing the

external air to enter through the apparatus, so that they provide ample ventila-

tion and also warmth at the same time. In view of this, it may be desirable to

glance at the experimental data which have been obtained. Some persons are

much more sensitive to draughts than others, but the conclusions deduced by
Sir Douglas Gallon and others, from experiments, may be accepted, namely,
that a current of air having a velocity of 3 feet per second causes no incon-

venience, while a current with a velocity of 5 feet per second is objectionable,

and one with a velocity of 10 feet per second is felt as a strong draught. A good
deal of discussion has taken place from time to time as to the number of times

per hour that the air in a room should l>e changed, and opinions have differed

greatly. It is usually conceded that from 1500 to 1800 cubic feet of fresh air

should be provided per hour per person, in order that the ventilation may be

perfect; if the lower figure be taken, and a velocity of 3 feet per second be allowed

to the incoming air, it is obvious that the area of the inlet must not be less than

about 20 square inches per person. If this orifice be arranged so that the in-

coming air passes over or through the heating-apparatus, then the surface of the

latter must be so calculated as to enable it to warm the volume of air to the

required temperature.

CHAPTER II.

OPEN FIRES AND STOVES.

The open fire was the earliest method of warming houses, and many persons

still consider it by far the best. In early times, it was usual to form the fire

upon a solid hearth in the centre of the room or hut, and the smoke was allowed

to fill the space, and to find its way out at a hole provided in the roof, either

directly over the fire, or at some distance to one side in order that the rain

might not extinguish the fire. The obvious objections to this system led

gradually to the universal employment of special smoke-flues, and the incon-

venience of the solid hearth led to the invention of the grate which could get

rid of the ashes. It is interesting to observe, in modern slow-combustion grates,

the employment of the solid hearth.
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n. 47. Cm ! of Air produced by
a Opm Fir* oat-of-doorv

One or two essential points should ! borne in mind in considering the

subject of open fires. An open fire does not warm the air of the room by direct

radiation to any appreciable extent, but the rays of radiant heat strike the solid

objects, such as the walls and furniture, and these heat the air by conduction.

A fire of course requires oxygen to keep it burning,

I / and the action of combustion in a fire is of the follow-

\ VxHrdbfr/fif / ing nature. Air as it is heated expands, and con-

sequently becomes lighter, volume for volume
;
a fire

therefore causes a column of heated air to rise, and

*ks pi*66 is taken by colder air which descends. If

the fire be burning out-of-doors in still air, the cur-

rente induced will be as shown in fig. 447. The rising

of the heated column of air can easily be seen over a

fire, or over a gas-jet or other source of heat. The

air a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen is drawn into the lower part of the

fire; the nitrogen is merely heated and passes away unchanged, but the oxygen
unites with the carbon of the incandescent material, and forms carbonic acid gas

(CO,). This gas rises through the heated mass, and is changed to carbonic oxide

(CO); it then combines with another atom of oxygen, and should pass away
as carbonic acid (CO,), if there is perfect combustion. This is the same gas

which is produced by human

fa Ixjings and animals in breathing,

and should not be allowed to pass

into the atmosphere of a room,

although this always takes place

where coal-gas, oil, or candles are

burnt. The presence of the gas is

always undesirable, and when

present in comparatively large

quantities, it is dangerous to life.

The action of an open fire upon

the air in a room is represented
in

fig. 448, from which it will be Mai that there is a constant current of heated

air rising up the chimney, and to take its place air is drawn from other places,

such a* the cracks around the doors and windows; if these be carefully stopped

up, the fire will not bum brightly but will gradually die out. There is always a

current of cold air passing along the floor towards the fireplace. Part of this

air passes directly up the chimney, and part is heated by contact with the fire-

P*4Ml * AJr prodoe*! by n Op, Fir* In Room.
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place, and rises up the chimney-breast to the
ceiling, pinoc along it, and, as it

cools, descends again to the floor level. In a long room, therefore, it is neces-

sary to provide two fires, as the beneficial influence of one will not extend the
whole length.

Open fires are unsatisfactory for the purpose of producing uniform warmth

throughout the whole air of a room, and also because cold external air from

every crack, and the relatively cold air of the corridors, are drawn into the room,
producing draughts. The feet of persons in the room are always subjected to a
cold current of air, necessitating the use of stools to raise the feet above the
floor. In order to diminish or en-

tirely obviate this current, the exter-

nal air may be brought in by a special

duct discharging the air directly

under the grate, as shown in
figs. 449

and 450. This would supply the fire

with air, and would certainly dimin-
HK 449 ElertUon of Klr*-TU. with HpeeUU Alr-dttct

Fl 4H>.-PUn of Fire gnrt, with Special Air doct

ish the draught along the floor. It

would, however, be a wasteful plan, as the entry of air at such a relatively low

temperature, directly under the fire, would necessarily diminish its efficiency
and cause a waste of fuel

^%mMany attempts have been

made to obviate this objec-

tion, by passing the incom-

ing air round a portion of the

heated structure, before allowing it to come into contact with the incandescent fuel.

The chief advantages of an open fire are its cheerful appearance, and the

assistance it gives to ventilation.

A gfood open flre-g^ate will conform to certain well-known principles. It

must stand well forward. If a fireplace be set back from the room with a flue

directly over the incandescent mass of fuel, a very large proportion of the radiant

heat must pass directly up the chimney. The aim, therefore, of inventors is to

throw the fire well forward into the room, to take away all parts of the structure

of the fireplace which prevent direct radiation from the front of the fire, and to

promote radiation from the back and sides of the structure.

In order to retain the heat and not allow it to be readily dissipated, the use

of iron at the back of the fireplace should be altogether avoided. The next

point is to avoid the use of heavy horizontal bars at the front of the grate, and

to supersede them by vertical or curved bars, such as are shown in
fig. 459, p, 75.
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These bare, while effectually preventing the emission of cinders, allow a greater

HUM* for the free radiation of heat.

The Nautilus Grate is a kind of slow-combustion dog-grate, lined with fire-

brick, and stands well forward into the room, but does not conform to all the

principles just
stated. A front view of

it U given in fig. 451, and a section in

TNI

Front View of Nautilus Grate. Fig. 461 Section of Nautilus Orate.

fig.
452. One advantage of this grate is that it can be moved out in summer,

allowing the space to be filled with plants. The products of combustion rise,

and, after revolving within the central tube, pass off by the nozzles, which may
\te at the Iwick or at the top; the ashes

fall into the special ash-pan. It is usual

to tile the sides of the fireplace and the

hearth. It will l>e observed that heat

U radiated from the whole exterior of

the stove, which bums ordinary fuel,

and is lighted in the same manner as

any ordinary stove. The makers state

that a fire 12 inches wide is sufficient

Ft*. 4l*-rtMof UMOalfmOraU

Pig. 454. Elevation of Chimney biwut.

h<. me Warm-air Flue. Ac., from Oalton

Orate.

to heat a room of 2000 cubic feet capacity, and a fire 1 4 inches wide one contain-

ing 3500 cubic feet

A special type of grate for warming incoming air was designed for the War
< >tfice by Capt Douglas Galton (now Sir Douglas Oalton), and has since become

known M the Galton Stove. Fig. 453 is a plan of this grate; fig. 454 an eleva-
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tion of the chimney-breast, &c., showing the warm-air flue, Ac.; fig. 455 a section

of the room; and
fig. 456 an enlarged flection of the grate itself. Fresh air is

admitted to a chamber formed at

the back of the grate, where it is

moderately warmed by a large

heating-surface; it is then carried

by a flue, adjacent to the chimney

flues, to the upper part of the

Fig. 466. Section of Room showing Air-duet in

connection with Gallon Grate. Fig. 4H.- Section of GalU.n Grate.

room, where it flows with the currents which exist in the room. With this form

of ventilating grate, the inventor states
1
that the temperature of a room has

been found not to vary in any part to a greater extent than 1 or at most !

The body of the stove is of iron, but the fire

is placed in a fire-clay cradle; this prevents

contact between the lighted fuel and the iron

which communicates heat to the incoming air.

The radiating surface obtained partly by the

back of the grate and its flanges, and partly

by the lower part of the smoke-flue, amounts

to about 18 square feet.

Another form of the Galton Stove, which

is in use at the Herbert Hospital, Shooters'

Hill, Greenwich, is shown in figs. 457 and

458, the former being a plan, and the latter a section. The chimney b passes

under the floor, and is placed in the centre of the flue a, which brings the fresh

air to be warmed by the stove. By utilizing the heat of the flue in this way,

more than 36 superficial feet of heating-surface are obtained for warming the

fresh air, beyond that afforded by the heating-surface in the air-flues, which is

from 12 to 15 feet.
1 See Healthy DwUingt, by Sir DooglM Galton.

Fig iW.-
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The fire stands in an iron cradle, fitted to the fire-clay back and sides, and a

current from the air of the room is brought through the fire-clay at the back of

the cradle c, where it becomes heated, on to the top of the fire, to assist the

combustion and thus prevent smoke. The

top of the stove is coved inside, to lead the

smoke easily to the chimney, which passes

down into the horizontal flue b under the

floor. The main Ixxly of the stove is a mass

of fire-clay, with flues a cast in it, up which

the fresh air passes from the horizontal air-

flue already mentioned, in which the smoke-

flue is laid. Thus all the parts of the stove

which are employed to warm the fresh air

and with which the fire has direct contact,

are of fire-clay. The inventor considers that

the use of fire-clay is distinctly preferable to

the use of iron for such a purpose, as there is

less danger of burning the air.
1

The Grundy Grate is somewhat similar to

the Galton grate, and is shown in Plate XVII.

The fresh-air opening through the outer wall is shown at A, or, if more convenient,

it can l>e put lower down as at B, or carried as a channel along the skirting-board

or below the floor-boards in either direction. The cold air, entering this flue,

PIMPS under the cast-iron base-plate c. If the inlet is at B, the air reaches the

warm-air chamber D round the back of the fire-grate, and passes into the room

through the warm-air duct H, which has a regulating valve K. The grating itself is

lettered F, and the bars c, while the whole of the back of the fire consists of fire-

brick, marked E. This grate is made in various sizes with various heating capacities.

It is obvious that the condition of the warm air entering the room will be,

so far as purity is concerned, exactly the same as the external air, and if this is

charged with soot, dust, or fog, these matters will be delivered into the room.

In the grates described no arrangement is made to purify the incoming air,

and while such fireplaces may be suitable for country-houses, they may not

be satisfactory for town -houses. Another point is that, in order to obtain

economy in the use of the fuel, it is desirable to block up the space between

the grate and the hearth, but this point will be specially brought out in dealing
with the following type of grate.

1 Tba fat-day, bowerer. will man eaaOy enck and mo Admit the smoke into the air-fluca. En.

n U.-a*rUa oT tbe Gallon Independent More

a. tmh *ir tmm. 66, aoke-floe. ee, ttre cUy
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The Teale Grate owes its design, in the first instance, to Mr. Pridgin Teale,

F.R.S., a well-known Leeds surgeon. He was convinced that the waste of fuel

by incomplete combustion could be easily lessened, even in an ordinary fireplace,

if due precautions were taken by means of simple and inexpensive additions.

Fig. 459 -Front View of Teale Fire-grate. ffc. 40. VerUc*! Section of Teal

Fig. 459 is a front elevation of one of his grates, showing the thin vertical bare,

and the economizer, consisting merely of a metal plate fitted in front. Fig. 460 is

a sectional elevation, and
fig.

461 a sectional plan. The points which Mr. Teale

strongly insists upon are these: no air must be allowed to pass in below the

grate at all; the space below the

grate must be made into a closed hot

chamber by means of the economi-

zer; the slits in the grating itself

should be made as narrow as possible,

and the front bars should be as thin

as possible. The whole of the air,

therefore, which reaches the fire,

arrives at or above the level of the

fire, and he considers it desirable to

have a solid band, about l\ inches

deep, at the bottom of the bars to hide from view the cinders and dust which

are produced. The bottom of the grate should be deep from back to front,

probably not less than 9 inches for a small room, or more than 1 1 inches for a

large room. The inventor also lays stress upon the necessity for keeping all

IMCMK

r%. ML-PUn of Twto Fif^crkte.
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iron away from the fireplace, and proceeds to describe the best form for the

fire-brick walls and sides a.s follows:

" The sides or
'

covings
'

of the fireplace should be vertical, but inclined to

one another as the sides of an equilateral triangle, the apex of which would be

behind the fireplace, and the base would IK- in a line with the front. The work-

ing out of this rule has cost me much thought and experiment. It was worked

out more or less empirically with a view to obtain certain objects, and having

attained them I discovered that I had unwittingly selected the sides of an

equilateral triangle. It is of some importance, and may be of interest, to tell

how the question arose. In my earlier fireplaces, the sides or 'covings' were

jwiralh-1 to each other, and had the defect that they radiated most of their heat

from one to the other, not into the room, with the probable result that much of

such heat would eventually e.scape up the chimney. It was clear, then, that the

sides must IK? set at an angle with the back, so as to face towards the room.

Hut at what angle? My first experiments were determined by the shape of the

corner bricks which were in the market. These determined the inclination of

the sides to IK? such that, if prolonged backwards, they would meet at a right

angle. This is the angle laid down by Rumford as the angle of selection, but

as the largest angle admissible in a good fireplace. This angle, however,

brought me into difficulties with my 'lean-over' back. The openness of the

angle made the Iwck, as it ascended and inclined forwards, spread out so rapidly,

that what was gained in width was lo.st in height. Moreover, my critics ob-

jected to its apjH-araiu-e as ugly. What then should determine the inclination

of the sides? The point was thus determined. Seeing that a heated brick

throws off the greatest amount of radiant heat at a right angle with its surface,

the
'

covings
'

should be at such an inclination to each other, that the perpen-
dicular line from the inner margin of one 'coving' should just miss the outer

margin of the opposite 'coving'. Where the 'covings', as in my earlier

attempts and in Count Rumford's fireplaces, are at a right angle to each other,

this perpendicular line misses the opposite margin by several inches. It was

clear, therefore, that the inclination might be made more acute. Guided by
this idea, and having determined the principle on which the shape of the grate
should depend, an inclination was arrived at which turned out to be an angle of

60*. i>. the inclination of the sides of an equilateral triangle.

"Commencing at a level A, corresponding with the top of the front bars, and

leaning forward at an angle of 70 with the horizontal line of the hearth, the

back should fin to such a point, that the angle where it returns towards the

chimney B should be vertically over the insertion c of the cheeks of the fire-
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grate. This angle B will be about 28 inches from the hearth, or 16 inches from

the top of the fire, and about 3j to 4| inches from the front line of the fireplace,

according to the size of the grate." These points will IK> obvious from the ver-

tical section of the fireplace given in
fig. 460, and from c in

fig.
4G1.

"The shape of the grate or grid is arrived at in the following way: !)> -ribr

a square D of which the sides shall be 8, 9, or 10 inches, according to the size

of the room within an equilateral triangle E, the two sides of which shall

represent the 'covings' of the fireplace, and the base the front line of the fireplace.

From each front angle of the square, carry a line from D to c to the 'covings' or

sides of the triangle, at an angle of 45 with the front line of the fireplace. These

two lines, with the side of the square from which they are drawn, form the front

of the grid. The back line of the grid does not correspond with the correspon-

ding side of the square, but is carried 1 J inches farther back, so as to give greater

depth to the grate, and allow the fire-brick back to overhang the Iwick of the

grid to the extent of 1^ inches (see fig. 460), before it ascends as the
'

lean over'.'

The Teale grates are now made in a great numtar of designs; there are,

however, only two main types. Fig. 462 illustrates the first type, and clearly

Fig. 4fli -Front View of the Teale Fireplace. Ffc. *.- Front View of Uw Teal' Fmof H..I, Orate

shows the economizer, the vertical bars, the solid fixed rim forming the lase of

the bars, the fire-brick l>ack leaning forward and standing out at the Iwttom

away from the back of the hearth proper, and the
"
coring

The second type, known as the Front-hob Grate, is illustrated in fig.
463.
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This has BO fire-bars whatever; the fire-clay back and sides are as already

described, but the grate is only very slightly above the level of the floor of the

room, and a special tiled hearth is built up. This becomes hot, and gives off

heat to the room, and thus adds to the efficiency of the grate. Access is

afforded to the ash-pit by means of the loose door shown in front, but as this

door is provided with several air-inlets, the original Teale principle is departed

from to some extent This type of grate has been found extremely satisfactory.

The Rational Grate is another good fireplace, not unlike the last, but the

ash-pit is sunk below the level of the hearth instead of being raised above it.

A section of this fireplace wMl l>e found in fig. 71, p. 131, voL I.

Boyd's Grates, while having the good points of the original Teale design, also

several other features of interest. Figs. 464 and 465 show a grate with

rrot Ytew of Bofd t Btcbter Orate, with Adjustable Canopy and
RfraUtinx Ath pit

Fig. MS. Vertical Section of Bojrd's Begister

Orate, with Adjustable Canopy and Regulating

Aah-pit

an ash-pit which may be entirely closed for slow combustion, or opened to any
extent desired by simply moving forward the economizer. It has the thin

vertical bars and the fire-brick back, but the back slants even more forward than
in some of our earlier illustrations, and the canopy register is of a good design,

easily regulated to enlarge or diminish the mouth of the flue. The makers of

t^**
8 g"* Differ from Mr. Teale as to the most desirable angle between the

aide* and back, preferring an angle of 135. It is extremely important to keep
all the ironwork away from the fire, and this firm has even gone so far as to
make the grating itself of

fire-clay with slits, as shown in fig. 466. The special
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stand for the fire-brick bottom is made of iron, and has an adjustable slide for

closing the air-slits. The size of the fireplace can be diminished by the use of

suitable blocks, which are specially made to fit the various grates.

The power of a given fireplace may be greatly increased by making it of

such a form as to allow the air in the room to circulate round it This is done
in the case of the fireplace

shown in fig. 467. In the

plan, A is the fuel-basket, B

the warming-chamber, and

c the brick setting at the

Fig 408. Bojrd'i Grate body and

Grating of Fire-brick.

Fig. 407. PUn and Front View of Boyd't

Warm air Grata

back; the V-shaped projections are of iron, and afford a large heating-surface to

the air, which passes in at the lower holes and out, in a warmed state, at the

upper holes. Such a chamber should be occasionally cleaned out, otherwise it

will become choked with dust, and will deteriorate the quality of the air passed

through it. The iron just at the back of the fire is protected by fire-brick.

Helm's "Helios" Smoke-consuming: Grates are really stoves, the fire being

entirely inclosed. They are specially designed to consume their own smoke.

The one objection to them, in the minds of many people, is that the fire itself is

inclosed, and the flames can only be seen through a mica door. The design,

however, is very ingenious, and well worth describing. The National Smoke

Abatement Institution has reported as follows respecting these stoves: "In

the course of twenty minutes the smoke entirely ceased, and the chimney was

entirely smokeless during the remainder of the trial. The performances of both
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the grate and the stove stand, in point of economy of fuel and efficiency, in the

front rank. The fires burned with perfect continuity and regularity, and they

were practically automatic in action."

Two views of the Helios fireplace are shown in
fig.

468. When the Helios

Stove is used with a hopper, it consists of the fire-box A, which is lined with

fire-bricks, the hopper B, and the pipe-system c. Under the grate R is

Infernal ElersUon.

fit- 48. The "Hello*" Snoke-coninmlng Store

arranged the ash-pan s and the regulating door E. The grate is fed by

opening the filling door, and removing the cover in the filling neck F. In the

Helios Grate without hopper, the hopper B, the pipe-system c, and the filling

neck r are abandoned. The front of the combustion-chamber alx>ve the grate

It OWed by a hinged mica window, which allows the fire to be seen, and

possesses the notable advantage of preventing soot, smoke, or 1 turning coals

from falling into the room. The whole apparatus is firmly screwed together,

and stands on small wheels p, so that it is not a fixture. The heat is diffused

partly by radiation and partly by warmed air. The fire heats by radiation

through the mica window, and the pipe-system warms the air, which enters cold

at the gratings at the bottom of the front, and is returned to the room in a
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heated condition through the top perforations at the front. The perforation*
and mica windows are clearly shown in

fig. 469.

By pushing the regulating door as far to the right as possible, the maximum
combustion is obtained, while, by moving the door more or less to the left, com-
bustion can be regulated so as to yield the exact degree of heat required. If the

regulating door is

quite closed, the fire

merely smoulders, and,

according to the ma-

ker's catalogue, burns

in that condition

about 7 oz. of coal per

hour. Economy of

fuel is guaranteed by
a large area of heat-

ing-surface, and per-

fect control of com-

bustion
;
and consump-

tion of smoke is at-

tained by injection of

pie-heated air on the

smoke arising from

the fuel. Perfect con-

sumption of smoke is,

of course, most important from a hygienic point of view. In grates with hoppers,
one charge, it is said, will last from four to twelve hours, according to the heat

required. The fire will smoulder all night without attention. To revive it in

the morning, it is only necessary to open the regulating door. The replenishing
does not affect the burning fuel, so that the fire can le kept alight as long as

required. Grates without hoppers hold fuel for U to 4 hours, according to the

heat required. Cleaning is necessary once a year. When the heating-chamler
is to be cleaned, the grate should first be wheeled out.

In order to moisten the air, a vessel, which must be daily filled with water,

is placed inside the chimney breast. Either the air in the room itself may be

pissed through the stove, or cold external air may l>e introduced, warmed, and

sent out. Besides this, by an arrangement of suitable flues the warmed air

produced in one room may be caused to heat one or two rooms directly over the

first. The system then l>ecomes one of heating by wanned air.

Hf. &). -Front of the Helius" Smoke cooramlns Afore

VOL. II.
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These grates, with or without fronts, can be easily inserted into

mantel-pieces; they are not fixtures. The body of the apparatus surrounding the

grate is divided into three parts by fire-bricks; the fire-grate itself forms the

middle division. Above this there is an air-channel conducting heated air to

the flame, in order to bring about smokeless combustion ; above the air-channel

there is a register, for the purpose of either allowing a direct draught into the

chimney, as in an ordinary grate, or to send the products of combustion through

the flues at each side of the grate. These flues can easily be cleaned by remov-

ing the cleaning covers, which can also be used as ventilators. In front of the

grates there are two sliding mica doors, or one mica door on hinges. The

grates are fitted with fronts entirely of cast-iron, or with tile panels, behind

which the mica doors slide when opened sideways.

The process of warming can take place in three ways:

(1) If the mica doors and the register at the back are closed, the fire burns

with a nice lambent flame according to the position of the lower sliding door,

and the grate yields the greatest amount of heat.

(*2)
If the mica doors are closed, but the register at the back is left open, th3

jjrate still burns as described above, but as there is a direct draught into the

chimney, only a small quantity of heat is given off into the room.

(3) If the mica doors nre open as well as the register, the fire burns as it

does in any ordinary grate, and gives

hardly any heat into the room, but

simply assists the ventilation.

Ventilation can be obtained by

opening the valve in the cleaning

covers at the bottom of the side flues;

the air from the room will at once

be drawn into these flues, giving

ample ventilation for several persons.

The draught for the fire will be

slightly reduced thereby.

The " Hestia" Stove, also invented

by M* Heim - a true 8tove - tmd-

ing away from the wall of the room,

and is shown in
fig. 470. It stands on a plain or ornamental pedestal A, and

consists of the regulating neck B, with regulating door N, movable grate D, fixed

grate B, guard-ring v, one or two middle rings F, filling neck o, with smoke-

nozzle and smoke-pipe u. The whole is held together and connected with the
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pedestal by two iron rods j. This cast-iron heating-cylinder is surrounded by
an inner sheet-iron casing R, and an outer one 8, resting on the pedestal The

upper part contains the Hat filling-door o, with frame P, and the top is surrounded

by a cast-iron border K, carrying a perforated cover L. The smoke-pipe 11 is

connected with the Hue by ordinary smoke-pipes. In the regulating neck is the

asli-pau c. The poker serves the double purpose of raking out the fire and lifting

ofl* the filling cover H. In many cases where iron stoves are used for heating

purposes the dryness of the air is a source of complaint; in order to prevent

this, the
"
Ilestia

"
stove has a water reservoir suspended between the inner and

outer casing, but free from both, so that the water may become very hot but

cannot be made to boil. The reservoir is supplied by a tube opening upwards,

projecting from the side of the casing, so that it can IMJ easily filled without

removing the cover of the casing. All the fuel is lighted from the top, and

combustion proceeds downward, so that smoke and gases must pass through the

fire, and are thus consumed before reaching the chimney. As the fire is drawn

downward it goes out on the top, so that, in stoves with the several middle

rings, black coke is visible on the top, sinking gradually down during the com-

bustion. A further proof of the complete utilization of the fuel, is the fact of

the smoke-pipe being almost cold.

In order to burn coal without smoke, it must be changed into coke. This

cannot be done in an open grate, and the arrangement invented by Mr. Hcim

affords, in my opinion, a very satisfactory solu-

tion of the problem, as the thick heavy smoke,

which is given off" from the coal, is passed

through the incandescent mass on its way to

the chimney. There is no doubt whatever

that the coal can be burnt without producing

smoke, except during the first twenty minutes

(say) after lighting, and a choice must be made

between the cheerful appearance of an open

fire, and the efficient consumption of the fuel

in a closed stove.

The Falkirk Iron Company makes * stove,
tmitluu Hvatiac Appwmtn*

which is called a " Controlled-combustion Air-

chamber Heating: Apparatus". It consists of an internal stove and an orna-

mental perforated cast-iron external case, with an air-space between. The

plan of the apparatus itself without case is shown in
fig. 471, a vertical

section in fig. 472, and a front elevation in
fig. 473. The bottom and sides of

nc.4-i.-rua * o
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the fire-grate are of fire-brick. Fuel is inserted at the top, and the smoke-flue

dcunrindn at the back. The fire-chamber is provided with vertical ribs outside,

which project into the air-chamber between the stove itself and the external

case. The surrounding air enters at the base of the apparatus, through the

holes shown, and passes vertically upwards, and then through the ornamental

casing, thus acting as a means of heating by warmed air. If the stove be placed

Fit iTt. Vertical s*ctln of <hir <-hnilK-rr<l Controlled-

rtxnbnaUon Heating Apparatus

Fig. 473 Front Elevation of One chaiulwred Controlled-

combiution Heating Apparatus.

over a hole in the floor, connected with an air-duct from the external air, more

efficient ventilation will l>e secured. The makers state that a one-chambered

apparatus, as illustrated, with the draught-valve at slow-combustion (or open

only i to j of an inch), will consume 2 Ibs. per hour of gas-coke, and heat an

apartment containing 40,000 cubic feet of air, at a cost of less than twopence
for twelve hours. An evaporating pan placed under the Iwse of the apparatus

U found desirable to moisten the atmosphere. The heating-power of the stoves

Wide by this firm vary from 10,000 to 140,000 cubic feet, according to the size

of the apparatus. Such a stove is adapted for use in a large hall, and would

warm the whole of the staircase and corridors with far less consumption of fuel

than would be the case with an open grate.

The Shorland Grate is of the Oalton type with a Teale hearth. A section is

shown in
fig. 474. The Imck of the grate is of fire-clay, and projects well forward

above the fire. Behind it is the warm-air chamber, to which the cold external
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air is admitted through a grid in the outside wall. From this chamber, it rises

through two special warm-air flues, and is discharged into the room, at a height
of about eight feet above the floor, through a hit-and-miss grating. It is of
course easy to carry the pipe up through the floor, so as to deliver warm air

into a room above. I have already drawn

attention to the undesirability of drawing the

external air into rooms in town-houses, with-

out previously filtering it in some manner.

The makers say: "In preparing new build-

ings to receive the Patent Manchester Grates,

the be.st and simplest plan is to build common

Kill. 474 -Vertical Section of the ShorUnd Crate
and Plan uf Klut- Ilf. 474 Kmnt View of Hhorlud Fireplace.

6- inch socketed clay drain-pipes in the solid brickwork of the chimney breast,

as the building progresses, for the warm-air flues, keeping them 18 inches ajmrt,

4 \ inches from face of brickwork, and commencing 4 feet from floor (socket end

upwards). Use square elbows to deliver the warm air into the room through

the face of the breast, at about 8 feet from the floor. Then when the building

is ready to receive the Manchester grates, they simply require connecting to the

clay pipes by means of our own syphon pipes or other connecting pipes. The

outside cold-air grids should also IKS built in as the building progresses." For

size No. 1, the opening in the brickwork must be 48 inches high, 30 inches wide,

and 14 inches from l>ack to front, and the heating capacity is 3000 cubic feet of

space, e.g. a room 20 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 10 feet high. Fig. 475 repre-
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sents cue of these fireplaces. It differs from Teale's in the form of the bars,

as the space exactly above the grating is left open instead of having a solid

piece to hide the ashes.

An arrangement, which, in my opinion, is of superior merit, is shown in

fig 476. This is Shorland's Calorigm It consists merely of an iron box con-

t
,

PLAN or rtue
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entirely consumed, and something will now be said concerning a process designed
to prevent the emission of smoke. It may be assumed that, where open fires are

used, it is quite impossible to prevent the production of smoke; the only ques-

tion, then, is as to whether the emission of the smoke produced can be prevented.

Colonel Dulier ha* succeeded in doing this to a very considerable extent. His

apparatus has taen in use for some time at the saw-mills belonging to the city

of Glasgow, as well as in private houses. The apparatus is very simple. A jet

of steam is inserted into the base of the smoke-flue, and the action of the steam

upon the smoke facilitates the subsequent treatment, which consists of spraying
water upon the smoke. The spray of water is emitted through very small holes

in pipes placed inside the smoke-flue, and it has been proved by analyses, made

by the City Analyst of Glasgow and by others, that about 94 per cent of the

soot, and about half of the sulphurous acid, are in this way washed out of the

smoke. This is, of course, a very satisfactory result, especially as the cost

entailed in working the apparatus is little more than that of the water required

for the purpose, and the action is practically automatic. A considerable part of

the residue, obtained by drying the waste brought down by the water, is found

to be unconsumed carbon, and this could of course l>e burnt, if it were found to

be worth the trouble. 1

1
Nothing has yet been said about kitchen-ranges, and as these are rather appliance* for cooking

than for wanning, the subject scarcely falls within the scoj>e of thin section. A few words may, however,

be included concerning this ini|K>rtant appliance. Kitrhen-rangea fall into two brood classes, namely,

open and doted. The two great disadvantages of open ranges are: (1) wastefulness of fuel, and (2) the large

amount of radiant heat which renders the operation of cooking a very trying one; on the other band, in

houses where the kitchen-range is the only source of warmth to which the servants have access, the open
fire has the merit of cheerfulness. Closed ranges are now made in an almost ettdJes variety of dan and

patterns. Among the best is the well-known "
Eagle

"
range, which has the great advantage of being

complete in itself; ranges which dej>end for their successful working on the care and skill with which the

flues are formed by the bricklayer, are not likely to be always successful. A new range possessing some

ini|M,i taut features has recently been designed ; it is known as the "
Fryston", and contains, in addition to

the usual ovens, hot plates, pan-holes, &c., top and bottom flues to the ovens, with dampers so arranged

that either the top or bottom heat, or both, can be shut off from either oven. This is rendered possible by
the introduction of two fires, one alx>ve the other; by an ingenious arrangement one-half of the upper fire

can be dropped to start the lower fire. The whole of the flues are of cast-iron, and form part of the range,

as in the Eagle range already mentioned. One disadvantage of cast-iron flues must not be overlooked,

namely, the liability of the iron to be bunted through by the heat and smoke. The temperatures which

can be obtained in the Fryston kitchener are extremely high; after exhaustive trials at the Exhibition held

by the Sanitary Institute at Leeds in 1897, a medal was awarded to this range for its efficiency and

economy.
A somewhat novel addition has recently been made to the kitchen-range in the shape of a chamber

known as a refuse-destructor, by means of which vegetable garbage can be burned without nuisance

and without unduly interfering with the heat of the fire. It is shown in fig 476*, and is simply a chamber

under the fire-grate in which the garbage is placed in order that it can be dried before being burned. In

the words of the inventor, "A constant in-draught is ensured by means of holes in the door of the

destructor, whereby the fumes are carried up through the fire, and thence into the chimney. This, with
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tne ckt and accurate fitting of the door, prevents the escape of any vapour or smell into the kitchen. . . .

AM fiwwy or fa**/ matter is effectually absorbed by the ash falling through the fire-bars, and when every -

dung is reduced to a combustible condition, it is shovelled into the tire." This is undoubtedly a con-

trivance which menu favour, especially in Urge houses, where much vegetable refuse is produced. There

*

i "'*' View of IVttcr i Patent Ri-fiitr <lctrnctor, with enlarged Section through Dcctructor and Fire-grate.

is now no duuU that cremation is tiie tu<>*t Military method of refuBe-di*|>osa], and if this apparatus were
in ur the contents of the n-h-l>in would never become ol -jectionable. ED

CHA1TKR 111.

GAS-STOVES AND OIL-STOVES.

1. GAS-STOVES.

That the gas-stove is now so largely and so successfully used, is probably
clue more to Mr. Fletcher of Warrington than to anyone else. He made the

Mibjort of heating by gas a special study, and perfected the use of the atmos-

|h-ric burner for this particular purpose. It seems a very simple matter to

remove the coal from an ordinary fire-grate, attach a small casting provided with
a number of holes and an atmospheric burner, and fill the grate with asbestos

balls. This, however, is prolwbly the most extravagant method of using gas
for heating purposes. The grate is not designed for the purpose, and is much
too deep to give the beet results; it will probably require the addition of fire-

brick inside at the back to diminish its area, and the register must be closed to

a very considerable extent, or the chief part of the heat will 1* lost. If one of
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Fig 477. Burner for AtbeatM-lump Fire la

Ordinary Fire- grate

the ordinary fittings is used, such us that shown in fig. 477. it will probably be

found that, if the atmospheric burner be turned down, the gas will produce an

unpleasant humming noise; this can only IK; obviated by either turning the gas

partially off* at the meter, and so throttling and reducing the pressure, or by

using a special valve near the meter, surh

as Stott's Gas-regulator, set for the pres-

sure most suitable for the stove. No

atmospheric burner can be made abso-

lutely silent, but if the stove is desired

for use in the chamtar of an invalid,

special attention should be paid to the choice of the most silent burner possible.

Too much stress cannot be laid on the necessity for a flue. Wherever a gas-

stove is used, the products of combustion must not be allowed to enter the room.

A mere hole through the wall, with the Hue of the stove put through it, is worse

than useless, as the draught in such a case is always inwards.

For economy in the consumption of gas a special gas-stove must be used,

and of these stoves there are a great number of patterns. If the greatest

possible radiant heat be desired, with the ap-

pearance of an open fire, the iron fret front

should be chosen; the Humes of the burners

play upon the thin iron, and speedily heat it

to redness. The incandescent-ball fire comes

next iu radiating power. If, however, it be

desired to turn the gas low, then a fibrous

asbestos front should be used, as with this

type the gas-supply may be lessened to a

greater extent than with any other.

Fig. 478 represents a stove suitable for

placing in front of an ordinary register stove;

it has an iron fret front 16 inches wide, and

would be suitable for a bedroom about 20 feet

square. The same kind of grate can be used

with the ball-fuel, or with the fibrous asbestos.

In order to get the greatest value from the heat generated by the gas, it

is desirable to pass the products of combustion around the inside of the grate

before allowing them to escape to the flue. Such an arrangement is shown in

fig. 479, which represents a gas-stove made by Messrs. Fletcher, Russell, & Co.,

Ltd. It will IKJ seen that the waste gases pass up and down inside special

Fig. 478. View of Uu (tore with Iron Fret Kr-nt.
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in the exterior casing before reaching the flue; the casing of the stove

therefore gives off a gnat deal of heat. Such a stove requires a good flue, and

a f-inch gas-pipe. It measures 31| inches high, 24 J inches wide, and 7} inches

from back to front, and is calculated to warm rooms

up to 20 feet square.

Another form of stove by the same makers, of

which a view and vertical section are given in
fig.

480, is known as Fletcher's Tubular Stove, and gives

both light and heat. The cold-air inlet may, if

desired, be connected to a pipe carried through the

external wall, or the stove may simply be placed in

the room; in the latter case a circulation of the air

in the room will be set up, the colder air passing in at

the l>ottom, rising through the tubes, and coming out

through the grating at the top. The flue must be connected to the chimney-

flue, and it may IK? well to point out that in every case the inlet to the chimney-
flue mu>t IH st<p|>cd by a plate, except where the stove-pipe passes through,

otherwise the proper draught will not be

obtained. My experience is that, with stoves

of this type, it is essential to

place a vessel of water on or

near them, in order to moisten

the air, otherwise it becomes

unpleasantly dry. This type

of stove is also made with the

openings for the air in the

front, the tubes being placed

horizontally over the burners

from front to back of the

stove; the fresh air can l>e

drawn from outside if de-

sired.

The products of combus-

tion of gas consist of water,

carlxmic acid gases (dioxide
and monoxide), sulphur dioxide, and other gases, depending upon the impuri-
tiii in the gas. Stoves an made which are called "condensing: stoves",

ami which depend upon the cooling action of certain surfaces; the vapour of
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water produced by the combustion is deposited in the form of drops upon these

surfaces, and the water takes up the sulphur dioxide, forming sulphurous acid,

and falls down into a special receptacle, which needs emptying frequently.

The objectionable smell, usually emitted by a gas-stove unprovided with a flue,

is done away with, but the invisible and injurious carbonic acid gases are

unaffected and are therefore given off. For this reason, I consider that no gas-

stove, whether of the condensing type or any other, should IMJ used without a

flue, if proper attention to health is given. The general public appear to believe

that a "
condensing stove

"
does away with all the products of combustion, but

this is an entire delusion. It may, however, be considered that a condensing
stove is of no greater detriment to the air of a room than the ordinary gas-

burner, used without either special inlet-flue or outlet-flue for the air. This

is of course true, but it must be remembered that a stove may consume a far

larger quantity of gas than a number of burner- :

it is also upon the floor, and the heated carbonic

acid gas rises easily to the breathing level, whereas,

in the case of gas for illuminating purposes, the foul

gases are often carried off through the ventilating

outlets, which may be near the ceiling.

Another form of condensing stove, known a.s

Clark's "
Syphon" Hygienic Condensing- Gas-stove,

is illustrated in
fig.

481. It consists of two Argand
burners with the usual chimney tubes, and the par-

ticular type illustrated is stated to consume 16 feet

of gas per hour, when turned full on, and to heat a

room about 18 feet by 18 feet. Below the stove

itself is the drip-tray, into which the water falls,

as it is condensed. I cannot lay too much stress

upon the fact that, although the greater part of the

objectionable odour proceeding from the gas-stove

without a flue is done away with, yet the large volume of carbonic acid gas is

delivered into the room. This stove is intended to be used without a special

flue, and some of the advantages claimed for it by the makers are that no flue

is required, that no smoke, smell, or dirt, is produced. By the use of a water-

vessel, the air can be rendered moist if desired. In passing, I may remark

that it is especially desirable in a sick-room, where the patient is suffering from

bronchitis, asthma, or other troubles of the respiratory organs, that the air

should be moist, and it is usually better to make use of a wet blanket placed
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over a chair near the fire, thau of a special kettle; the moisture will pass from

the blanket readily in the form of vapour.

Flat Stoves have also been specially designed for use under
floor-gratings,

4tt rut OM ctmr for nxlnjj under rloore.

and one of the.se is illustrated in fig. 482. The same remark applies to such
stoves ns to those already descrilwd, that, unless the products of combustion are

carried awny by a sjxcial flue, they will be found very objectionable.

2. OIL-STOVES.

Win-re gas cannot be had from a public .supply, oil-stoves are often useful;

but the price of oil has now risen so much higher than it was some years ago,

that it will be found in most cases much
more economical to use coal for permanent
work, but where portability is an advan-

tage, the oil-stove has many points in its

favour. There are now several very

satisfactory stoves upon the market,

among which we may mention those

known as Rippingille's. The type of

burner has recently been improved, and

now the flat wick is used instead of the

circular. In
fig. 483 is shown a large

type, known as the "Emperor". The

oil-tank is of cast-iron in one piece, and

is fitted with two 6-inch burners with

jNitent extinguishers, in separate cylin-

ders; the frames and radiators are of

east-iron, with Urge mica windows. The stoves are also made with very orna-

The same remarks apply to the use of oil-stoves as I
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have already made with regard to gas-stoves, except that the sulphurous acid

fumes are not present, but it is obvious that where HO powerful a burner is used

without a flue, the amount of carbonic acid gas given off must l>e very con-

siderable.

A type of so-called condensingr-stove is also made for burning oil, and, of

course, the same method of adding moisture to the heated air can be adopted

a- \\;i- .l.^.-ril..-.! in coiiiicctKHl with lln-

CHAPTER IV.

HEATING BY HOT OK WAKMED AIH.

Before describing the various systems by which the dwelling-house may IMJ

heated by hot or warmed air, it may l>e well to say that to use this as the sole

method of heating, to the exclusion of open fires, will not, in my opinion, com-

mend itself to the average British householder. Rightly or wrongly, we are so

wedded to the system of open fires, that their cheerful appearance would In-

greatly missed, and would hardly be compensated by even an equable warmth

all over any given apartment. It would, moreover, be very difficult, and in

some cases practically impossible, to apply such a system to an old house,

although it could easily be arranged for in the design of a new one. There can

be no doubt that the mere cost of fuel burnt would l>e less, if a system of

heating by hot or warmed air were applied, instead of the usual system of o|>en

fires, but the difference in the cost of fuel on the two systems would not l>e

sufficient in most cases to turn the scale in favour of the hot-air system.

In many parts of the continent of Europe, and in the United States and

Canada, the winters are very much moie severe, and the variations of tempera-

ture much greater, than in the British Isles, and in these cases it is found

absolutely necessary to resort to means of heating more efficient than the

ordinary open fire, and for this reason large close stoves, placed at some dis-

tance from the walls of the rooms, are frequently used; hot-air warming,

however, has found wide acceptance in North America, though more, I believe,

for public buildings, such as schools, than for private residences.

Before describing the various methods of heating buildings by means of

warmed air, it will be well to allude to some of the principal points which require

attention:
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(a) Clfanline** of the air is essential, and therefore, if the external air be

loaded with soot and dust, it must be passed through some filtering material

before being delivered into the living-rooms.

(6) Freedom from d\*Nti*germs and noxious gases is also essential; it is

therefore necessary to choose the position of the inlet with careful attention to

the position of gullies, ventilators to drains, and apparatus of a similar nature.

(c) Humidity of the air requires careful attention ; the higher the tempera-

ture of the air, the more water-vapour it will hold in suspension. It is therefore

obvious that, if relatively cold external air be heated and passed direct from the

heating-apparatus into the living-rooms, it will be in the best condition for

taking up moisture, and, while eminently fitted for use in the drying-closets of

a laundry, it is very ill-adapted for breathing, and will necessarily cause the

skin to feel pairhed, and the nose, mouth, and breathing-organs will be made

dry and uncomfortable by the abstraction of their natural moisture. It is,

therefore, very desirable that the air before delivery into the rooms should have

iin|arted to it the proj>er humidity necessary to render it pleasant for breathing.

(</) The requisite volume of air must be passed in at such a velocity as to

cause no perceptible draught, and it must then be extracted by a suitable flue

of n height calculated to produce the requisite constant flow of air through the

building.

(e) The regulation of the temjyerature of the incoming air must be provided

for by a system of simple valves.

(^/)
Tlte air must not be heated ioo much, otherwise the dust particles will

IK? burnt, and a distinct and characteristic odour will be produced, which is very

unpleasant.

In describing the Gallon Stove and others of the same type, I have already

stated that dust and other matters may be carried in with the incoming air.

With a system in which the flow of air through the heating-apparatus, and

thence through the house, is solely induced by the heated column of air in a

tlu-. it is usually found impossible to obtain sufficient suction to permit of the

we of A filtering-apparatus, and therefore recourse has to be had to some means

of increasing the draught in the flue, either by the use of a fire at the bottom of

it, by the use of a radiator in a similar position, or by mechanical means, such

an * rotary -fan. In the Houses of Parliament, which are heated by carefully-

humidified air, both fans and fires are used for causing the proper currents of

air; but in the cauc of a house, it is desirable to avoid complication as much as

possible, and I should deem the use of a rotary-fan to be undesirable except in

a very large mansion.
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If nir be passed directly through the Hue-tubes of an apparatus in which

the products of combustion of the fuel play directly upon the tubes, there is

always a risk that, by inattention on the part of the attendant, the surface of

the tubes may become overheated; and then, instead of being warmed, the

incoming- air will be burnt The results obtained depend entirely upon the

temperature of the heating-surfaces,

and upon the velocity of the air.

If the temperature in a living-

room be examined at the floor-

level, and at different heights above

the floor, while artificial means of

illumination are being used, it will

:

rig 48,

Fig. 485. Fig. 488.

Fig*. 484 to 488. Various Arrangement* for Entrance and Exit of Warmed Air.

be found that the air near the ceiling is extremely hot and much vitiated by the

products of combustion of the gas, oil, or candles used for illumination, and also

by the products of respiration. I am of course alluding to the usual arrange-

ment where gas is burnt freely in the air, with no special flues for feeding the

gas-jets with external air or getting rid of the products of combustion.

In the United States, Smead's system of heating- by hot air has been very

widely used in public schools and other buildings, and is stated to have given

great satisfaction. Before describing this system, I shall borrow from Mr.

Smead's work on the subject five illustrations (figs. 484 to 488), showing the

results of various arrangements for the entrance and exit of the air. In fig. 484
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the heated air enters through a grid, fixed in the middle of the floor, the result

being that a column of heated air rises in the middle of the room and passes

way near the ceiling, leaving a stagnant mass of cold foul air. The arrange-

ment in fig. 485 is very similar. That in fig 486 shows a slight improvemeut,

while fig.
487 shows direct displacement of all the cold air by the warmed air,

T\S 480. The "ftmead
'

Furnace.

and
fig.

488 shows an additional improvement by using a number of outlets at

the floor-level, and then passing the foul air out lietweeii the floor of the room

and the ceiling of the room lielow. It will lie observed that no account is taken

of the fact, that the products of combustion of the gas in the ordinary way
would be taken down to the breathing-level.

In my opinion, there are several objections to the Smead system. One is

that the product* of respiration, and emanations from the body, which would

naturally paw upward.* (as they leave the lx>dy at a temperature of 98 Fahr.),

! carried downward* in the current of air to the outlet near the floor, and

the air thua vitiated must \te breathed over again, which is undoubtedly a bad

feature. The second objection is that, in order to keep a room warmed to
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(say) 60 or 65 Fahr., the incoming air must necessarily be at a much higher

temperature, probably al>out 120 Fahr. This current of heated air is most

objectionable to any person standing or sitting near the inlet; but this latter

objection is not confined to the Smeud apparatus, but is common to all systems
in which heated air is relied upon as the sole means of warming the rooms.

The Smead apparatus consists of a special type of air-heating furnace, and
a system of inlet and outlet flues. The furnace is shown in

fig. 489, which

Fig. 400. - View of "Smrad "
Fnrnmc let In Brickwork.

represents a type which has been gradually perfected from a much inferior form.

The heater itself is inclosed in brick walls, which form a complete box round it,

and it is placed as shown in the perspective view, fig. 490. The furnace is

built in a special fresh-air room provided with large inlets from outside. The

cold external air enters this room, and is drawn through the openings in the

brickwork around the heater; it rises over the highly-heated iron surfaces of the

heater, and then passes up the wall-flues to the different rooms. As a rule, one

flue is arranged for each room, so that trouble may be avoided from Iwffling.
VOL. II 41
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The system of inlets is very clearly shown in fig. 494, from which it will bo

observed that the inlet-flue is carried up a little above the floor-level, and is

1% 401 Ucnerml Arrangement of InlcU and OutleU in the " Smead' system.

stop|>ed there; the outlets are in each case close to tlie floor, in the wall opposite

the inlet, as shown in
fig. 491, and communicate with the upcast shaft. In

plan the shafts are arranged as shown in

fig. 492. The smoke-flue is next the ventilat-

ing shaft, so that the latter is kept constantly

hot; they should be carried to a height above

the roof of the building, sufficient to ensure

freedom from the baffling caused by conflicting

currents.

The arrangement for the regulation of heat

is very ingenious. A view of the register and

regulator, as seen from the interior of the

room, is given in fig. 493. It will be seen

-that the register is designed to give the maxi-

mum amount of opening possible, and is of

very ample size, so that the current of air

entering may be of low velocity. Just above

the register is placed the regulator, marked for

warm air and cold air, and any desired mixture

can be obtained by means of a very simple
and effective valve, which is shown in fig. 494.

It is quite obvious that if the Smead system of heating is to be applied

HUck oflakto Md Oittota.

c. 4. ann air to

sir toUM Mary; f, MM**
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Flf. 493. View of RrgfiUr and K<tniUi..r

successfully to a building, that building must be originally designed for it The

system has been very largely used in the United States, and appears to have

there given great satisfaction. A very ela-

borate work has been published by the Isaac

D. Smead Company of Toledo, which is full

of coloured plates. The book is well worthy
of careful study. The system appears to be

very economical in the consumption of fuel,

and there can be no risk of explosion as is

the case with the use of hot-water and steam

plant. The incoming air is not, as a rule,

washed or screened in any way, and is

passed into the rooms at a temperature of

about 120 Fahr. I am not aware that the

air is humidified ; no mention is made of this

in the work alluded to. It is, however,

obvious, that to heat air at even freezing-

point up to 120 Fahr., without adding to it the requisite amount of moisture,

must render the atmosphere in the rooms very dry, and in some cases this

may be found objectionable. The mere heat of the

incoming air will also probably be found uncom-

fortable to a person placed near the inlet, although

it must always be borne in mind that air at such

a temperature, or even higher, will rise in the vicinity

of a close stove, and if the current of air passing

over a hot-water or steam radiator l>e slow enough,

the air may acquire a temperature considerably

higher than that of the general body of air in the

room.

The Helm System is the invention of Mr. H. Heim,

an Austrian, and has been very largely adopted in

Austria, Hungary, and other parts of Europe. The

system consists of a central heating-apparatus, which

is smoke-consuming, and is known as the Calorifer;

this heats air brought from the exterior, and the

heated air is delivered through specially-formed ducts

or flues, prepared in the original design of the building. The same system

may, however, be applied to portions of a building, or even to single rooms.

Fl. W.-Section of Dct ibowtae
Valr* for Incoming Air.
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The arrangement of the Calorifer is shown in figs.
495 to 498. The channel D

(figs. 495, 496, and 497) surrounds the grate, and is connected with the outer

:

.

WtUcal Section of <!,, rid r from

Hark to Frunl

"-"-""

fig. 400. Vertical Stctlon of Calorifer from

8ldo I" M'lr

air, which is admitted and regulated by means of an adjustable valve. This

channel introduces heated air under the grate, to ensure perfect combustion.

The part of the filling and combus-

tion chambers most exposed to the fire

is lined with fire-bricks, which are cone-

shaped towards the centre at F (figs. 495

and 496), so as to form, together with

the cast-iron outer partitions, one chan-

nel, which is connected with the outer

air similarly to the channel D. The

action of this channel is likewise regu-

lated by means of an adjustable valve.

Through this channel highly-heated air

is brought in contact with the products

of combustion, ensuring a complete consumption of the smoke. Those parts

of the combustion-chamber which are not lined with fire-bricks have smooth,

ribbed, or fluted sides, according to the heating -surface required. On the

uppermost casting of the combustion -chamber there are four nozzles, from
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which the radiators H (fig. 496) are suspended freely, to allow for the expan-
sion and contraction of all parts of the Calorifer, and so avoid the straining

which causes loose joints and consequent leakage, so usual in other heating-appa-

ratus. Through these radiators, which are also

made smooth or ribbed according to the heat-

ing-surface required, the products of combus-

tion are taken first downwards at H, and then

upwards again through I
(fig. 498), in such a

way as to yield the greatest amount of warmth.

The smoke-Hues K (figs. 495, 496, and 498)
are placed on the uppermost part of the radia-

tors, and lead to the front of the heating-o

chamber, whence they are conducted to the

chimuey-fiue. The doors L, M, and N serve

for feeding the Calorifer, for cleaning out the

grate, and for removing the ashes. They arc

made to be air-tight when closed, and remain

closed whilst the apparatus is in action. The

covers o (figs. 497 and 498) are for cleaning

out the radiators. The warm air is kept suffi-

ciently moist by an evaporating vessel i (figs

495 and 496), which projects through the front partition al>ove the Calorifer, and

is provided with an indicator. The front of the apparatus is made of strong

sheet-iron, and part of it can easily be removed for the purpose of cleaning the

radiators, or for repairs. No brickwork has ever to be disturbed. The calorifers

are made in various sizes, and their heating capacity is based upon the calcula-

tion of heating from 20 F. external temperature.

This apparatus is intended to l)e set in a brick chamber, placed in direct

communication with the external air. Some filtering material, such as muslin,

can be stretched across the opening, and the heated air passes up the special

flues, which must be provided in the building in the same way as for the Smead

system. The Heim system differs, however, from that system in having the

inlet at a height of about 6 feet above the floor, and in providing two outlet

valves into a common flue, one valve being near the floor for winter use, and

the other near the ceiling for summer use. A valve is provided in each inlet-

flue, by means of which any desired mixture of cold and hot air can be obtained.

It will be seen that here there is an attempt to humidify the air, which, I

consider, should always be done. In the special pamphlet published by the

Fig 4W - Vertical fection through Rllmtor or

Calurifer.
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reference is made to the fact that the Heim apparatus has been fitted in

a number of Austrian royal castles. It is, in my opinion, very desirable (if the

valvea are only arranged to be either full open or quite shut) that some arrange-

ment should IM? made for connecting the two outlet-valves together, so that one

or other must always be open and the other shut; but if each valve can be

regulated for partial or full opening, then that is obviously impossible, and the

upper valve should be locked during the winter, and the lower one locked

during the summer, otherwise both valves may be left open at the same time,

when the ventilation will be imperfect and currents will be set up in various

directions.

I have already described the Smead system, which is so well known in the

I'nited States, and also, a characteristic continental system; it will now be of

interest to see how the same problem has been treated by a British engineer,

Mr. Key, and to note the radical differences between the systems. One of the

objections raised to the Snicad system by Drs. Drysdale and Hayward, and also

by others, was that the direction of the currents of heated air in the rooms was

such as to cause the vitiated air to l>e breathed over again. The objection has

not perhajw much force when gas is not being burnt, for it is the practice

of the Smead Company in the United States to change the air in school-

rooms alx)ut six times per hour, and to provide from 1500 to 1800 cubic feet per

head.

The Key system is what is known as the plenum method of warming- and

ventilation. The inventor early realized that the external air is so charged with

soot, dust, and fog, that it is absolutely necessary to clean it thoroughly before

it is admitted into a building; he also found that a dry cloth screen is of little

use for the purpose, as it allows the particles to pass through it after a time, and

becomes coated with dirt, which in itself may become a source of danger. He
thus describes his system.

" The air-supply for a building is drawn, by means

of an air-propeller or fan, from a point where it is of undoubted purity, and

furthest from any possibility of contamination. The entering air passes through
an outer warming coil, and then through the air-filtering, air-washing, and

humidifying screen. It is then warmed by coming into contact with coils,

clustered in batteries within the air-warming chamber. The air passing through
thw chamber can be instantly reduced in temperature by admitting filtered cold

air, through the by-pass doors provided for the purpose, the warm and cold air

mixing while passing through the air-propeller. The air is then propelled into

the main air-ducts, from which it passes into flues leading to each room.

Secondary air-warming coils are placed at the base of each flue, so that the air
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to each room may be warmed to any desired temperature while passing through

them, and independently of the others.
" The volume of air admitted to each room is directed towards the ceiling,

and can be regulated, or shut off altogether. It enters under a slight pressure,

and is therefore continuously forcing out the air previously within the room.

This may be done at a rate to renew the air of a room from 6 to 1 5 times per

hour, and without experiencing [it is said] the slightest draught. The outgoing
air passes off at the floor-level, and is led to roof ventilators, where the outlet

air-valves are so constructed as to place the whole air within the building
under a slight pressure of about four ounces per square foot in excess of the

outside atmospheric pressure at the time. Whether there be no air movement

outside, or whether it be blowing a gale, the outgoing air [We are told] flows in

a continuous stream, unaffected by calms or gales."

The apparatus for filtering- and washing the air consists of several thousand

cords of suitable material, stretched from a )>eam near the ceiling to another

near the floor of the air-chamber. When finished, the screen has the appear-

ance of coarse cloth stretched across the apartment. The cords are placed so

close that they touch each other; copper wires are laced through the vertical

cords in horizontal rows, and being drawn tight, give the screen a flat surface.

The rough fibrous nature of the material breaks up the entering air into very

minute streams, which pass through equally all over its surface. These screens

may, if desired, be formed double, in order to give an extra cleansing or scrub-

bing surface. The screen is kept moist by water trickling down each cord
;
and

at regular intervals of more or less frequency, an automatic flushing-tank dis-

charges a considerable volume of water down the screen, to remove loose matter

which may have collected, and to thoroughly wet the whole surface.

Keference has already been made to the necessity for very careful attention

to the humidity of the air used for warming, and it will be seen that the tem-

perature of the incoming air, in this system, is first raised, then washed and

humidified by the screen, and afterwards further heated by the local coils. It

is warmed to a temperature of about 57 F. in passing through the primary air-

warming chamber, and no portion of the air is raised above this temperature by
contact with the heated coils. Either hot water or steam may be used in the

pipes as the heating medium, but the inventor appears to prefer to use steam,

as, of course, a somewhat smaller exposed surface will suffice, while at the same

time none of the air is "burnt". One of the minor defects of the system appears to

me to be the difficulty or impossibility of regulating the degree of humidity given

to the air, as the quantity of water passing over the screen is practically constant
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With regard to the general system of admitting
1 the fresh air at the ceiling-,

and discharging the foul air at the floor-level, it may be said that the wisdom of

this course depends largely upon the method of illumination. If coal-gas is

burnt for illumination in the ordinary way freely in the air, the heated products

of combustion naturally rise to the ceiling, and should, in my opinion, be

removed thence. Where the outlet-holes are at the floor-level, the products of

combustion (including carbonic acid gas, C02)
must pass down and be breathed.

For this reason, I am opposed to the downward system of warming and venti-

lation in such cases. Of course, if electric lighting be employed, no foul gases

are produced by the lighting, and the objection would not hold; there is, how-

ever, a certain very small amount of heat produced by the lamps, which would

have some little effect in producing or assisting upward currents of air.

Having now dealt with some of the methods adopted for passing warm air

in large volumes into the rooms of buildings, as the sole means of warming and

ventilation, I shall draw attention to a combined system, devised by Drs. Drys-

dale and I layward, in which use is made of warmed air in conjunction with

open flres. This system is descrit>ed in their work entitled Health and Com-

fort in House Building. It is an axiom that change of air in a room is essential

for health, and consequently that l>oth an inlet and outlet for air must be

provided; but no direct admission of cold external air into rooms should be

tolerated. Moderately impure air, as pointed out by Dr. Inman, may not be SO

injurious as a draught of cold air. If the open fire is used, with a separate

direct supply of fresh air from outside, this may, and in fact does, check the

rurrents of cold air towards the fireplace, but rather diminishes the value of

the ordinary chimney for ventilation. The fireplace should be studied with a

view to economy of fuel, and not as a contrivance for the ventilation of rooms.

Drs. Drysdale and Hayward point out that no system of single-room ven-

tilation and warming can be satisfactory, and that a general system is needed
;

they recommend the use of the kitchen fire as the means of causing the requisite

Auction, unless a special fire be set apart for the purpose. They also point out

that the system of general diffusion of warmth throughout the house does not

conduce to effeminate habite, or tend to induce a habit of avoiding exercise in

the freah air, but, on the contrary, is likely to diminish the tendency to bron-

chitia and quinsy. Supposing, say the authors, that we have provided for the

ingress of a sufficient supply of moderately-warmed fresh air for all the wants of

the house, and for a sufficient suction to draw off the vitiated air, the next point
is to see that this heat is not wasted, and unless special care be taken in the

original plan of the house, thia waste will occur. As soon as the front door is
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opened, the cold nir from outside rushes in, and enters the hall, which, as a rule,

passes between two sets of rooms direct to the main staircase, and the cold blast

rushes through the whole house, tending to reduce it to the temperature of the

outer air; the usual plan of an inner door is not always effective, as the outer

door is often left open. The back door should open into the scullery or kitchen,

or some other room where it is the interest of the servants to keep the door

shut; the front door should open into a lobby or vestibule, to which the servants

have separate access without going through the central hall of the house; and
the windows, they say, should be made fast The authors are no advocates of

warming the house by heated air; all they recommend is the warming of the

incoming air needed for ventilation, and this, unless the velocity is great, need

not be heated above 65 F. for the comfortable supply of rooms otherwise

warmed. It appears that Dr. Gordon Hogg had a house built at Chiswk-k, in

which the authors' plans were carried out, except that no fires were used; within

a year or two, however, fireplaces were added, and the windows made to open.
1

Drs. Drysdale and Hayward consider that the best way of wanning is by

passing air over hot- water pipes, as this plan avoids burning the air. Two
different houses are described. In house No. 1, there are no passages, and the

incoming air is warmed by being passed over pipes heated by hot water at low

pressure; in the case of the house No. 2, the same result is obtained by the use

of small pipes with high-pressure hot water. The authors lay no stress UJKHI

the particular means adopted for wanning the air, except that they consider

that it should be done by surfaces at comparatively low temperature, ami not

by highly-heated surfaces as in a stove. The humidity of the air is a most

important question, and it will not be satisfactory to merely heat the incoming
air without paying any attention to its hygrometric condition. Air at 66 F.

will hold about 6 grains of water suspended in each cubic foot, while air at

30 F. will only hold 2 grains of water in suspension. I have already pointed

out the great objection to passing the air over highly-heated surfaces, as the

contact burns and decomposes the particles of dust and organic matter, which

are constantly present in the air, thus rendering it unpleasant for breathing.

The authors state that the primary inlet for the air-supply to the whole

house should be in the basement, or perhaps it would be letter to have such an

inlet on each side of the building in order to be able to take advantage of the

winds; or, to avoid dust and dirt, the inlet might consist of a flue carried up to

a point above the roof, where it would be provided with an opening on each of

1

Drawings of this house appear in Plates XX. and XXI.. and a drawing of a somewhat similar boose in Plate

XXII. Further remarks on the system will be found at the end of Section XII. ED.
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of its small proportion, and the speedy diffusion which takes place Utween

gases.

The flues must of course be as smooth as possible inside, in order to afford

the least obstruction to the passage of the air. Each room must U- provided

with a separate outlet-flue, and this must lead direct into a foul-air chamber ut

the top of the house; all the foul-air flues must come into this chamber at the

same level. The foul-air chamber itself was in this case constructed of zinc, and

was perfectly air-tight ;
from the base of this chamber descends the main foul-

air flue, and this should go direct to the base of the kitchen-flues. All the

passages should be so designed that the velocity of the air travelling along them

should not exceed 150 to 200 feet per minute. The authors discuss various

methods of creating the necessary suction to get rid of the foul air, but conclude

that the kitchen-chimney is the best. The upcast foul-air flue must be sepa-

rated from the back of the kitchen-fire by a sufficient thickness of fire-brick, and

the smoke-flue should preferably be of iron, so that as much heat as possible

should be given off to the foul-air flue. They propose that the kitchen smoke-

flue should be fixed in the centre of the square foul-air upcast shaft, and that

the top of the opening of the smoke-flue should be restricted to 9 inches

diameter, which they consider ample, after carefully experiment ing upon the

subject. If, after trial, the heat evolved by the kiU-hen-fire is found inadequate,

then a few coils of Perkins's hot-water pipes, or some jets of gas, might l>e

added. They have, however, found that in houses of moderate size, the kitchen-

fire suffices. The cross areas of the upcast shafts taken together should exceed

the cross area of the downcast shaft, and there should be a special valve for

regulating the size of the outlet for each room separately. From experiment

upon the two houses already alluded to, the authors found that the velocity of

air in the upcast shaft was about 400 feet per minute.

In cases where the houses are already built, it may be impossible to use the

kitchen-flue as an upcast shaft; it would then be advisable to use gas-jets close

to the outlets of each of the rooms, and probably a ring of gas-jets at the top

in the foul-air chamber. While the problem of warming and ventilation may
have been satisfactorily dealt with by the authors for special cases, it must

always be remembered that the two houses referred to were specially designed

for the system described, and such a system is not easily applicable to houses

already built, with the front and back doors both possibly opening into the main

hall or corridor, and both in direct communication with the central staircase.

In the country, the air is usually sufficiently clean to be admitted without

filtration, but in towns it is so loaded with soot and dust, that some method of
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Dimming it is eminently desirable. As soon, however, as filtration is resorted

to, considerable resistance will have to be overcome, and I consider that in many

cases it will be necessary to resort to the use of a ventilating fan, if certainty of

action is to be secured, but such a fan is quite out of the question in a house of

small or moderate size, unless an electric motor be used. The employment of

electricity for the purpose would simplify the problem considerably, and would

render unnecessary the use of the downcast and upcast flues. It is not desirable,

however, to be dependent upon the action of such a fan for the warming and

ventilation of an entire house.

CHAPTER V.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

The subject of heating: by hot water may be conveniently divided into two

parts low-pressure ln-nting and high-pressure heating, which will be dealt

with .separately, as the arrangements of the various parts of the systems differ

considerably. The low-pressure system lias found by far the greatest favour in

(treat Britain, by reason of its greater safety and efficiency. The pipes are,

however, larger than in the high-pressure system, and therefore the latter may
sometimes l preferable. If the apparatus has been once properly installed, it

tihould require very little attention, and an ordinary domestic servant, without

any special training, can easily attend to the small amount of stoking required.

The apparatus in either case will consist of a hot-water boiler, heated by a fire,

gas, or oil, according to the magnitude of the work to be done, and a system of

water-circulation pipes, either themselves giving off the heat, or connected with

special groups of heating-surfaces known as radiators. Besides this, in the case

of a low-pressure apparatus, a special feeding-cistern and pipe will be required,
in order that the whole of the system may be kept full of water. In the high-

preasure system, such an arrangement is not necessary.
In comparison with heating* by open grates or stoves, the systems of heat-

ing by water possess the following advantages: There is only one central fire

to be attended to, and this is usually placed in the basement, entirely out of

sight, at a point close to the fuel-store. In this way all dirt and dust from the

line of coal and the removal of ashes are kept out of the house proper, or

relegated to a place where their presence is not so objectionable. As the fuel
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can be usually delivered close to the point where it is to be used, the annoya n< .-

and trouble caused by the filling of coal-scuttles, and the transport of coal

through the living-rooms, are entirely avoided. The temperature of each room

can be regulated to any desired degree, and ventilation can be effected quite

as easily as by means of open fires. The radiating surfaces can l>e placed in

the best possible position for giving the desired result, and can at the same time

be made to counteract the evil effects of draughts produced by badly-fitting

windows, &c. Equable warmth over a whole apartment can be obtained without

difficulty. With the low-pressure system there is no danger to children, as they

cannot possibly l>e seriously injured, even if they touch the radiating media,

although, of course, it is preferable to protect these where very young children

arc constantly present. If the radiating surfaces are kept at a relatively low

temperature, the passage of the incoming air over them will not deteriorate it,

as may be the case where the air is passed over highly-heated surfaces, in

contact with gases produced by burning fuel.

The position of radiators is a matter of some importance; they are usually

placed in front of the windows, so that an upward current of wanned air may
be produced, in the very place whence a cold draught usually proceeds. It is,

however, preferable to form a special opening through the wall, directly under

the window, and to place the radiator in a special case, through which the

incoming air is taken. In this way, only warmed fresh air can enter the apart-

ment, and the vitiated air must then be allowed to pass out by some specially-

prepared openings. One of the objections to the use of radiators is that the

current of warm air, ascending from the heating-surfaces, carries up with it

particles of dust from the atmosphere, and from the floor of the room. After a

time, this will cause a large black stain upon the wall. This is an additional

reason for placing the radiators in front of the windows. In corridors and

places of that kind, where such an arrangement is impossible, a shelf with a

bracket at each end should be so arranged as to deflect the currents of heated

air out from the wall.

One of the chief objections to hot-water warming: - apparatus, is that the

appearance of the radiators and pipes is not cheerful; and, in Great Britain at

any rate, the cheerfulness of an open fire, though accompanied with inequalities

of warming, is preferred before the more equable temperature obtained by the

use of radiators.

There is no reason, however, why a combined system of open fires and hot-

water heatingr should not be used. The flue of the fireplace might then l>e

used as an outlet for the vitiated air, unless gas or oil is being burnt for the
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illumination of the room, in which case I consider it desirable to form the out-

leu close to the ceiling. There are many instances where a hot-water system of

comparatively small size and little cost, might be installed in a house, for the

purpose of heating the bedrooms, hall, and corridors, while open fires might be

retained as a means of heating the sitting-rooms on the ground-floor. With a

verv small expenditure of fuel, the sleeping apartments might then be kept at a

temperature of 55 degrees during the night; and the lal>our of stoking would

be very little, as special Iwilers are now made which will burn for twelve hours

without attention.

1. THE LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEM.

The boiler is perhaps the most important feature in any installation, as upon

it depends principally whether the system will be economical in the use of fuel,

or very exjKMisive.

The nuiulwr of types and forms of hot-water boilers is very large, and almost

every maker has some special design which he naturally considers superior to all

others. In (ireat Britain, boilers are almost entirely made of wrought-iron or

mild steel plates, welded into a solid vessel, but in the United States they are

very frequently made of cast-iron. This material, however, is not by any

means equal to the others, as it is liable to crack when heated, and thus perhaps

let loose a flood of boiling water in the basement of the building.

In toilers which are to be used solely for purposes of heating, it is not so

necessary to provide ample facilities for removing incrustation as in l>oilers for

the supply of hot-water for domestic purposes. A system of hot-water heating

consumes practically no water, it being only requisite to allow a supply of a few

pints per week to replace the lasses produced by evaporation in the expansion

tank. The same water circulates constantly, and, having once deposited its

impurities, can cause no further trouble with incrustation, while, in the case of a

boiler used for hot-water service, the deposit goes on gradually accumulating in

the whole of the interior of the apparatus.

It is always desirable, on the score of economy of fuel, to set the boiler in

brickwork, as the loss of heat by radiation is far less than when the metal

exterior of the lioiler is exposed to the air. Of course it costs more to build a

bri k netting than to merely place the l>oiler on the floor, and for small installa-

tions, where first cost is the most important item, it may be advisable to employ
a boiler without setting.

Bolleri heated by gas are made for use in connection with low-pressure hot-
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water apparatus, and will prove useful for small installations. A good boiler

of this kind is shown in fig.

502. It has the disadvantage
of l>eiug made of cast-iron. The

cross tubes are cast with the

inner body. This boiler is made

in two sizes, the smaller taing

!'..[,
inches high and 13 inches

from back to front, while the

larger is 31 inches high and

17 inches from back to front.

The former is said to heat, as

a maximum, 40 feet of 4-inch

pipe, and the latter 100 feet.

The connections are 1 inch and

1 inches respectively.

Where the amount of pipe

to oe heated is small, an in-

dependent boiler of the form

illustrated in
fig. 503 may be used; this is specially designed so that a large

amount of fuel may be fed into it at

one time, and the inner part is made

conical to prevent the fuel from stick-

ing. Such a boiler would have one

2-inch flow -pipe and one 2-inch re-

turn, and would be made of wrought-
iron plates welded together. If 4 feet

high and 15 inches in diameter, a

boiler of this kind will heat alxnit

130 square feet of radiating surface,
1

while one 6 feet high and 24 inches

in diameter is estimated to heat about

450 square feet. For a larger instal-

lation, such a boiler as the
" Marlor ",

shown in
fig. 504, may be used; it

fig 601 View and Section ff Kletrher, RuMcll, A Co i Crow-tube Gu BoQer.

1

By
"
radiating surface

"
ia meant the uncovered

external surface of the pipes, radiators, coils, 4c., con-

nected with the boiler. Those parts of the system
which are not required to radiate heat should be carefully protected with some non-conducting covering.

View

Fig ML-View and flection of Independ*
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is made of {-inch mild steel plates, in various sizes up to 6 feet high and 4 feet

in diameter, this size being supposed to heat 2500 square feet of pipe-surface.

The smallest size measures 3 feet in

height and 2 feet in diameter, and is

supposed to heat 450 square feet of

pipe-surface. The water, it will be

noticed, is carried below the level of

I'l in

Klg. :" - Han and Section of Uie
" Marlor" Boiler.

the osh-|Nin, so that there is u quiet place in which sediment may easily collect,

and this can lie Hushed out at intervals. Such a boiler is, however, somewhat

expensive when com-

pared with the types

already referred to.

For larger works, it

is best to use a type of

l>oiler in brick setting,

as much greater economy
can thus be obtained.

The boiler illustrated in

fig. 505 is known as the

"Excelsior" Boiler, and

consists of an external

cylinder of wrought iron,

into which in welded an inner cylinder of Siemens mild-steel plate. The metal

is -ff inch thick, or, for better work, f-inch. The water-space is brought
down to the level of the grate-bar and the fuel is filled-in through the top hole,

and falls on to the prate-bars; the products of combustion rise and fill the inner

chamber, then pass out at the front opening (which is protected by cross ban)
into the spare between the boiler and the brickwork, travel half-way round in

flection.

r.ir*Ulor" Boiler.
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each direction until they strike the baffle-plates, under which they pass, and

then proceed round the back of the boiler to the flue. It will thus be seen that

the products of combustion surround the water-chaml>er on all sides. In the

illustrations, two connections are shown at the top for the flow-pipes, and two

inlets' at the bottom for the returns. Such a boiler, measuring 24 inches in

height by 18 inches in diameter outside, is capable of heating about 350 square

View ii A B.

Longitudinal Section.

Fig. 508 -Plan. View, and Section* of Simple Saddle Boiler.

feet of radiating surface, while a boiler 36 inches high by 26 inches in diameter

will heat about 825 square feet of radiating surface.

The boiler which has found the greatest favour owing to its very simple

form is the plain saddle boiler, shown in
fig. 506. This is made of welded

wrought-iron plate, -fg or J inch thick, and is so set that the products of com-

bustion play all over its inner and outer surfaces. The plan and sections of the

setting show very clearly how this is accomplished. The flames play upon the

inner part of the boiler, and the gases then pass to the back, return by the sides
Vot II. 42
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VWw Section.

IV uff.- Vitw MM! fectln of Independent S..I.IU- Boiler.

to the front, and pass over the top of the boiler to the Hue. The flues on t In-

top of the boiler are not of much use as heating-surfaces, but the heat is radiated

off the brick arch
; the side

flues are of much the great-

est efficiency. If coal be

burnt in a boiler of this

class, the flues should be

constantly swept out to

maintain the boiler in its

highest efficiency. Such a

boiler, 48 inches long, by
22 inches by 19 inches over all, is expected to heat about 640 square feet of

radiating surface. Saddle boilers can be

obtained of smaller size, made in the inde-

pendent form, that is, to be used without

brick setting, as shown in
fig. '507. This

cannot, of course, be so economical as the

others, as the whole of the exterior of the

boiler is exposed to the air, and the flames

pass direct to the flue. The loss of heat

from the exterior could be diminished by

coating the boiler with non-conducting com-

position. The saddle boiler may be made as

shown in fig. 508; the return-flue then passes back inside the boiler, and there-

VI* Mt-Vte* of the " Deroo*
"
teddto Bate.

Section.

fir Ma- Vtew >d tectton of UM " Ediiu

fore more use w made of the waste gases. The cost of such a boiler is, however,
higher.

Hie boiler illustrated in
fig. 509 is a comparatively new design, in which the
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products of combustion are posted round a great many times before finally

reaching the Hue. Economy in fuel is obtained, but the first cost of the

apparatus is considerably greater than that of a boiler of the plain saddle form.

Although wrought-iron boilers are more largely used in this country than

cast-iron boilers, it will not do to overlook the latter. The Gurney Foundry

fig. 610. View uml Vertical Section of the " Oxford
"
Cut-iron Boiler.

Co., Ltd., of Toronto, Canada, make two types of boiler, which have found

acceptance in Canada, the United States, and even in this country. The larger

type is known as the
" Oxford ". A view and section of it are given in fig. 510,

and the separate portions of which the apparatus is built in figs. 511 and 512.

This "heater" is built upon the theory of directed circulation: thus, the water

entering at the return heater (which is on the level of the fire-pot instead

of in the ash-base) is passed to the front of the fire-pot at the bottom, and

over a diaphragm which runs through the water-chamber of the fire-pot, and

then back to a point above the point of entry. It is there conducted into the

first section above the fire, through two openings, which run continuously from

the fire-pot to the top section of the heater. These two side openings deliver
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the water on the respective sides of each section of the heater to a chamber

which runs to the centre, to a directing diaphragm, and the two streams are

thence thrown lck again to a central opening, which is open to the top of the

batter, and upon which the How-heater is placed. The circulation in each of

Ftg. &11 View uf tn Ring* of the "Oxford Duller, showing circulation of water an<i l>ack connection

these sections is independent of the other. The theory of this circulation is,

that, while there is no doubt that a directed current over a warm plate is only

heated on its outer edges, the agitation and interior circulation in the liquid

itself present many surfaces during the time the liquid is passing over the heated

surface. In Canada and in the United States a

number of heaters are dependent upon this circu-

lation, and its success is now beyond question.

The ash-base of this heater is provided with

an ash-pan, the convenience of which will at

once appear. In connection with the fire-pot,

the makers draw attention to
" a very ingenious

contrivance, by which a most perfect combustion

is secured, without the use of non-conducting

material between the fire and water-surfaces.

This is by the use of broken lines, loth horizontal and vertical. The horizontal

line* are secured by the surface being larger at the grate than just above, there

being three distinct steps. These several steps are crossed by broken vertical
i. 9f

rilm, which secure the most perfect results. . . . The products of combustion

are pawed through oval holes
'

staggered ', until the final delivery to a warm
chamber at the top of the heater, and so finally to the exit-flue."

At first sight the heater seems somewhat complicated, but it appears to give

extremely good result*. There will, of course, be loss of heat from the exterior,

F% Ht -Vtew at ffci pitd&t " Oxford
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and this cannot well be counteracted by the application of non-conducting com-

position, as it would interfere with the joints. A boiler of this kind, measuring
4-1 inches in height and 22 inches in diameter, is rated to be capable of heating
about 170 square feet of radiating surface, and as this is the rating used in

Canada, it is considered well within the

mark for the much more temperate climate

of the British Isles.

The Defiance Boiler, by the same makers,

is intended for small powers, and is shown

in fig. 513.

The boilers made by Mr. James Keith

are also of cast-iron. The type known as

the Viaduct" Boiler is illustrated in
fig.

514. These require no brick-setting what-

ever, the cast-iron exterior has a fire-brick

lining, which is, in my opinion, a distinct

advantage over the Canadian form, as the

heat will be radiated from the glowing sur-

face, and it is practically impossible for the

exterior of the heater to become red-hot, as

may easily happen in the case of the Cana-

dian type. The shell is made in two pieces,

which are held together by bolts. The

stoking-door is immediately under the crown

of the arched water-way, and consequently a large amount of fuel can be

inserted, and the fire will burn for a long time without attention. A clinker-

door is provided immediately over the grate-bars, and an ash-door below.

There are in the figure two outlets for the flow-pipes, and two inlets for the

returns. This type is made in sizes with heating capacities up to 1500 square

feet of radiating surface.

The surface required in an ordinary house will not usually exceed this figure,

but if it does, another more powerful boiler by the same maker may be used ; it

is kimwn as the "Challenge" Boiler, and is illustrated in fig. 515. This boiler

has horizontal or nearly horizontal sections, somewhat similar to the Curacy

boiler, but, instead of horizontal baffle-plates, cross tubes run from back to front.

It does not appear to me to be designed so as to baffle the upward currents of

heated gases as effectually as the Canadian type, but the deposition of soot upon
horizontal surfaces must always be very considerable, even when the boiler is

Fig 511 View of the " rvfUnce" Cut-Iron BoOer.
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cleaned out frequently,
and this would detract from the value of the Gurney

Boiler.

An interesting type of boiler, resembling the boilers used for high-pressure

hot-water heating, is made bv Messrs. Renton Gibbs & Co., Ltd., and is

n*. Mi -View of " VUdnct -
Cut-lron Boiler, with the Front Half of the Outer Cue Honored.

illustrated in
fig. 516. It will be observed that the boiler really consists of a

eries of coils of pipe, placed in a fire-brick chamber; part of the tubes form the

glllA bill, and the flame plays directly on to the upper tubes. The flow of

water produced in the tubes is, of course, extremely rapid.

Kortingr's Boiler is shown in
figs. 517 and 518. It is designed for low-pressure

steam heating, but we describe it here, as a very similar type is also used f<

hot-water heating. The following description is taken from the maker's li.-t.
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" As the boiler is provided with an open stand-pipe ST, there is absolutely no

risk of explosion,
1 and the position occupied by the boiler may be decided with-

out reference to the question of safety. As furnace, which serves at the same

time as hopper and as fire-

grate, we have adopted our

patent cast-iron ring tubes

(see D, fig. 518), which are

filled with water, and are con-

nected at the bottom and top

to the water space of the

boiler. By removing the

cover F on the top of the

boiler, the hopper and fur-

nace may be filled with fuel.

It is preferable that, where

possible, coke or anthracite

coal should be used. The

for combustion passes

the draught-regula-

tor, and a flue in the setting

of the boiler, to the front of

the furnace. As the furnace-

door is kept closed, except

when the ash is removed, and

with closed door the connec-

tion between the front of the

furnace and the ash-pit is

hermetically sealed, the air on

its way to the boiler must

pass between the water-tubes

of the grate, and through the

fuel inside the grate. When
the furnace-door is opened for the removal of ash, cold air passes direct through

the ash-pit to the boiler, checking the draught, and diminishing rather than

increasing the combustion in the furnace during the time the door is open.

1 But suppose that the water in this is frozen (aa may readily happen if the apparatoa ia only wed on certain daya

of the week), and the water in the circulation-pipea is also frozen, so that relief cannot be obtained through the air-

pipea, then an explosion will be almost a matter of certainty if the fire is lit. En.

ail-

through

T\g. 616 -Sectional View of the "CTuUenfe" Cart-iron Holler
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Flf. 61. -Section of the " Renton Glbb '

Tubultr Boiler.

The danger is thus obviated that the combustion should be too intense if the

furnace-door is inadvertently left open.

tfttNrt rate; r,

tf

n. M7.-Vle* ol EiUrior of KOrtinf Boiler.

. prwMtre-fance w, water-R*ue: H. draw-off cock;
water return pipe ; n, (Und pipe, Ifl feet high ; E, valre for

Hie advanUgeB of the arrangements for
firing, as roughly sketched,
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that the combustion of the fuel is exceedingly perfect, and the generation of

smoke so smull that the problem of smoke-prevention is fully solved
; the fuel,

which is contained inside the water-tubes, has no direct contact with the brick-

work, and repairing or renewal of the boiler-setting is rendered almost unneces-

sary; and lastly, accumulation of clinker does not form, as the hot clinker

suddenly contracts on coming in contact with the comparatively cool surface of

t

V *

518. -Section of KortiiiR Boiler.

the water-tubes, breaking into small pieces, which readily find their way into the

ash-pit.
" The filling-hopper F can be made of any size to suit the kind of fuel in

use, and may be sufficiently large to contain two days' supply of fuel. We are

making these boilers in ten sizes of from 40 to 400 square feet of heating-

surface, and are prepared to make larger ones if required. The attendance

required for one of these large boilers is naturally much less than is needed

in other systems of heating, where several smaller lK>ilers are used. The

work of the attendant is confined to re-filling the hopper F with fuel, which is

only necessary at long intervals, and to removing clinker and ash two or three

times a day, so that we may claim to have reduced the attendance to a

minimum.
" The maintenance of a constant pressure is of special importance with low-

pressure steam heating, and we have designed an Automatic Draugrht-regrulator
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(shown in section in fig. 519) by which this is perfectly secured." This apparatus

will be more particularly described in the chapter on heating by steam.

Lack of space prevents detailed description of every kind of boiler, but

protably sufficient has been said to give

the reader some idea of the principal

types now in use. We must now pass to

the consideration of another and most

important part of a hot-water apparatus,

namely, the radiator.

Radiators can generally be used either

with low-pressure hot water or low-pres-

sure steam ; the subject will be best treated

here, and need not be referred to in subse-

quent chapters.

The simplest form of racliating-surface

consists of a straight length of pipe,

which may l>e, of course, either wrought-

iron or cast-iron. Where appearance is

no object as possibly in the basements

of buildings and sen-ants' bedrooms

*tian or Earth*. Automatic Draiihureuiator. cast-iron pipes are perfectly suitable, and

the method of arranging them is shown

in plan in fig.
520. The pipes may be

two, three, or four inches in diameter,

and made with plain socketed joints, or with special joints as shown in fig. 521.

The latter is known as Richardson's expansion-joint, and possesses several distinct

alvantapes. The joint is held together by bolts, and an india-rubber washer

is put between the two

,.
/ ends of the pipe. If a

**
length of pipe requires

to be shortened, the

socket end is cut off, and

its place taken by a loose

flange, held securely in

M si tr*U containing nicrrury ; [>, steam-connection to

bo4Wr. . trr-cooncUoa to tUnd-ptpe; . float; II, lever-

f : r mortibtt weight .
\ v,. valve* (or regulating UM a<!mi-

fa* of air

F% MD -Plan <4 Hot-water Up*

position by a toothed
which grips the pipe and prevents slipping. This type of pipe is some-

what more expensive in first cost than the ordinary socketed variety, but the

gnat facility with which joints can be made renders it little more expensive
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when fixed. Straight pipes require to be held either above the floor on hiuall

stools, which should be provided with rollers (to allow of expansion) of the form

shown in
fig. 522, or they

should be supported on wall-

brackets as shown in
fig. 523,

or hung by slings from Wall-

Fig 621. Section of Klctianlaon'i India-rubber

Expansion-joint.

Fl. ttt- Front and End Elr

ration* and Plait of Rollrr Stool

lor l'ijic

brackets as shown in
fig. 524. They may, however, be supported on simple

brackets of T-iron, bent into the form of a hook, and let into the wall, as

-

Fig. 523. Elevation and Plan of Roller

Bracket for Plpea,

fig. BM. Elevation ami Plan of

Bracket and Sling for Pipe*.

1
Flf MS. -Elevation n.| Plan of

T-lrwo Bracket for ripe*.

shown in
fig. 525, and this arrangement is quite sufficient where the lengths of

pipe are not very considerable.

There are many cases where pipes of this character would be an eyesore if

carried above the floor, but there is a system of placing the pipes in a specially-

formed trench covered with a metal grating:. There are great objections to

this system, as the trench forms a most convenient receptacle for dirt and dust

and the sweepings of the floors, and, while harbouring vermin, may be the

source of infection. This system is shown in the right-hand part of the ground-

floor in
fig.

526.

If the pipes are carried round the rooms in a channel formed behind the

skirting-board, and protected by a metal grating, there is not so great an

objection ;
this method is shown in the left-hand part of the ground-floor in
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fig.
526 and also in 527. The channel above the floor, however, entails certain

difficulties, as the pipes cannot well be carried below the doors, as in that case a

dip would be formed, which might interfere with the circulation. In order to

avoid the difficulties specified, it is found usually more convenient to place the

main pipes between the floor

of the room to be heated and

the ceiling of the room below.

These pipes are preferably

carried in a special trench

covered with a screwed board,

so that access may be obtained

to them. If the pipes are

tlius carried below the floor,

it is merely necessary to bring

from the main loop short

branches to form the inlet and

outlet of any particular radia-

tor.

. . V|w of Low.prwrar* Bot-wtUr pfpet
ft, radiator, rr. veat-pipe.

Fig. 627. -Pipe* In Channel formed ID

Wall.

It is preferable to clothe the whole of the pipes where they are not needed
for radiating heat, with some non-conducting material, such as slag wool,

beatos, magnesia, Ac.

Formerly a very common type of radiator consisted of two vertical
" ends ",

connected together by a number of horizontal tubes. These coils were usually
set close against the wall, but in certain cases were fixed in the middle of

entrance-halls, landings, and places of that nature.

rheae coils have now been practically superseded by a type having vertical

toopt. fastened together in groups of convenient size. The loops are made of

different sizes, doable, treble, quadruple, Ac., and of different lengths. The end
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loops are usually provided with feet, and the several parts are shown in
fig. 528,

which represents a type of radiator known as the

Safford ; it is manufactured in Canada. A simi-

lar radiator is made by Mr. Keith, who has pre-

viously been alluded to. In this, each interme-

diate loop is an exact duplicate of the other, one

side of each boss being tapped with a right-hand

thread, and the other with a left-hand thread.

The loops are then connected together by means

of left and right nipples. In some cases the

faces of the bosses are carefully machined, so that

no packing other than red-lead cement is needed

in order to make a tight joint, and in others a

washer of paper soaked in boiled oil is em-

ployed.

There are some radiators which are held

together by long bolts. In my opinion these

are distinctly inferior to the kind just descril>ed,

as the lx)lts expand and contract, and allow of

leakage.

The Coil Radiator, repre-

sented in fig. 529, is made

by Messrs. W. G. Cannon

& Sons, and has been spe-

cially designed to afford a

large heating-surface in

small compass. There is a

main bottom pipe, and

connected to this are spiral

coils of copper. Each coil

is free to expand vertically

without reference to any
other coil, and although

such a radiator is more

expensive than the ordi-

nary cast-iron type, it is
v .

"
,

, . , ,
.,

very efficient in working.

The coil is shown with a connecting tube at the top, as well as at the bottom,

Fig 528. - Section ni V|? .>( j*ru ( the

"Safford" Radiator for H<* Water.

\
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ami the whole is protected by a wire guard, to prevent children from burning

their fingers.
The same type is also made inclosed in a cast-iron case with a

door for access, and hit-and-miss gratings on the top and in front, as shown in

fig. 530. There is also a hit-and-miss grating behind, affording access for the

extemal air, which pnmfin out through the upper grating into the room.

I have already drawn attention to the desirability of warming: the incoming

air which is used for heating and ventilation, and the present is a fitting

opportunity for pointing out several methods

by which this result may be obtained. As

shown in
fig. 530, a special air-inlet must first

IMJ provided in the external wall, and the inside

of this opening should be carefully rendered

with Keene's or other hard cement. The ex-

terior face of the opening should be protected

with a cast-iron grid, which is so fixed in its

frame as to be capable of easy removal, when

the inside of the opening is to be cleaned. The

inner face of the inlet should be provided with

a suitable hit-and-miss grating, and the inlet

itself should be as near the floor-level as pos-

sible; this hit-and-miss grating must be capable
of adjustment by means of a handle, which

comes to the outside of the case either at the

side or at the top. The case itself, which is

usually of cast-iron, may be made as ornamental

as may be desired, but it should have a hit-

and-miss prating of ample size on the top, and also at the front close to the
Hie action of the radiator and case is as follows. In mild weather the

inlet-grating is opened to its full extent, the front grating in the case closed, and
that in the top of the case opened wide. The heat of the radiator causes an

upward current of air through the upper grating, and the external air passes in

to take its place. The warmed air passing into the room will have a tempera-
ture dependent upon the temperature of the radiator, and upon the velocity of
A* mr passing through the external wall. If now it be found that the volume
of air entering the apartment is too large, the grating at the inlet may be

entirely cloned, and the grating in the front of the case opened. Air from the
floor-level of the room will then be drawn into the case, and will pass upwards
among the coils of the radiator, and out into the room through the top grating.

IV SJ -flection thovlnc Coll Radiator In

Cart-Iron CMC. with Air Inlet, Ac
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There will, in that case, be a circulation of the air in the room only, and the

outlet-ventilator, at the ceiling or the floor-level aa the case may be, must be

kept closed. As no fresh air is allowed to enter from outside, the atmosphere
of the room will rapidly become "

stuffy ", and therefore judgment is needed in

opening and closing the external grat-

ing.

Such radiator-cases are not consi-

dered suitable in all circumstances, but

there are other means of arriving at

the same end: for instance, fig. 531

represents a ventilating- radiator quite

different from those just described;

each separate loop is screwed into the

base, and no india-rubber is used in

making the joints. In the non-venti-

lating type the fitting ends with the

hollow base into which the pipes are

screwed, but in the ventilating type

this is fixed upon a special box provided

with a large number of small holes in

the front of the case near the floor.

The usual inlet is provided in the ex-

ternal wall, and protected by a grid.

In the base casting a special valve is

fixed, consisting of two hinged plates,

coupled together by bolts. When this

compound valve is pulled forward the

holes in the case are closed, and the

external air has a free course up between the two rows of tul>es, and out through

the holes in the top grating; when the valve is pushed in, the external air cannot

enter, but the air in the room is free to circulate through the inside of the radia-

tor, as in the case of the radiator previously described. In rare cases cotton

cloth or muslin is fitted in the inlet passage, in order to partially clean the air

entering the room, but in the great majority of instances this is not done. All

arrangements of this kind require attention at regular intervals for cleaning,

otherwise they become mere receptacles for dirt, and the air passing into the

room may be rendered more impure than the external air.

It is always desirable to have the connections of the pipes to the radiators

Ifc ML-8ecttoal View ofBoMT* Ru-ell

VrnUUUriK Radiator.
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made in such a manner as to permit of the removal of the radiator for cleaning,

as in the last instance it is by no means easy to render the lower box perfectly

dean. The dark stain, which will appear above the radiators if they are placed

against a wall will clearly prove what a quantity of dust is carried up with the

current of heated air.

Stop-valves are very important items in a heating-installa-

tion, and it is very poor policy to buy cheap valves, as these are

n never-ending source of annoyance. For hot-water work there

can be nothing tatter than a full-way cock, either of the
" Peet

"

type, shown in section in fig. 532, or one of the other types

descrilxM later. The " Peet
"
valve consists of two separate disc

faces, separated by a wedge-shaped part controlled by a screw.

When closed, the two discs shut tightly upon their seatings, and

are held there by the pressure of the hand-screw. Such valves

are not so suitable for steam, but are well adapted for hot water; the great

point which requires attention in a hot-water heating-installation, is that no

reswtun.T whirl, can piMy IK- avoid,-.! lie offered to the passage of the current.

Another type of stop-valve is

shown in fig. 533, and is specially

adapted to form an elbow for a

radiator connection. These valves

should be of gun-metal of good

quality, and the plug may consist

merely of a conical plug, fitting

into a hole turned accurately to

receive it; the plug is entirely

withdrawn when the valve is fully

open, and therefore leaves a full

water-way.
1

Having described in some de-

tail the various pieces of appa-JM -IUdtr wtth mw Wp.rmlre. .

ratus used in hot-water heating,

I shall now consider the various ways in which the apparatus may be arranged.

The heat, whether obtained from the combustion of coal or coke, gas or oil,

art important adjunct* of hot-water apparatus Numerous explosion*, many of which have

with koa of life, bar* occurred in coaeequence of the omiaaion of thaw aa/eguarda. The principal cauae

ia UM blockntf of the pipea with ice in froaty weather, bat stoppage by incrustation may alao occur. The

aMy r*K am** the beat, but a* the subject of aafety-valvea baa already been treated in

IV, p*taMtoy,illfchlfelliieTaeedbe>idhaam, IR,
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must be applied to the lowest part of the system, for the simple reason that

heated water will naturally be forced upward by (older water. From the

ii-ual tallies we learn that, when water is heated from 32* to 212 Fahr.,

it will expand about one-twentieth of its original volume; such an amount
of expansion must obviously be allowed for in any form of apparatus, and

if this is not done, the containing parts will be liable to burst. In a low-

pressure system the pipes must be open to the air at one or more points.

Fig. 534 shows the simplest possible system for heating pipes by low-pressure
hot water. T represents an open metal tank filled with water, with a pipe
connected to it as shown. So long as the tank and pipe are full of water at

the same temperature, there is no tendency to circulate, but let a lighted lamp

Fig. 634. Simplest System of Low-pressure Heating Fig. 636. Simple Low-pressure !M-water Apparatus with Air-pipe.

L be applied to the bottom of the tank and heat the water contained therein,

then the water in the portion A B will be colder, and therefore heavier, than

the corresponding column in the tank, and the action of gravity starts a circula-

tion in the direction shown by the arrows. Now, such an apparatus is obviously

too crude to l>e of practical use. A large amount of heat is lost from the

exposed surface of the water, and if the water is lowered by only a slight

amount, the upper connection of the pipe will be uncovered and the circulation

stopped ; but by far the most serious objection is, that it is impossible to carry

any part of the pipe above the surface of the water. Air is always present in

water, and in such an apparatus bubbles of air might easily collect at A, and

impede the circulation. The latter difficulty could be overcome by arranging

the pipe as in fig. 535, with a rise to the point A, and there providing an outlet

by means of the air-pipe A p.

In the application of the system to practical cases several points must be

carefully observed:

(a) The heater must be below the lowest part of the circulation-pipes.

(6) Means must be provided for the expansion of the water produced by the

application of heat.
v. i . ii
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(c) Means must be provided for keeping the apparatus full of water.

(d) The circulation-pipes must rise continuously to the highest point and

then return gradually to the heater.

(e) Means must be provided for ridding the apparatus of air.

Fig. 536 represents diagrammatically an apparatus for heating two floors

one above the other. The

heater is placed in the base-

ment, and of course cannot

be left open as those shown

in figs. 534 and 535. At a

point somewhere above the

highest part of the heating-

apparatus, will be placed the

expansion -tank, which also

acts as a feed-cistern for the

apparatus; this is marked

XT, and is fed with cold

water from any convenient

source by the pipe cw. The

water in this tank never

rises more than (say) 4 inches

above the bottom of the

tank, and actuates a float,

which controls the inlet -

valve just as an ordinary

ball-cock does, but in this

case the valve itself is pre-

ferably put outside the tank,

and the tank covered over

and provided with a vapour-

pipe v p, which is carried

into the open air over the

roof. From the top of the

heater is carried the rising

main, which goes direct to the highest part of the building, and thence round

the two floors in the manner indicated. This pipe itself, if of adequate size,

would effect the heating of the rooms, but there are several reasons why it is

generally inadvisable to use such pipes in houses. In order to obtain the

Vkw of Low prwnr* Hol-waur Apparatus (or

two noon with oo* Circuit
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requisite surface in the length disposable, it would be necessary to use pipe from

3 inches to 4 inches in diameter, and this would seldom be convenient in a

private house, as there are doorways to be passed, and a large pipe is very

unsightly. A small pipe can be run behind a skirting-board, or under the floor-

boards; branches are then taken off to each radiator as shown, and the only

parts of the apparatus above the floor are the radiators and their connections.

These connections are all taken off the return-pipe, which descends to the heater

and is connected to it at or near the bottom; a pipe is carried down from the

expansion-tank, and has a U-shaped bend at the l>ottom, connected to the

return-pipe clone to the heater. The action of the apparatus will lie as follows.

With the system full of cold water, the height of the water in the expansion-
tank will be (say) 4 inches; as soon a.s heat is applied, the water will expand

up the vertical pipe into the tank XT, and will dose the ball-rock, and if it

should expand sufficiently, it will pass away by the overflow; hot water will

then pass round the system in the direction of the arrows. The valves are

marked by an x within a circle. It will be MVII that, while the whole of the

system can be shut off from the boiler, it is impossible for high pressure to IKJ

got up in the boiler, as it is always in open connection with the expansion-tank;
the worst that can happen is for boiling water to pass up into the expansion-
tank.

This is probably the cheapest scheme which could IK? devised. The main

pipes might l>e l inches in diameter, and the branches to the separate radiators

f inch. The heat in each of the radiators can be readily controlled by the valve

next to it, but there is no means of emptying a portion of the apjtaratus so as

to allow of the repair of a joint or other similar work. If a second stop-valve

were put on the other side of each radiator, this would allow the radiator itMlf

to be removed, but as it would add about 7x. 6<7. to the cost for each extra valve,

it is not usually done. Although only two radiators are shown, it is by no

means intended that the number should l>e so limited.

The methods of connecting
1 radiators with the system of pipes deserve

mention. It will be observed that, in the last figure, each radiator has a branch

off the main, and another back into it, as shown more clearly in
fig. 537. In

fig. 538, an alternative arrangement is shown with the inlet branch off the

flow-pipe and the outlet into the return. If the radiators were arranged so

closely together as shown, they might work quite well under the alternative

arrangement, but there is always the danger of a short circuit being set up
from flow to return, so that while the first radiator would get thoroughly

hot, the second might be only warm, and the third almost cold. Such a
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thing could not occur with the upper arrangement, and it should always be

wed except where the branch off the main is so long, and feeds so much radi-

ating surface, that the water is at a very low temperature when it gets hark.

IT. 557. Meth' *l of connecting Radlatora to one Circulation-pipe only.

It i.s advisable then, and then only, to use the lower arrangement. Radiators

connected to a branch circulation-pipe are often on the one-pipe system, as

shown in fig. 539. A great saving of pipe can thus be effected, upon what

II?. S3S. Method of connecting lUdUton to Mow and Return Pipe*.

would be required if Mh the flow and return pipes were carried along side by
side, and the connections made as in

fig. 538.

Another arrangement of pipes is illustrated in
fig. 540, where each floor is

shown to be warmed by a separate circuit. This

arrangement is usually adopted in large buildings.
Each floor can then readily be shut off, and means
can be provided for emptying each of the mains

separately at the points c c. It will be necessary to

provide air-cocks at the highest point of each of the

horizontal runs. It is often somewhat difficult to

arrange a method of carrying horizontal pipes on

3 upper floors; doors may be so placed that it is impos-

i
sible to cany the pipes above the floor, and it may
I* very difficult to form a suitable channel in the

floor itself.

the
heating of a ground-floor, the position of the pipes may !>e just

>low the bawment
ceiling, as shown in

fig. 533. This illustration shows tl.e
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main pipe of wrought-iron 1$ inches in diameter, carried in the basement just
below the ceiling, and from it are taken off the branch flow and return pipes to
the radiator. The radiator should preferably 1* placed in a window recess, or,
if the reveals of the window are not carried down to the floor, it should be

placed as close to the wall as

possible. An upward current of

heated air is then created, which

prevents cold draughts from pass-

ing direct from the window into

the room. Such radiators may
be arranged to ventilate the

room as well as warm it bv direct

radiation, if a suitable grating be

arranged in the outer wall, and

Fig. 640. Elevation of Low-prmurc Hot-water Apparattu, with

Beparate Circuit for Each Floor. M. 641.- VtewolCinuUr lUdutur for Hall

suitable baffle-plates inside; details of these have already been given in figs.

530 and 531. For the hall, a radiator of the type illustrated in
fig.

541

may be used.

In heating the rooms on the first-floor the same plan cannot IK? adopted, as

of course the main pipe could not be carried through the best rooms on the

ground-floor. One plan, therefore, is to prepare a special pipe-channel behind
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the skirting-board, as shown in fig. 527, page 124, but even this is not always

possible
on account of doorways. The pipes, may, however, sometimes be

carried between the joists,
but should in all such cases be covered to prevent

radiation of heat.

Another arrangement of pipes may be adopted, which consists in carrying a

main of suitable size entirely around the basement, just below the ceiling, and

A B

Fig. MS. -KWratk* of Ptpw lor low-primrc Heating, thowing two Arrangement* of Vertical Flow and Return Pipes for Radiator*.

taking vertical flow and return pipes from this, as shown in fig. 542. In the

part lettered A, each radiator has a special flow and return; there is, therefore,

nothing whatever to interfere with a good and efficient circulation. The only

objection to the system is the numl>er of pipes required. In part B another

system U shown, in which there is only one vertical flow and one vertical return ;

the sizes might be 1 \ inches to the first branch, 1 inch thence to the second

branch, and } inch to the top radiator. It would be well to have a stop-cock

close to the main, in both flow and return pipes, and if an outlet be arranged at
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c the whole of the loop can be emptied, except the short flow-pipe as far as the

first branch. The disadvantage of such an arrangement as that shown, is that

the water may flow past the ends of the branches without entering them. There

is not the slightest risk about

the top radiator, as that is
ff

sure to heat well, but there

is always a danger that the

ground-floor radiator may not

get satisfactorily hot. In

most of the illustrations, the

flow and return pipes are

shown to be connected with

the same main -pipe, but in

some cases, where there is a

very long run of branch-pipe

before it returns to the main,

it is desirable to take the

return -pipe back into the

return-main, as shown in
fig.

539, page 132, as the two last

radiators would receive water

at too low a temperature to

work efficiently, if the long

loop were connected up to the

flow-pipe only.

Another plan, which has

been widely adopted in the

United States, and generally

referred to as the " Mills"

system of piping-, is to take

the flow -pipe direct to the

top of the building, and

thence to take a number of

pipes down as returns to the

boiler, as shown in fig. 543. Here the flow-pipe is carried up to the top floor,

and feeds a ring-main carried round the building; from this ring descend

vertical pipes to a similar ring in the basement, and from the latter ring is

taken the return-pipe (or pipes) to the boiler. This gives a very satisfac-

Flg. M3.-DUeT*ronuUic View of UM ' Mill* 8jnUu of Flptac for Low.

Hot-water ApptntUu.

B, boiler; ft E, radiaton: AP, ir ptp; XT,
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tory result, hut if it be considered unwise to depend upon a single flow-pipe,

it is easy to take a flow up to the top for each loop. This arrangement is \\cll

adapted for use in tall houses of four or five floors; it is, however, open to the

objection that the hot water may pass the branches to the radiators without

entering them, although it must be said that there is less chance of this in the

present case than in that illustrated in fig. 542. When only one flow-pipe is

employed, it should have an area approximately equivalent to that of all the

return-pipes taken together.

In cases where there are no intervening doorways or fireplaces, a 3-inch or

4-inch cast-iron pipe may be arranged, as shown in
fig. 520, page 122. This is

fed by a small wrought-iron pipe, and for small bedrooms or basement rooms

quite suflicicnt heat will l>e obtained at much less expense than if radiators are

used. In private houses, it is not likely that such an arrangement will be

considered suitable, except for servants' rooms.

The low-pressure heating-apparatus for a suburban house is shown in Plates

\\III. ami XIX. The vertical type of l>oiler has been chosen, as it takes

up the least room; it is fixed at a level of about 18 inches below the basement

floor, in order to allow for the return of certain pipes which are carried below

the basement jNissage. The smoke-flue from the boiler consists of an iron tube

carried into any convenient flue which can be used. The boiler itself is

provided with a multiple pipe for the flow, and a similar pipe for the return, a
"
multiple pipe" being merely a pipe provided with several branch -outlets. The

expansion-tank marked x T in Plate XIX. is placed in the cistern-room, and
fed from the cold-water cistern. A pipe descends direct from this cistern to the

boiler to provide a constant feed. There is absolutely no danger of explosion,
1

as the expansion-cistern is open to the atmosphere through a vapour-pipe carried

through the roof, as shown in the plate.

Three distinct loops of heating pipes are provided for this house. The flow-

pipe of the first loop tagins at the multiple pipe on the top of the boiler, rises

to the ceiling of the boiler-house, passes along close under the ceiling of the

scullery and kitchen, and rises in the corner of the kitchen through the ground-
floor into the drawing-room; there it rises vertically inside a case, passes

through the first floor, and rises vertically through bedroom 1 into bedroom 5;

in bedroom 5 it is carried along the floor inside a skirting-case, feeding a radiator

at the window, then paKses alongside the wall in the cistern-room without any

*^**
** lW*-7, ** leas than Artt explosions of low-pressure heating boilers occurred, killing**'** *^i Bonsiderable damage to property, and in every case there was an expansion

*** *V** * *** ?, The pipes were, bowever. blocked with laa. Th* t*irm-nt in the text in truewere, bowew, blocked with ice. The statement in the text is true,

in all the pipea remains open. Ea
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casing, and is carried similarly through the lumlK-r-room; th.-ii.-e it de.sri-n.ls

into the W.C. on the first floor, passes along just alxive the fl.mr ,,f tli-

room, feeds a radiator in the dressing-room, and is thru ranird in a skirt

case through bedroom I, feeding a radiator at the window. ,l,.>,-,.,i.N in ,1 case
in the corner of the drawing-room alongside the flow-pipe, and feeds a coil

inside a casing carried round the bay-window of the drawing-room, this case

bring fitted with an open-work front; the pipe then passes along the conser-

vatory, feeding a coil placed Mow the flower-stands, descends through the

ground- floor into the coal-cellar, feeding a radiator in the porch, and pMMft
close to the ceiling through the W.C. into the boiler-house, feeding a radiator

iu the vestibule, and then passing down is connected to the main return.

TJic second loop runs as follows: The flow-pipe begins at the multiple

pipe on the top of the boiler, rises to the ceiling, passes across the passage close

under the ceiling, across the lower hall, rises through the ground-floor, panes
vertically upwards inside the lift in the maid's pantry, and thence into the

boz-IOOm on the second floor. The radiator on the landing of the second floor is

fed from it, and it is then carried along the floor through the box-room, through
bedroom 4, descends to bedroom 2, passes along bedroom 2 in a skirting-casing,

feeding a radiator at the window, and thence along the floor of the linen-closet,

feeding a radiator on the landing; it descends inside the lift to the maid's pantry
on the ground-floor, and passes into the dining-room, running in a skirting-case

and feeding a radiator at the window; it then descends into the breakfast-room,

and is carried round two sides in a skirting-case, feeding a radiator at the

window; it is afterwards led across the lower hall and passage in a small channel

provided with a cover, and feeds a radiator in the lower hall and also one in the

hall on the ground-floor.

The third loop runs as follows: It rises to the ceiling of the l>oiler-house,

then running below the ceiling of the passage rises into the library, passing up
inside a special casing into bedroom 3, thence into bedroom G, and passes along
the side of this bedroom in a skirting-case, feeding a radiator at the window; it

descends in the corner into bedroom 3, feeds a radiator at the window, and

descends again into the library, there passes round the window, feeding a coil,

and runs in a skirting-case along the wall, and finally descends into the Itasement

and back to the boiler beside the flow-pipe.
1

1

Every hot-water warming apparatus must have a draw-off cock fitted to the boiler, or to the return-pipe near it,

in such a manner that all the water throughout the nystera can be drawn off. The emptying of the pipe*. *c^ is a

Decenary preliminary before certain repairs and alteration* can be executed, and during winter ought to be affected

vhfntrer the fire under the boiler it allowed to yo out. Allowing the fire to go out and the pipe* to remain full of water

ia the most prolific cause of boiler-explosions. En.
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2. THE HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEM.

In my description of the low-pressure system of heating by hot water, it was

pointed out that the apparatus was in communication with the open air, so tliat

no pressure, except that due to the height of the water in the apparatus, was

possible. If, however, the apparatus be made of sufficient strength, it may be

closed entirely, and in that case temperatures may be attained which cannot be

reached with the low-pressure system. It

is quite usual for a high-pressure system to

show a temperature of 300' to 350 Fahr. on

the pipe-coils, whereas with low-pressure

coils a temperature of about 150-180 is

usually not exceeded.

Mr. A. M. Perkins was the inventor of

the high-pressure system about the year

1837, so that it is by no means a novelty

to-day. The system consists in the use of

very strong wrought-iron pipes, having an

internal diameter of about ,[ inch, and ano

external diameter of 1-,^ inch. These pipes

are joined together in the manner shown in

fig. 544; the end of one pipe is tapered
both inside and outside to a sharp edge, and

the end of the other is left square, and one

Fl*.MS. View of Hlgh-prMrare Hot-water

Apparatus B. boiler; P. filling pipe; XT, ex-

Mel; K R, radiator*.
*. W4. -Mfa>4 of Jototac np for Hlffe.prtwire Retting.

end U threaded with a right-hand thread and the other with a left-hand thread.

rhe two pipes are connected with a right-and-left-threaded socket, no jointing
material of any kind being used

; the sharp edge of the one pipe is merely forced

against the flat face of the other. The pipe is continuous throughout, and is

coiled upon itelf to give the proper heating-surface in the furnace.
The general arrangement of the system is shown in

fig. 545. The coil B is

placed inside the furnace, and the coils R R are the radiating media; these are
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somewhat unsightly, and must \te inclosed in ornamental cases if used inside

rooms. At the top of the house is fixed a filling-pipe H, which can be sealed off

with a proper plug, and above that is an air or expansion-vessel xv, consist u.-j

usually of a piece of pipe of rather larger diameter. No air-cocks are n-quir. -.1,

and no cistern for
filling the apparatus. It is merely filled in the first place

through the filling-pipe F; the stopper is then fixed, and the apparatus may lie

started. As soon an the fire in the furnace is lighted, the water logins to

expand, and compresses the air contained in the expansion-vessel. A very rapid
circulation is set up throughout the apparatus, which will of course continue 00

long as the fire in the furnace is attended to. The smallncMs of the pij>es
renders it possible to put them in places where the large cast-iron pipes of the

low-pressure system could not possibly l>c fixed, and floor-channels of very nmall

size will accommodate quite a large number of pipes. The rapidity of the

circulation has also another advantage: it enables the pipes to l>e carried Mow
the doorways, that is, to dip down in a way quite impossible with the low-

pressure system. With the latter, the great objection to a "
dip

"
is that the

air will become locked in the higher part of the pipe, but this cannot occur with

the high-pressure system, as it is pumped quite full of water and then sealed up;
for the same reason no dirt can get in, and no extra water needs to IKJ added to

make up for evaporation, as no evaporation can occur. The pi|>es are often run

along the whole length or width of a room at the back of the skirt ing-board,

which is then replaced by a metal grating, allowing the exit of the heated air;

or a coil is placed inside a special case with hit-and-miss gratings, and an o)>cn-

ing to the external air, as already explained in connection with low-pressure

radiators. There is some little difficulty about shutting off a portion of the

system, and judgment needs to be exercised.

The pipes, being of such small diameter, are of very small capacitv, and the

volume of water can, therefore, be readily heated to a higfh temperature in a

very short time; this is in many cases a distinct advantage, but in a house it is

not of much consequence, as the fire in a domestic apparatus is rarely allowed to

go out during the whole of the cold season.

The small volume of water in the pipes renders the system particularly

liable to fluctuations of temperature, due to the varying condition of the fire in

the stove, and this needs somewhat more careful attention than that of an

ordinary low-pressure apparatus. Again, if stop-valves are used to shut off part

of the apparatus the fire must be regulated to suit, otherwise the proportion of

pipe in the stove will become excessive for the length usedMa radiating medium,

and the exposed pipe will therefore become too hot The usual proportion of
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pipe in the stove to the exposed part, is about as 1 to 10 for ordinary heating

work. Of course, in the case of a public hall, where all or none of the heating

would be required, the problem is simple, but where, as in the case of a house,

the requirements fluctuate, the problem becomes somewhat more complicated.

Manv private houses, however, are satisfactorily heated by this system.

CHAPTER VI.

LOW-PRESSURE STEAM HEATING.

The system of heating by low-pressure steam is very similar to that of

heating by low-pressure hot water, except that, instead of having an apparatus

quite full of water and open to the air, so that it is not possible to produce

.steam above atmospheric pressure, the apparatus is closed and never allowed to

get full of water. Steam is generated in a special boiler, which is placed below

the lowest point to be heated, and then passed into a system of pipes, which

are carried into the parts of the building to be warmed, and either themselves

give off the heat, or feed apparatus specially designed for that purpose. It is

obvious that in the passage of steam through a system of cold pipes a great deal

of condensation must take place ; the water thus condensed must be carried off

1 fa>t is it i* formed, and should ! u--l "\rr a^ain in tin- Imih-r. I-W thi>

purpose special pieces of apparatus known as steam-traps are used, which allow

free passage to the hot water, but prevent the exit of the steam. All the water

passing out has at one time been steam, and is therefore perfectly pure, and if

used in the boiler will cause no incrustation; besides this, it holds a large

portion of the heat which has originally been in the steam itself.

It may now be advisable to recall to mind a few facts relating to steam,

including its formation, and the heat which is contained in a given quantity.

The British "thermal unit" is defined to be that quantity of heat which will

raise one pound of distilled water 1 Fahrenheit in temperature; thus the work

of raising one pound of water at 32 F. to 212 F. would be 180 thermal units.

But to change one pound of water at 212 F. to one pound of saturated steam

at 212" F. and atmospheric pressure, will require 966 thermal units, and the

heat required to raise one pound of this steam to a pressure of one pound above

the atmosphere will be 0'3 thermal units. The large quantity of heat which

ii absorbed in the change from the liquid to the gaseous state, is called
"
latent
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heat"; this heat is given back during the change from vapour to the fluid state.

When steam, therefore, is used for heating purposes, the heat due to it* tem-

perature is made use of, and when it condenses in tin- pipes it gives off the
latent heat, and is taken back into the boiler as hot wain.

There is a very considerable difference between steam and hot-water heating
in the following respect: the quantity of heat contained in the pipes of a hot-

water apparatus when full of water is vastly greater than that contained in a
steam apparatus when full of steam, although the perceptible temperature of the

latter, when tested by a thermometer, may be considerably higher than that of

the former. It must be remembered that the capacity of the water for heat is

much greater than that of the gaseous steam; the result therefore is that, if

steam be shut off, it takes but a short time for the pipes to liecome quite cold,

while, in the case of hot water, the heat is retained for a very considerable time.

Heating by hot-water pipes is not subject to such rapid fluctuations as mav IK?

the case with steam-pipes. In hot-water systems the pijxjs must have a good
fall back to the boiler, otherwise the circulation will le impeded; the air also

must be got out of the pipes. In the case of steam systems it is even more

important that the condensation or return pipe .should fall towards the l>oilcr.

otherwise pockets of water will l>e formed, which will l>e blown out suddenly byJ J

the steam with loud crackling noises. Air must of course also IHJ got out of the

pipes, but in the case of steam at low-pressure the air would l>e heavier than the

steam, and would therefore need to l>c drawn off at the l>ottom of the apparatus,
and not at the top, as would be the'case with a hot-water apparatus.

The principal points which require attention in the design of a low-pressure

steam heating-apparatus are firstly, that the whole of the parts are amply

strong enough to l>ear the pressure to which they will be subjected, ami

secondly, that the pipes are so laid that the water produced by condensation

passes away freely under the influence of gravitation.

The boilers used for low-pressure steam-work closely resemble those used for

low-pressure hot-water heating, and the latter types of boiler are usually made

of sufficient strength to enable them to be used for low-pressure steam-heating.

Ordinary cast-iron radiators are often used with steam of 25 or 30 Iba. pressure

per square inch, and sometimes, indeed, with steam direct from high-pressure

boilers working at 50 Ibs. pressure; but I strongly object to putting them to sin -h

severe tests, and certainly do not consider that more than 5 Ibs., or in excep-

tional cases 10 Ibs. pressure per square inch, should be used in private houses.

Throughout the following description, it may ta taken that steam of about 5 Iba.

pressure is alluded to. Boilers for steam-heating should never U> built of cast-
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;

Fl 546. View and CTOM HccUon of Uie "TrenUuun" Conilth Boiler.

irn. Thry >hould have amplr -tram and water spaces. I consider that no type

of toiler is so suitable for this

work as the ordinary Cornish

boiler, that is, a boiler with cylin-

drical hell and one cylindrical

flue, with or without cross tubes,

and net in fire-brick with proper
side flues. Such a toiler is shown
in fig. 546. The grate is inside the

furnace-flue, and the products of

cofnbution go from the flue down
underneath the toiler, so that the

. M7 - BeT.Uon. Section, and Plan of tbe Majestic
'

Inde-

pendent Boiler for Steam-heating.
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bottom of the boiler receives the hottest gases, and then the draught U *plit,

and the gases pass along the sides and go out into tin- < liiinm-x
'

>ia k. Home

people, however, prefer to use the saddle type of boiler, with a much ! j* -r

crown than in the case of the hot-water )>oiler, or a waggon boiler, Imt Uth these

View.

types ure, in my opinion, in-

ferior to the plain Cornish

boiler.

In some cases it is very de-

sirable that brickwork should

be avoided
;
a vertical type of

boiler should then be used,

such, for instance, as that

shown in fig. 547. This type

has the very important advan-

tage that it possesses a central

fuel-hopper, so that a consider-

able charge of coal can he put on at once, and the boiler will not require so much

attention. It" is arranged with a ring of vertical flue-tubes, through which the

products of combustion rise, and also with a second ring of tubes, through

which they descend; these tubes are surrounded by the water, so that an
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efficient heating-surface Is obtained. A good steam-space is also provided,

which is important, as it is very desirable that dry steam should be obtained.

A neat little boiler, which, however, requires brick-setting, is shown in fig. 548.

ThU has also a central hopper for receiving the fuel, and therefore will require

kef attention than if the door on a level with the grate were the sole means

of stoking. The products of combustion pass up into the water-space in an

fl &40 -ctlon uxl I'Un of Lombjr, .Son, anJ Wood Patent " Pioneer
"
Boiler.

anmilu* before going out to the chimney-stack. One outlet-pipe is provided,

and one inlet, although two inlets are shown in the illustrations.

A boiler of somewhat novel construction is shown in figs. 549 and 550, and

i known a* the "Pioneer" independent boiler. As will be gathered from the

illustrations, it consists of outer and inner cases, and of a series of water-tubes.

It in made in size* varying in height from 54 to 82 inches; the smallest size

is said to lie capable of heating 600 square feet of actual radiating suit

and the largest 1750 square feet. These boilers are made of Siemens mild steel

plates welded together, and are fitted with safety-valve, water-gauge, and

praeniie gauge. It may be remarked in passing that a very similar boiler is

made for low-pressure hot-water heating, but in this case the water of course

fill* the boiler completely.

Even- boiler, no matter how small, should be provided with the following:

fltUngi: -Two safety-valves (one of the lever type, loaded so as to blow off at,

ay, 5 lha. f and the other a dead-weight safety-valve which cannot be tampered
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with, and loaded to, say, 7 Ibs. pressure), a reliable pressure-gauge of the Bour-

don type, made by some well-known maker, and a water-gauge, so that tin- level

of the water in the lx>iler may be easily observed. There should be a mark upon
the gauge, or a brass pointer should be fixed upon the trailer-casing, showing th<

proper working-level of the water, so that the attendant may observe instantly
if the water is getting too low. If this were

to occur the crown of the firelx>x would become

dry, and might become red hot. Fusible plutz*

are often inserted to guard against such an

occurrence, as the fusible metal contained in

them melts out, and the water pours in upon
the fire and extinguishes it.

Messrs. Korting Bros, have a special sys-

tem of low-pressure steam-heating-, which cer-

tainly deserves notice. The boiler itself is re-

presented in
figs. 517 and 518, pages 120 and

121. This system differs considerably in

many points from the usual methods of heating

by steam. Fig. 551 is an illustration of the

general arrangement. G is the low-pressure

steam-boiler, T the fuel-hopper and patent fur-

nace, s the safety-pipe, v v the steam-distribu-

tion pipes, ss the coils or radiators to the rooms,

v v the steam-admission valves, c c' c the re-

turn-pipes for condensed water, A the air-pipe, w the syphon-pipe between the air

and water vessels, R the syphon water-vessel with air-pipe, and R' the syphon air-

vessel. The steam-generator, or boiler, which has already been described in

detail upon page 121, is placed in the basement of the building, in as central a

position as can be conveniently arranged. The steam generated, at a pressure

of 1^ to 5 Ibs. per square inch, is conveyed by the steam-distribution pipes v v

to the radiators s s. The radiators, which are filled with air from which most

of the oxygen has been absorbed, are placed upon the various floors, so that they

stand as far as possible in series one above the other, and, where this can be

arranged, they have joint condensed-water return-pipes c c, falling vertically t<>

the basement, where they are collected into a common main return-pipe at the

floor-level. A further connection is made from each radiator to the air-collect-

ing pipe A, which is carried under the ceiling of the basement, and connected to

the air-vessel R', and also by means of a "drain-pipe" c, to the main return-pipe

Ftp HO. View of Lu iul>jr. Son. n>\ Wood PsUnt
" Plon*er Bollrr.

VOL. II.
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on the floor. The air-vessel R' is joined by the syphon-pipe w to the water-

Tooml R, and as this latter has a pipe open to the atmosphere, it is in con-

sequence always under atmospheric pressure. The capacity of each of the two

% ' IB

j . 'L

661. General Arrangement! of KorUng Low-prcMiire Steam Apparatus.

A. afr^tp: * *". rrUvn-plpea for eoodrrued water; o, low-preaaure team-boiler; R. ayphon water-veatel with air-pipe: R', syphon
tr-tinil; . Mfrty pipr; . coili or radiator* in the room*; T, fuel-hopper and patent furnace; v. iteam-admiaaiun valrea;

*. UMB-dtetrtbaUoo pipe* ; w. typboo pipe between air and water vewela.

, R and R', is equal to the total cubic contents of the radiators, the steam

connection.*, and the steam-space of the boiler.

The working of the apparatus is quite simple. The boiler o, and the syphon
air- vessel R', are filled with water to the required level, and as soon as steam is

generated in the boiler, the air, occupying the steam-space of the boiler and

distribution-pipes v v, is displaced by the steam and driven through the radi-

ators into the vessel R', displacing in turn the corresponding volume of water
from this vessel, and driving it into the vessel R through the syphon-pipe w.
Each radiator has a specially-constructed steam-valve, as shown in fig. 552.

!The valve has an indicator, and by reference to this the degree to which the
valve is opened may be ascertained, and accordingly as the valve is more or less'

opened, more or less air will be forced out of the radiator into the vessel R'. If

the regulating-valve be quite closed, the steam in the radiator will quickly con-
*nd the radiator will again fill with air from the vessel R'.
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The advantages of this system are considerable. The air iu the heating-

system cannot escape, as it i trapped on the one side by the water in the

boiler, and on the other by the water in the vessel R, and therefore no fresh air

tVnin outside is taken into the system. This fact is of the greatest import,
as the air, hermetically inclosed in the system, loses its oxygen in a very short

time, and ceases to have the slightest corrosive action upon tin- in>i<le of the

pipes and radiators. Air-valves are not required,

and the regulation of each radiator can be effected

perfectly and easily by one steam-valve. The

heating may be carried on either continuously or

with breaks, as may best suit the character of the

building, the season of the year, or the preference

of the owner. As all the connections which contain

water when the heating is out of use are without

exception in the basement of the building, the rusk

of freezing is very slight indeed, and damage to

the radiators and pipe-connections above the base-

ment from this cause is quite impossible. The
Fig. 661 Virw ..f stram-vftlre

water-level in the boiler is not subject to any
variation during working, as all the condensed water is returned direct by

gravitation, and perfect noiselessness of working is secured, if the steam and

water never come into direct contact with one another in the pipes.

The maintenance of a constant pressure is of special importance in low-

pressure steam -
heating, and the inventors of this system have designed an

automatic draught-regulator (shown in fig. 520, page 122), by which this is

secured. Q Q, are vessels containing mercury, D is the steam connection to the

boiler, w the water-connection to the stand-pipe, s a float, H the lever arm, F a

movable weight, and v v, valves for regulating the admission of the air. The

action of the regulator depends upon the change of level of the surface of the

mercury in the vessel Q. The upper part of this vessel is connected by the pipe

D to the boiler, and the mercury rises and falls as the variation of the steam-

pressure in the boiler causes the movement of the float s, which works the lever

H, on the ends of which the double valves v and v, are suspended. When the

pressure in the boiler rises to a certain height, the valve v,, which regulates the

air-admission to the furnace, commences to close, and the valve v. which allows

air to pass by a second canal in the boiler-setting direct into the flue, begins to

open. When the maximum pressure desired is reached, the valve v, is com-

pletely closed and the valve v fully opened, so that the fire is deadened and
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does not again bum briskly, until the reduction in steam-pressure has result o<l

in the sinking of the float s, and the consequent alteration of the position of the

valves v and v,.

An improvement has been made in the regulator by the introduction of the

movable weight F. By altering the position of this weight, the valve v and the

flotfr can lie nearly balanced, and it is possible to obtain a constant pressure of

from 4j Ibs. down to 0'15 Ibs. per square inch. It is thus possible during the

night, or at intervals when the heating is not required, to lower the pressure,

thus causing the coils in the various rooms to be partly filled with air, and

thereby reducing the fuel-consumption during this time to a minimum. "When

heating w again required, the weight is moved, and the steam-pressure ri- :

the air is forced out of the coils, and the rooms are warmed without anyone in

the rooms troubling in the least alxnit it. The heating of all the rooms is in

this wnv under full control from the boiler-house.

Although, in ordinary working, an excessive rise in the steam-pressure is

prevented by the draught -regulator, it is conceivable that, by some accident,

stu-h nn increase may occur. The steam-pressure would then force the water

out of the syphon in the stand-pipe; the steam would escape, and the pressure

would altogether disappear. In such a case the pressure on the mercury in the

regulator would also cease, and owing to the consequent sinking of the float, tin-

air, which had been kept from the furnace by the closed valve YI, would be

admitted again, and there would be risk of burning out the boiler. The regu-

lator is, however, so designed that all such risk is prevented. There is a second

vessel Qt containing mercury, connected by a small pipe w to the Upper part of

the stand-pipe. Should the water blow out of the syphon, part of it flows out of

the stand-pipe into y,, which is thus under water-pressure equal to the height of

the stand-pipe. As this pressure is at least as high as the maximum steam-

pressure needed to work the float, this will maintain the float in the position in

which air is cut off from the furnace, until the water in the pipe w is allowed to

run out through the valve E, fig. 519, page 122.

I have entered at some length into a description of Messrs. Kortini: Br<>-'.

special system, because I consider that their method of dealing with the air and

condensed water is extremely ingenious. In examining steam-heating plant-.

one obseivm constantly that the air-cocks are placed at the top of the radiator

coils, either through carelessness, or Wause the designers do not realize that air

in heavier than steam; the result is that air-cocks are opened, and steam is seen

escaping, and they are at once shut upon the assumption that no air is present
in the coil. The heating is not found very satisfactory, the reason being that
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there is always a stagnant body of air at the lower part of each radiator, and

this is very difficult to heat to the temperature of the steam. Quite elaborate

arrangements of pumps are also provided in order to get the condensed water

back into the boiler, although, as already pointed out in describing this system,

the whole of this work can be done by gravitation if the scheme is only properly

designed.

Messrs. Korting Bros, also state that, for their low-pressure steam-heating,

they use as far as possible radiators which, according to their latest invention,

are not filled with steam alone, but with a mixture of air and steam. Formerly
when the steam was admitted to the top of the radiator, it pushed the air

partially or entirely out, but steam being lighter than air, the result was that,

when not worked to their full capacity, the top of the radiator was actually

heated to the full temperature of the steam, while the bottom being full of air,

remained cool. Now the steam is admitted by a special arrangement to the

l>ottoni, and the steam and air rise and circulate through the radiator, wanning
the whole of the surface to a lower or higher temperature according to the

temporary requirements. The inventors of the system claim that the radiators,

although warmed by steam, give the same agreeable heat as low-pressure warm-

water coils, without having the disadvantages of that system, and especially

without the disadvantages of freezing in winter. Of course the steam-pipes are

relatively smaller than hot-water pipes calculated to do the same work, and

therefore cost less.

In the chapter on low-pressure hot-water heating, 1 have described a number

of forms of radiators, most of which are equally suitable for steam; the only

point to be borne in mind is the position of the air-cocks. The inlet and

outlet pipes for steam will also be smaller, and if stock-pattern radiators are

bought, it will be necessary to use a nipple to reduce the size of the opening.

Messrs. Korting Bros, make a type of radiator with specially thin gills, which is

very cheap, and also gives a very large surface for the radiation of heat. Two

varieties are shown in fig. 553, the square and the oval. These are solully

constructed, but are not of sufficiently artistic appearance to be used in living-

rooms without some kind of ornamental case, which may be either of cast iron

or wrought.

The inventors of the system, which has here been fully described, lay down

the following: principal requirements, which should be fulfilled by a low-pressure

steam-heating apparatus, and claim that their apparatus fulfils them :

(1) There must be complete control of the temperature of the rooms heated.

(2) The coils or radiators ought to be below 212 Fahr., as at higher tern-
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peratures the small particles of organic matter, which flout in the air in the

form of dust, are volatilized when coming into contact with the heating-surface,
nd disagreeable ami unhealthy smells result.

(3) The steam-generator must be constructed so as to secure continuous and

Fit i.-
. Sqiure and Orl Pttrnt

efficient combustion of the fuel, to avoid the inconveniencing of the neighbour-
won of smoke, and to prevent any formation of clinker in the

Further, there should be no
liability of damage to the generatorow ng to pcwible neglect

The consumption of fuel must be
automatically regulated to suit the
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variation in the demands on the heating-surface in the rooms, so that the actual

weight of fuel burned in the furnace in a given time is proportionate to tin-

amount of heat passing into the rooms from tin- heating-suria

(5) To minimize the attendance, the Htrain-lxiilrr must have a furnace-

hopper of such capacity as to contain fuel sufficient at least for the night, so

as to dispense with night attendance, and also to secure that the fuel only needs

replenishing at lengthy intervals during the day.

(6) Any portion of the heating-system, which may be liable to exposure to

frost, must be quite free from water, when the heating is not in operation.

(7) There must be no liability to rusting, either on the inside or the outside

of any part of the heating-system.

Lap-welded wroug-ht-iron pipes, of what is known as
" steam quality ",

should be used, with wrought-iron elliows, tees, tands, Ac., throughout. Cast-

iron pipes are not suitable for use with steam. The supports for the pipes will

be of a smaller and simpler kind than those needed for hot-water work, and

generally the whole of the pipes will be of smaller

size and will be found much easier to run in con-

fined places; these small pipes can readily be taken

behind skirting -boards and in other similar posi-

tions, where it might be difficult or impossible to

fix hot-water pipes.

The stop-valves used in this work will require

to be of a different type. In preference to the

" Peet" valve, I use such a valve as that made by

Messrs. Dewrance of London with a renewable

seating, and illustrated in fig. 554; these cocks

have a good seating, and will last a very long time.

For the smaller sizes, say up to 2 inches, they are

made of solid guu-metal, and in a house it is scarcely

likely that valves larger than these will be re-

quired. For the condensed-water pipes, a valve

such as the Peet valve may certainly be used, as

it affords a full way, which is of some advantage. The whole object in hot-

water work, in fact in water work of any kind, is to afford as full an opening

as possible, and to change the direction of flow as little as possible, as change in

direction means added friction. For steam, however, a slight change in direc-

tion makes no difference, but it is essential to obtain a good seating for the

valves. In a low-pressure steam-heating plant, there will be less energy

LOOM ralre attached to rod of

ptodle bj * oat.

I

flMlfaf screwed Into ralr* body.

fig. ! DfWfMMt KMI VJr.
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expended in friction in the pipes themselves than in a hot-water apparatus, as

in the latter case the medium is a fluid and in the former a gas.

CHAPTER VII.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

I consider the system of open fires of coal or wood to be by far the most

healthy of all the systems which have now been described; and, with due

attention to the methods by which the consumption of fuel can be diminished,

while greater efficiency in the use of the fuel is obtained, I do not see that it

can well be improved upon for private houses in the British Isles. It is,

however, desirable that a special supply of air should be brought to the fire

from outside wherever possible.

Where it is desired to use some auxiliary system, then I consider that low-

pressure hot-water is, taking it all round, the most suitable for general use, as

l>eing perfectly safe and requiring little attention. I do not consider systems of

heating by heated air desirable, if they are to be used instead of fires, but as

auxiliary means of providing general warmth, they may be of service; the chief

objection in my mind to the use of heated air is, that it is necessary to breathe

the heating medium, whereas the ideal to be aimed at is to heat the objects, the

wall*, and the persons in the rooms, while leaving the air comparatively cool

for breathing. Systems of steam-heating and high-pressure hot-water heating

have their uses as auxiliary means of heating, and are specially to be recom-

mended where it is desirable to occupy as little space as possible with the pipes.

Gose stoves and close fireplaces are, in my opinion, not to be recommended

in preference to open fires, except upon the basis of lower financial cost of

maintenance. The cold of the British winter is not usually so severe as to call

for such means of heating, and although pi-rfrrt smokelessnesi can be obtained

by the use of some of these apparatus, yet the smoke can so far be diminished

by the ue of suitable open grates that they cease to be very objectionable in

;

'

Gas-fires are not, in the author's opinion, desirable, as there is usually a

smell produced by them; if the register is not very carefully adjusted, either

of the heat disappears up the chimney, or, on the other hand, invisible
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products of combustion, in the form uf carbonic arid gas, Ac., are discharged

into the apartment.

In closing, I would say again that it is desirable to warm the whole of tin-

house and not a mere part of it, and to prevent draughts by arranging for

special inlets and special outlets of the air, and this can be done perfectly in the

case of new buildings, although probably with only partial success in the case of

buildings already completed.
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SECTION X1.-WARMING AND COOKING

BY ELECTRICITY.

Before entering upon a discussion of the merits and demerit* of the utiliza-

tion of electricity as a means of producing heat, either for cooking or wanning,
it would be well to consider the causes which have led to its adoption. Let us

then, for a moment, consider the means usually employed for cooking in the

kitchen of an ordinary home, i.e. the use of coal in an open range. The

efficiency of such a method in the case (say) of roasting l>efore the fire, is usually

considered to be as low as from 10 to 15 per cent of the heat produced, and

when we consider that the remaining percentage is either actually last bv going

up the chimney, or is spent in making it generally uncomfortable for the cook,

we feel that we have hardly got value for our fuel. Some slight improvement
has been obtained by enclosing coal-fires in stoves. But even they, although
not allowing the heat of the room to become excessive, still |>erinit an enormous

waste in the shape of hot air going up the chimney.

Another method of cooking very much in vogue consists in the use of gas-

stoves. Careful experiments, however, have shown that, although obtaining a

much higher efficiency than coal, with the additional advantage of no surround-

ing heat, about four-fifths of the total heat generated is, in the case of roasting,

uselessly dispersed. In addition to this, food cooked over gas frequently has a

disagreeable flavour, while the stove, even if it has ventilators attached, almost

invariably gives off a quantity of noxious gases, sometimes that known as
"
acetylene ", which are the direct cause of the headache, which usually comes

on after entering a room in which a gas-stove has been burning.

A good cooking-apparatus should, in addition to being of moderate cost

while actually in use, possess the following advantages: 1. No smell; 2. No

external or radiant heat; 3. No generation of noxious vapours; 4. The quality

of being able to be turned off or quenched, either partially or wholly, as cooking
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proceeds or ends. These advantages, especially the last, may appear at first

sight to savour somewhat of Arcadia, but, as I hope presently to point out, not

only are they to be obtained, but are now actually within reach of the ordinary

householder, by means of electricity.

A very popular impression seems to be that electricity, in its commcn ial

form, can give no heat. So far, however, is this from being the rase, that it is

at present utilized to melt and weld metals which cannot be affected by other

methods. This idea has no doubt arisen from the fact that buildings lighted by

electricity are quite cool, when compared with those lit by other illuininants;

the reason of this, however, is that electricity employed to give light yields

such extraordinary brilliancy when compared with the actual size of the illu-

minating space, that such sjwce, though in itself extremely hot, conveys hardly

any additional heat to the surrounding atmosphere.

The theory upon which electrical heating* is based is very simple. The

render is doubtless aware that all generators of electricity require an external

circuit or path. In this jMith the work to IKJ done invariably lies, whether it be

in the shape of lighting, power-transmission, or any other means of absorbing

electrical energy. The easier this path Incomes, the greater is the rush of

current down it ; hence, a.s some metals are known to conduct the current with

much greater ease than others, we say that they offer less resistance. To under-

stand this aright, let us compare the flow of electricity along a wire with tin-

How of water in a pipe. We know that, with a certain head and pressure of

water, a large pipe will allow an easy flow, while a small one will necessitate the

forcing of the water through it with considerable difficulty. Electricity in a

wire acts in a somewhat similar way ; when the current is large and the con-

ductor small, the latter becomes hot, owing to the resistance offered. Different

metals, however, offer different degrees of resistance; thus, if we substitute an

iron for a copper wire, the iron, although perhaps of exactly the same diameter

as the copper, will get hot with the same current that the copper was able to

conduct without heating. This fact that resistance to a current produces heat

is the basis of cooking and warming by electricity.

Fhe next point to be considered is, how this heat can be produced without

allowing' any to escape. We have already seen that the wires, by whose agency
heat is to be produced, must be of high resistance; but few metals capable of

offering this high resistance can withstand any great degree of heat, especially
when exposed to the atmosphere. The commoner metals, otherwise most suit-

able, generally oxidize when subjected to an unusual degree of heat. The only
method of preventing this oxidizing is so to enclose the resistance-wires that
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the atmosphere cannot get at them; if such enclosure is perfect, the commoner

metals may be used with impunity.

Resistance-wires used for heating-purposes are generally wound in spiral

<nils, as a great length of metal, and so of heating-surface, can thus be packl
in -mall compass. Strange though it may seem, more difficulty has been

experienced in obtaining an air-tight jacket for the coils than in perfecting the

electrical part of the apparatus. The great difficulty was to find a composition

which, while admitting no air, was capable of expanding, when heated, exactly
in an equal ratio with the wires it enclosed. It will l>e seen that, given some

such suitable compound, heat generated in the enclosed coils could, through con-

tact with the compound, be much more readily conveyed to any pan or dish placed

on it than if this were merely held over hot wires. And not only that, but

such unprotected wires would l>e a constant source of danger from the possibility

of a short circuit being formed. By a
"
short circuit

"
is meant a more direct

path, and may be illustrated by a pan placed on two resistance-springs, through
the total length of which the current would, in the ordinary course of things, be

made to flow; the pan, being also of metal, would otter a much shorter circuit

for the current than the many convolutions of the springs, and would, by thus

allowing the electricity to bridge across, cause the springs, or that jmrt of them

short circuited, to become dead, and so lose the heat they pos.ses.sed. The

composition, therefore, must not only possess certain ratios of exclusion, and

be impervious to the passage of air, but it must also l>e made of insulating

material; that is, of a material of the very worst conducting capacity, so that

a short circuit cannot possibly occur through contact with the compound itself.

In the earlier experiments with heating- resistances, cement of different kinds

was largely used, but owing to its breakable and porous nature, air very soon

got to the wires, oxidation set in, and the apparatus tieeame useless. The

material in mast frequent use now is a kind of enamel, which while possessing

the necessary qualities mentioned above, is also a good conductor of heat, and

is capable of adhering firmly not only to the wires imbedded in it, but also to

the hot-plate to which the warmth is to be conducted. It will at once be 8MB
that heat obtained by conduction is, for cooking, far superior to that due to

radiation only.

The wires can be built in any shape to suit the requirements of the article

to be heated, thus preventing the great loss of energy usually expended in

usfles>ly heating the surrounding atmosphere; and not only this, for in the case

of light goods, such as kettles, flat-irons, Ac., the heating-springs are actually

I milt into the article itself, thus not only doing away with the atmospheric
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medium, but giving only one intervening plate to be heated, instead of at

least the two used in the case last mentioned.

On coming into a kitchen where an electric oven is in use (see fig. 555),

we are at once struck with the great difference between its surroundings and

those pertaining to the old-fashioned range. Among the things which liavc

disappeared are the smell of smoke, the risk of falling soot, and the hi.irl,

surrounding temperature due to keeping up a large fire for an hour or t\\<>

. 566 -An KIn-trir Kitchen

before the oven is required in order to attain the necessary degree of heat; and

there in no risk of finding that one side of the oven has been nearly red-hot,

and lias charred the eatables on one side, while the other is unbaked; or that

the fire, not having l>een regulated with sufficient nicety, has either burnt tin-

eatables or left them quite uncooked; for, by the peculiarities of construction

above referred to, not only can we surround an electric oven with heating-

fturfaces on all sides, top or bottom, but, by merely turning the handle of u

witch, we can regulate the current passing through these heating-surfaces, and

consequently the degree of heat which any part of such an oven may attain.

M fihown in
fig. 556. Thus, in an oven with six switches all can be turned

on to hake a certain article, and if this is not immediately required, all but

may be turned off, the remaining one being capable of keeping it warm.

When we consider also that such an oven can attain its fullest heat in about

10 or 15 minutes after being first switched on, and can be turned out in>
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mediately after use, we can at once see that the efficiency of electricity used in

this direction is very high, and the cost consequently low; on the other hand,

as all unnecessary heat is waste, the burning down of a coal-fire after use in

cooking is dead loss. Nor is the evil of loss up the chimney only confined to

the householder bearing it, for, as anyone living in a large town may see, it is

these small contributions, and not

those from mills and workshops,

which make the atmosphere in all

great centres what it is, ruinous

alike to health and property.

Now as to cost. The energy
will probably be obtained from an

Electric Supply Co., for as elec-

tricity can be generated more

cheaply on a large scale than on a

small one, this is, at any rate with

small consumers, the cheapest

method of obtaining it. In Great

Britain such an electrical supply

is usually dear, as it has to be gen-

erated from steam, being usually

about 6d. per unit.
1 In places

where generating power can be

had more economically, electrical

energy is much cheaper; thus

in some parts of America, where electricity can be produced from large flows

of water, we are assured that power will soon be distributed from house to

house at a charge of $d. per unit. Nor is this report exaggerated, as we

might at first suppose, for in some parts of Europe to-day, such power, also

derived from water, is being sold for \d. per unit We will assume that 4d.

per unit is a fair standard on which to base our calculations, this being, I

understand, the actual amount now charged by one of the corporate bodies in

London, though it is much higher than that at which an ordinary large private

installation could supply it. We find that in an electric kettle 1 Ib. of cold

1
By an "anil" is meant 1000 "watt hours", a watt being the standard of electrical energy, obtained by

multiplying the pressure (or "voltage") of the circuit by the current (or
w
amperage") absorbed by any particular

apparatus; in other words, when the electrical energy, multiplied by the time in boon, equals 1000, an unit of

electricity has been expended. The definitions of the terms used in connection with electricity will be more folly

given in the chapters on Lighting by Electricity.
VOL. II. 46

Ft* &M.-AB Electric OVCB.
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water can be boiled in approximately three minutes, with a current of 10

amperes at a pressure of 100 volts, which works out into units as follows:

100 volt* x 10 amperes x ,V hour- 50 watt hours;

thi*. at 4cl. an unit, works out thus

1000 : 50 : : 4 : { of a penny.
\

An oven like that illustrated in fig. 556 will, with a pressure of 100 volts,

take a current of approximately 25 amperes for about J hour, by which time

full cooking temperature of 325 to 400 Fahrenheit will

IKJ attained. After this first quarter of an hour a currrnt

of only 10 to 15 amperes will be sufficient to maintain this

degree of heat.

Care should be taken in the purchase of cooking or

heating goods that they arc built to suit the pressure of

the consumer's circuit, for such pressures vary, and it will

readily IKJ seen that applying current at too great a pres-

sure results in more current being forced through than

it is capable of receiving without damage to it through overheating.

Small appliances, like kettles and other movable objects, usually get their

connection by means of two flexible silk-covered wires in the form of a cord,

at the end of which is a plug carrying two small metal terminals, which can IT

pushed into sockets fixed in different places on the wall for the purpose. This

arrangement will be better understood by reference to the drawing of an elect ric

fry-pan, shown in fig. 558. By means of

the current supplied through these cords

water ean be boiled or kept boiling on

the table where it w to be actually used.

KrttJ*

Bwtrfc fry t*n Ife MO -An Electric Flat iron

In the same waj, flat-irons can l>e coupled by means of the flexible cord

mgh which the current passes, and as the electricity warm* the iron while
in actual use. there is no necessity for heating more than one iron, hence there

a considerable saving in time and labour.

Other portable objects, such as curling-iron heaters, small radiators, cigar-
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lighten, foot-warmers, Ac., can l>e heated in a ftimilur way, in any position in

whirh they are most useful. One of tin? most striking instances of efficiency in

this direction is given by the electrical foot-wanm-r. whirh consumes a current

of one ampere only, which is little more than that taken by an ordinary in-

candescent light; with the unit at 4</., such an arrangement in artual U-M- would

cost only frf. per hour.

The efficiency of appliances of this description may he said almost to be

perfect, since kettles and similar utensils have an efficiency of 80 to 90 per cent,

and hot-plate warmers have an efficiency of from 90 to 95 per cent. By using

a grill arrangement of hot-plates similar to those just mentioned, a current of

5 amperes at 100 volts will, in about 10 minutes, raise the apparatus to cooking-

heat, while another 10 minutes, at a slightly reduced current, will IHJ sufficient

to cook two chops, which will thus be done at an expenditure of less than !</.,

an amount which in many cases will hardly cover the cost of the chips used in

lighting a coal-fire in an open range. Such an example, however, does not show

the electric grill in its best light, as operations liegan with everything cold; if

we continue to cook chops on the grill when the first two are finished, we shall

find that the outlay will be less than $d. per couple.

It will be manifest that heating: is almost identical with cooking, both as

regards appliances and cost. The

only necessity is to convert the hot

cooking-plate into something possess-

ing a more artistic appearance, and

then call it a radiator.

Electric radiators are made in

any shape, from the small ornamental

one for the drawing-room to the long

ungainly appliance used in schools or

public buildings. Their utility is

manifest; not only do we do away
with the necessary ills consequent on

a hot-water system, such as a visit to

the boiler late at night to see that it

is banked, leaks, smoke, &c., but we

remove the danger from fire usually r%. S-EICWC iudi.u

accruing from the use of these appar-

atus. In fact, when electric heating is applied to theatres or other crowded

resorts, the additional safety gained, quite apart from the matter of trouble.
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should in itself be its recommendation. An electric heating -installation has

recently been fitted up at the Vaudeville Theatre in London, the " box
"
form

of radiators being used ; the temperature of the auditorium can be kept at a

standard temperature of 60, when the passages are only 40, by the use of a

rurrent of 90-amperes, and at a cost of only three shillings an hour. A great

point in favour of such an arrangement is that it only requires to be switched

on very shortly before the theatre has to be used, and can be turned off at any
time during or after the performance.

Radiators for private houses, instead of being built as fixtures, are usually

made portable in the shape of screens, pendants, &c. These possess the

additional* advantage, by means of their flexible connection, of being moved

about at will. Such a screen as the largest shown in our illustration, exposing
a surface of about 9 square feet, would, at 200 Fahr., heat a room of 1350 cubic

feet capacity. These radiators can attain any range of temperature from 200 to

about 450 Fahrenheit.

In the choice of heating-appliances, it should be borne in mind that self-

contained apparatus are much the more efficient; that is to say, those articles

into the bodies of which the warming gear is actually built, as, for example, the

oven shown in
fig. 556.

The more general application of electricity to cooking and warming would,

undoubtedly, purify the atmosphere and reduce labour, and thus not only tend

to prolong life, but to make it pleasanter and easier.
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